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DEVELG°MENT OF COMPUTER MODELS FOR THE PREDICTION




A program for calculating the radiation patterns of analytic reflector
antennas, using geometric optics and aperture plane integration techniques,
-.	 was modified and extended to include nonanalytic surfaces.
The original program, while capable o' predicting patterns for a vari-
ety of reflectors, both smooth and multi-panelled, was subject to the re-
striction that the surface had to be expressed analytically, i.e., described
by a set of mathematical equations. This restriction was removed by adapt-
ing a technique which allows the reflector configuration to be interpolated
from a finite set of points measured on the surface. 	
t.
Criteria for choosing, both the number and distribution of these
measured surface points were developed by comparing the predicted antenna
radiation patterns with measured laboratory results. Test cases involved
relatively smooth as well as grossly distorted arbitrary surfaces.
Finally, surface point accuracies were established by applying random
error analysis to the measurement process.
*Associate Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering Technology, Old
Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508.
I. INTRODUCTION
The original model, upon waic_h this work was based, was developed to
predict the r.f. radiation characteristics of paraboloidal reflectors (ref.
1). It was subsequently refined (ref. 2) and then expanded to include
ellipsoidal, spherical (ref. 3) and planar surfaces (ref. 4). More recent-
ly, the program was generalized to include reflectors constructed from
several panels or sections [5].
The objective of this work was to modify the above program, named
REFLECTR, to make it capable of predicting radiation patterns of arbitrary
surfaces. Although rewritten in order to reduce core memory storage re-
quirements, the original ray-tracing, aperture plane integration processes
remain the same. These processes are discussed, in this report, only to the
extent needed to give meaning and understanding to the new spline interpola-
tion and successive approximation methods which are detailed in Sections II
and IV. The reader is referred to the references for a comprehensive dis-
cussion of the original theory, mathematics and program statements (ref.
5).	 .
The work described herein was essentially a three-phase effort and
reported in Section III as follows:
(1) Program modification-evaluation and incorporation of a technique
to interpolate arbitrary surface configurations.
(2) Testing and evaluation of program using relatively smooth arbi-
trary reflector surfaces. Development of criteria for surface
point distribution and measurement accuracies.
(3) Testing and evaluation of program using distorted arbitrary
reflector surfaces. Development of comprehensive criteria for
surface point distribution and measurement accuracies.
The final program, PARSPLN, is written in standard FORTRAN and should
run on any FORTRAN compiler with little or no change. A complete descrip-
2
tion of how to create an input file is discussed in Section IV and examples
of test cases and outputs provided in the appendix.
PARSPLN takes about 1500 octal seconds to run and requires about 250K
to 330K bytes of core storage depending upon the number of mersured points




In the original models, the radiation pattern from the feed antenna was
divided into a set of rays subtending the reflector surface (Fig. 1). Each
ray was represented by a set of parametric equations:
z = f z (r) " b3 ,1 r - b3 ,2
y = fy (r) = b2,1 r - b2,2
x = f x (r) = b1,1 r - b1,2
where the x, y and z coordinates of any point along the ray were expressed
as a function of the distance, r, to that point from the ray origin.
The equations of each ray were solved simultaneously with the equation
of the reflector surface to find a point of intersection. A unit normal was
then determined by differentiating the reflector surface at that point and a
reflected ray traced to an aperture plane * locsted a short distance in front
of the reflector.
The electromagnetic field contributions of each ray were then quantized
along constant grid bars on the aperture plane and these results integrated
over its surface to obtain the total radiation pattern.
B. Arbitrary Surface Representation
To represent a nonanalytic reflector a surface spline function was
utilized [6]. The spline function interpolates the reflector surface by
computing the surface extent, xs P , at any requested y, z coordinate
using a set of known points (x., y. z.) measured on the surface:
N
x gp = f gp (y , z) = k o + kly + k2z + cc F i ri In r2	 (1)
i=1
where
r? _ (y - y ) 2 + ( z - Z. )2.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the reflector antenna.
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The N + 3 unknowns N O , k l , k 2 , Fi) must first be determined using
the N measured points in:
where
r4. - (y i - y j ) 2 + (z i - zj) 2.
Special provisions are made in the program for the case where r - 0
since In r2 does not exist even though:
limn lnr2 -0
r+0




sp	 k1+2 j F. (1 +ln rl)
 (y - yi)
ay	 i=1
thus allowing computation of unit normals on the surface and suasequent
completion of the reflected ray-tracing procedure required by the original
program.
Solution of the spline function (equation 2) was accomplished by call-
ing upon library subroutine GELIM (Appendix E1). Its purpose is to solve a
system of real linear equations represented by the matrix equation B - AX
where X is the rectangular solution matrix (unknown coefficients) of
dimension (N + 3, 1).
Solution of a system using three known points, for example, would be
accomplished by arranging the matrix eleme- t4 thus:
(3)
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1	 y 1 z 1 r 2 In r 2 r2 In r 2 r2 In r 2 ko.
11 11 21 21 31 a1
1	 y 2 z 2 r 2 In r 2 r2 In r 2 r2 In r 2 ki
12 12 22 22 32 32
1	 y 3 z 3 r 2 In r 2 r2 In r 2 r2 In r 2 k2
13 13 23 23 33 33
0	 0 0 1 1 1 F1
0	 0 0 yl y2 y3 F2








C. Successive Approximation Technique
Once the spline coefficients are established the ray-tracing procedure
is begun by carrying out a successive approximation routine for each of the
vector rays from the feed antenna. As depicted in the flow chart of Figure
2 the point of intersection of each ray with the reflector surface is found
by varying Lhe length of the ray and comparing its x coordinate with the
xsp value (surface extent) of the reflector predicted at the same y, z
coordinates. The vector length is varied and the process repeated until a
suitable match is obtained.
Once the point of intersection is found, the spline function differen-
tials are evaluated and the unit normal vector at the point is computed.
Control is now returned to the original program to complete the compu-
tation of the ray reflected to the aperture plane and subsequent determina-
tion of the reflector radiAtion pattern.
7
Figure 2. Successive approximation routine.
III. TESTING AND RESULTS
A. Spline Surface Evaluation
Program SPLINE (Sectiot. IV) was written to interpolate an arbitrary
surface using a fi.,.ed number of knolin or measured points. The accuracy with
which this is accomplished was found to be a function of both the number of
known points used and of their distribution. Test cases for spherical,
ellipsoidal and pare'-loidal mathematical sections were run using many Lit -
ferent concentration% and distributions of known points. The results, in
all cases, led to the same conclusions as illustrated by the test case
described below.
Figure 3 shows a paraboloidal reflector surface very similar to the
actual model used in the radiation pattern tests (Sections III.B and C).
Figures 4 and 5 show five different known point distributions inside a
slightly elliptical boundary which is the aperture plane project] "t of the
reflector's edge. Distributions A200, B200 and C200 (Fig. 4) each contain
200 points. In A200 the points have- a fairly uniform spread. The points in
B200 have a slightly greater concentration around the perimeter and those of
C200 a much heavier concentration around the reflector edge.
Figure 5 shows distributions C100 and C300 along with C200 described
above. C200 was obtained by adding 100 points to C100 and C300 was similar-
ly obtained by adding 100 points to C200. The points were added in such a
manner as to keep the relative concentrations of points (percentage of
points in each area) the same in each distribution.
SPLINE was evaluated by comparing the actual (mathematical) surface
values at 00 evenly distributed interior positions with the interpolated
surface values using each of the five distributions discussed above. The
output (Appendix B) lists the y and z coordinates, the actual surface
extent (TRUE X), the predicted surface coordinate (SPLINE X), the difference
between the two (TRU-SPL) and the percentage error in percent (PER ERR).
These results are summarized in Table 1. below showing both the average
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Figure 5. Known point distributions.
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By comparing the results for distributions A200, B200, and C200 it was
observed that the prediction improved as the points were weighted toward the
reflector's edge. This was to be expected since the ability of the spline
function to interpolate accurately in the outer perimeter zone is otherwise
diminished by an absence of known points outside the reflector boundary.
It was also determined that increasing the number of points used in a
similarly weighted distribution (C100, C200, and C300) improved the results.
Additionally, it was observed that a properly weighted distribution (C100)
was more effective in producing good results than simply using a larger
number of points (A200).
Further testing with other distributions indicated that:
(1) Increasing the concentration of a given number of points more
heavily in the perimeter zone did not further improve the results
beyond that obtained with distributions C200 and C300 and, eventu-
ally, worsened the prediction due to a lack of definition in the
interior zone.
(2) Increasing the number of points in a similar distribution pattern
above 300 did not improve the results significantly enough to
warrant the additional complexity, time and memory storage




Figure 6 illustrates the ideal distribution for the known points. As
will be discussed in Section III.C, approximately 230 points should be used.
Twenty to twenty-five percent of them should be concentrated within the
inner 50% of the area of the aperture plane projection and spread uniformly
within that area. The remaining 75 to 80% of the points should be distri-
buted uniformly within the outer 50% perimeter zone.
B. Smooth Reflector Performance
A smooth offset paraboloidal reflector (Fig. 7) was constructed at
NASA/Langley Research Center and its radiation pattern measured there in the
lab. Actual surface extents were also determined at each y, z coordinate
for all points used in the five distributions discussed previously (Section
III.A).
Program PARSPLN (Section IV) was run using each of the five distribu-
tions. The output data of the normalized predictions (Appendix CO are com-
pared with the measured (solid line) radiation pattern in Figures 8 and
9.	 Y
Agreement between measured and predicted results was excellent. The
patterns behaved as expected from the surface evaluation studies. Figure 8
shows the general improvement realized as the concentration of points is
increased in the outer zone. This improvement is noticed mainly in the
sidelobes as the main beam was predicted fairly well by each of the distri-
butions. Departures from this trend noticed in some of the sidelobes are
attributed to the repositioning of known points in a certain distribution
away from actual points of ray intersections.
Figure 9 shows the improvement due to increasing the number of known
points utilized. As in Figure 8 the improvement was noticed mainly in the
sidelobes. As in the surface evaluations, increasing the number of points
above 200 had only a slight effect on improving the results. Discrepancies
in this tendency for larger numbers of points to produce more accurate
results were noticed in a few of the sidelobes. Since points were not
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Figure 6. Ideal known point distribution.
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discrepancies are attributed to the quantization and numerical integration
procedures of the original program, REFLECTR [5].
To determine the effect of inaccuracies in the surface measurements of
the known points, random errors were added to the surface extents of points
in a distribution very similar to C200. These random errors were generated
by subroutine GETRAN (Appendix E2) and had a normal (Gaussian) distribution
with zero mean and unit variance. The predicted radiation patterns using
this new distribution were compared with the results obtained before the
random error was introduced.
Appendix C2 contains three sets of data. In each set the predicted
normalized output (db) before the random error was introduced (2nd column)
is listed next to the output after the error was introduced (3rd column) at
each angle shown (1st column). Column 4 contains the difference of the two
outputs (Column 2 - Column 3).
In the first set of date the random errors were divided by a factor of
10 before being added so as to affect the first decimal place. The result-
ing pattern was grossly distorted. The second data set shows the effect of
measurement errors made in the second decimal position (random errors were
divided by 100). The results were still not acceptable. Good results were
obtained when measurement errors were limited to the third decimal position
(third data set).
C. Distorted Reflector Performance
To simulate the effects that thermal, fabrication aad deployment errors
might have upon large reflectors erected in space the smooth reflector
discussed in Section III.B was distorted by building a small hump into its
surface. Modification of the experimental model and subsequent measurements
made thereupon were once again performed at Langley Research Center. The
resulting radiation pattern is compared to the original in Figure 10.
Points were measured on this new surface and PARSPLN was run using the
same distribution (C200) previously found to be successful for the non-
distorted reflector. The predicted results (Appendix D1) agreed fairly well
19










































with the measured pattern (Fig. 11) around the center of the beam but lacked
definition in some of the lower sidelobes. Increasing the number of
measured paints from 200 to 232 (distribution C232) remedied this problem
(Fig. 11). Distribution C232 was created by adding 32 points to C200 so as
to maintain the same percentage concentrations as that of the ide.:l known
point distribution derived in Section III.A.
Distribution C234 (Fig. 12) was created by adding to C200 an additional
34 points concentrated in the vicinity of the known distortion. The radia-
tion patterns obtained (Fig. 12) predicted the results equally as well as
those obtained by using distribution C232. Thus, a priori knowledge of the
location of the physical distortion was not a prerequisite for successful
prediction of the radiation pattern.
PARSPLN was run using distribution C300 for the distorted reflector and
the results compared with those using C234 (Appendix D2). Both distribu-
tions predicted the results about equally as well. Thus, there is no need
to increase the number of points in the ideal distributicit above about 235.
To do so might possibly involve special programming techniques (Section IV)
to deal with the very large memory storage requirements necessitated.
As with the non-distorted reflector, subroutine GETRAN (Appendix E2)
was called upon to generate random numbers to be added as measurement errors
to the points in the distribution. Appendix D3 lists the coordinate values
of all points in distribution C234 (XTRUE, YTRUE, ZTRUE). The coordinate
values of the new error distribution (XERR, YERR, ZERR) after the random
errors are added are also shown. The final listing shows the output using
C234 (DB ORIG) compared with the results predicted by the error distribution
(DB ERR). As the difference column (DIFF) indicates no significant degrada-
tion results as long as coordinate values are measured accurately to 3
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A. Explanation of Files
1. REFLECTR




As a stand-alone program will compute the unknown spline function
coefficients for up to 300 known surface points. Requires up to
300K of memory storage (see Table 2).
b. SUBROUTINE SPLINE
Will include one or more of the following three options depending
upon into which main program incorporated:
1. Coefficient Determination - Computation of unknown spline func-
tion coefficients using •.ip to 234 known surface points.
2. Surface Interpolation - Solution of unknown surface extents at
requested y, z coordinates.
3. Surface Differentiation - Computation of partial derivatives at
requested y, z coordinates and subsequent determination of unit
normal vectors.
3. NRFLCTM
Original REFLECTR program with nonanalytic surface determination
included as an option. Unknown surface may be described using up to 234
known points. Selection of this option considerably increases execution
time and memory storage requirements over original program (Table 2).
4. NRFLECT
Program NRFLCTM modified to deal with surface descriptions of up to 300
known points. Spline function coefficients must be computed separately
using program SPLINE first and then entered as input data. Execution
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Program NRFLCTM rewritten to reduce memory storage requirements (Table
2). All analytic surface determinations deleted. Computes spline sur-
face radiation patterns for surface descriptions up to 234 points.
B. Discussion of Programs
1. REFLECTR
A complete discussion of the original theoretical developments [1, 2, 3,
41 as well as a complete description of the program listing, input and
output files [S] may be found by consulting the references (Appendix A).
2. SPLINE
Program SPLINE listed in Appendix E3, will compute the unknown spline
function coefficients of equation 2 for a surface using up to 300 known
points. This upper limit may increased by changing the array dimensions
but only in computer systems with memories larger than about 330K.
The array POINT (300, 3) is used to store the known point coordinates
which are read in by input loop 100. A value of 999. for x is used as
a file marker to signal the end of input data. The number of known
t	 points utilized is kept track of by variable K.
SPLINE will produce the K + 3 coefficients required by the spline
function (equation 1). The remaining arrays in the dimension statement
are required by subroutine GELIM (Appendix E1) for matrix manipulation
and must always be dimensioned 3 larger than POINT as must variable WAX
(after statement number 300).
GELIM is called upon to solve for the coefficients after the A and B
matrices (Section II.B) are filled and subroutine parameters
initialized. Matrix A is filled by quadrants (see equation 4) taking
precautions to check for In 0.
GELIM returns the solution matrix to SPLINE as array B. An output file
is created consisting of the N original known point coordinates, file
marker 999., followed by the N + 3 spline coefficients.
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3. NRFLCTM
Program NRFLCTM requires two input files. Input file 1 (TAPE1) is the
original input file of REFLECTR. Setting integer surface code, SURFCE,
to 6 [ref. 5, p. 281 will select the spline surface option. Input file
2 (TAPE 2), known point coordinates, is identical to the input file used
in SPLINE but must be limited to a maximum of 234 points.
All output op.ions available in REFLECTR are available in NRFLCTM. The
spline surface modifications incorporated as an option in NRFLCTM are
identical to those in PARSPLN (below) and thus, not discussed here.
4. NRFLECT
Program NRFLECT requires two input files. Input file 1 (TAPE1) is
identical to that of NRFLCTM. Input file 2 (TAPE2) is the output file
produced by program SPLINE, which must be created prior to running
NRFLECT.
Program outputs and spline surface modifications are identical to those
in NRFLCTM.
5. PARSPLN
PARSPLN (Appendix F) uses two input files. Input file 1 (TAPE1) is
similar to that used in NRFLCTM and REFLECTR except that some extraneous
parameters have been deleted. These parameters, having to do with
choices between or descriptions of analytical surfaces, were no longer
needed since PARSPLN is dedicated to non-analytic reflectors.
A sample input file is presented in Appendix F2. The input variable
names shown in the listing for PARSPLN (Appendix F1) are the same ones
used in NRFLCTM and are described in detail in the reference for
REFLECTR [5]. The corresponding unmodified input file for NRFLCTM is
also shown in Appendix F2 for comparison, and will produce identical
results when used with that program.
Input file 2 (TAPE2) is a list of the known point coordinates in the
desired surface distribution. The file is identical to the input file
V
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used for program SPLINE except that the number of points must be limited
to 234.
The output produced by PARSPLN corresponding to the sample input file of
Appendix F2 is shown in Appendix F3.
Subroutine SPLINE is dimensioned to handle 234 points (see Section
IV.B2) and is divided into three basic sections. Control is passed by
the main program through variable ISP in the computed GO TO statement
(third line).
The first call to SPLINE (ISP - 1) is made by PARSPLN to establish the
spline function coefficients of equation (2). This occurs just prior to
DO LOOP 600. The statements in subroutine SPLINE are identical to those
described in program SPLINE earliar (Section IV.B2). No information is
transferred back to PARSPLN at th-4 s n ,^int as the coefficients are stored
in the subroutine.
Each time DO LOOP 600 is executed in PARSPLN, parametric equations for a
given ray are developed and the successive approximation routine of Fig.
2 is implemented. Calls to SPLINE are made with ISP - 2. Statement 602
	
r
in SPLINE begins the interpolation process of equation (1). For each
y, z coordinate fed in by the main program, an interpolated x-coordinate
value is passed back (XSP). Provisions are made in line 420 of SPLINE
to prevent computation of In 0. Calls to SPLINE with ISP - 2 continue
to be made until the approximation procedure for each ray is completed.
This accounts for the long execution time of the program.
Once the point of intersection is found, another call to SPLINE is made
with ISP - 3. Statement 603 of SPLINE begins the computation of the
partial derivatives of equation (3). The values of the unit normal
vector components at the requested coordinate are returned to the main
program as xx, yy and zz.
28
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Accurate predictions of the radiation patterns of arbitrary reflector
antetmas may be obtained for either smooth or distorted surfaces. A priori
knowledge of the location or extent of any surface distortion present is not
a prerequisite for obtaining good results.
The arbitrary reflector must be described by a set of points measured
on the surface. The points should be chosen according to Fig. 6 such that
20-25% of them are uniformly distributed within the inner 50% of the area of
the reflector's aperture plane projection, and the remaining 75-80%
uniformly distributed within the outer 50% perimeter zone. Weighting the
distribution less heavily in the perimeter zone would result in less
accurate results since this outer area would not be adequately described,
and weighting the distribution more heavily in this zone would likewise
result in less accurate predictions since the inner area description would
be insufficient.
The number of points utilized should be about 230. Although good 	 r
predictions can still be achieved with 200 points, some inaccuracies in the
description of the lower sidelobes become apparent below this number.
Results obtained with distributions above 230 points are not significantly
more accurate and require special program handling techniques for computers
with memory capacities below 330K.
All three coordinates of the points used to describe the surface should
b2 measured accurately to 5 significant figures.
Program PARSPLN takes about 1500 octal seconds to run and requires
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-5.000 -37.137766 -44.29850 -13.0633^ -20._8,17 - 3r,.^ ^.500




	 '.101f30	 ^0.0.',47.5	 30.134^1-z
	
-4.000 -8.65761 -49.6.5507	 -4.64679 - 75.5177' - S • • • 7Zt+(`
- - _ ^r^- _^8.^70^ ' -
	
-
^^. ^^`iK •S q 	2}^i •-^^^^09 -^f1 . '_` a ...q
	-3.500 -30.7139 -40.19 7.44	 -6.70046 -16.18011 --30.74964
-3.250 -40.29398. -34.74189 -1d-2R364 -10x7:956 -17.,.75A9
	






- ^ _500 - 14.8 7 0 49 -24 .f54 7S7	 `i 14lR4^- =_^ !Z!^^7	 14. E ^'r^1_
	-2.250 -11.15568 -_3.20841	 12.'11A65	 -1.1960•^. -10.9nRS^
	
2.000	 -8.26250 -24.37171	 15.74984	 .3S93fl	 -0.11"•5?
-1.730'	 -5.95888 -24.01."3:S
	
18.01346	 000000	 R^ ! 71
- - J	 - 4 . 111'4^'f	 -.^9 f, =4 .'!'r' '3 t --
-1 .250	 -2.66730 -24.8174,0	 21 .34503- . ^ 1.106	 -2 641 ^0
- 1 .000	 -1 .5'"568 -76. 1 671 1	 22 . 4S6A6	 -:' . 117!70	 1 .140^'
r5^----ter 1---21
	 - 3-^596r'A. 4SS93 - -' 4.r 'i'
	
-.500	 -.3017 -1:1 .10`:30	 23."41.44	 -8.4734'
	
-.230	 0.00000 -41.A8140	 24.01^33 -1'.A7106	 Q.lncnn
MAXIMU'' FIELD VALUE!',-
201.IJG (MAX (FTF"1-7 ` • 'i)ln(3i
	
4•!x7'4^11"11(1` •	1^."71'1




A200. Continued.	 OF POOR QUALITY
TATTLE OF 7LECTRV: FIELD 3TRENGTH3 (Dint)
PRINC;PAL FLAN' OF CUT I^ THETA = 90.100 Dro
ANGLE PHI • •FROM
	 0.000 TQ 12.000 `BY	 DEG
PHI
	
DiB ( Z/Z)^	 DB (Y/7)	 Dn(-d/Y) 	 DR(Y /Y)	 ?WRn?kt
	
.250	 -.30414 -32.56176
	 23.83242	 -8.4^r71.	 -.71! n4
	





	 1.19340	 -.7667?	 --2.^'.587
	
1.250	 -4.47148 -24.24604	 19.66=07	 -.10949	 -4.47.', ^6
	




	 i 5.35R95 _ - . 33180




	 - L .Z 4^Of3 ' -'1 1. g:.'""
- `r; `'^0-=..TrT(fa73"'
	 '7'S C0^"3.-53On;? __?: of 4dS"-I . 1901.4
	
2.500 -20.4.4636 -28.61=2
	 3..58970	 -4.13'347 -19.17134
	
2.750 -27 .35020' -31.30700	 -3. 71764	




	 7.30068 -t•S.0ZOnl	 31.7'WRIO
_ 3 .55000 -31.01098 -48.7471
e
9
^ -- }6^. 3^774443T-4.61^T0•.53 -^(`-7.3,3 73S-
4.000 •-37.93016 -45.4980.5 -13.3436t -71.361-0 -37.1'773
	
4 .250
	 1^-43.5488	 -44.04863 -19.4122
	
C6 -19.91208 -4 . 7131 n
A.750 -31 «977'48 ' -47.18720» -7.84093' =23.0506? -33.84884".-.
	
5.000 -30.43684 -53.40650
	 -6.30029 -28.2.5995 -70.40962
3--,3-2"'7•17-3•r'mJT"'"±'__ tT:-7'r" ''^- --
	
5.500' -31.65419 -52.93236
	 -7.51763 -28.79511 -I1 . A"123
5.750 -34.45826 -48.93493 -10.32171. -24.71318 -34.71.`-32
-	 6.00.0._. =39:593i9r-=47.41564- -3^:4,.;6b4	 ?3:'2791 _-317"984 - -
'6.250 -44.98323 -47.47435 -20:84648 -23.337110 - 17.041FF,
6.500 -39.73768 --48.94445 -15.•S1113 -74.BO7f19
	 39.24 .'.3
-••---- 
./J =33 ^'4^:•f''S"43"`_--f'? fa'Oa
7.000 -34.93183 -57.82724 -10.79527 -33»69065 _34,?•^'?
7.350 -3!,r .16467 -59.76796 -1 1 .0 ?91 ^ - 575.63141 -3'S. t V^'77
-- -T:Sbb,•^=36;^i^0^'4-?.^4.^^'^^,'=i^': 60411 -J0 .3^13Z---_'1:{.8tj564 ,'-
_7 7SQ 4*.6B674 • -SUA412'1" 1d.3S014 - -27.50464 40.3 166'.
a.OQO: ^4^.557L2	 50.7(?i3i •-25.4.2056 • -26.56475'- -47. OR'. 6..
•..	 -	 .:	 -27.,08170
	H4.500.
	 42.1.8808 -53.28025 -18.05153' -7.9'.1436'7 -41.8.5317
8.73+0 347.26863 -57.73259 -1!5.1321(7 -33.39604' -37.20751•'
,- 4:.230•- =-3ft420'04 ,z
 »-61:97730- - . 15.28349" - .-37' •.1'4075 -3%39 • 1.7R .'
.-55.763M-
0.750	
--13.13577".: -3Y .82.545. -+t2. i 0999'
-4	 4• =m.4- 0. 4 -25.17929-- -	 • -4 7.909
	
.' 10.000	 56.44110 -52.79395 -32.3 ?)4SS -?8.6739 -51.77n40
10.250 -44.42604 -53.49 755 -20.28949 -19.36099 -43.91929
^^SO'. -4
	 -	 X22 -16. 9 - .6	 -4(7.,. 13 .
10.750---38.53876 -60.63577_ -14.40221 -36.49922 -3'^•^t?33
11 000 -38_17334 -73.66481, -t4.03679- -51.52126 -38•:7185
11.250 -3'?.0339b -•53.59256 -i-0.:3'?7^i -3'a -4S'<543 -:39^(}+,907
11.500 -41.28906 -57.78431 -17.t5251 -33.64775 -41.19308
	11.750 -45.67014 -S5.40401
	 -!'1 .5'13'3'3-3'• .'h7 .4^S -4^.:''.:.'.l .
^' I^.300: =53♦.40074 =54.7401? - X9.26419 -3^.34?!^7 -
-g 1 .(SO'39?1
7




A200. Continued.	 OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE OF ELECTRTC FI7LJ) STRE'-.n7!7, ( D R)
MUNCIPAL P ! - AN' OF CUT I$ PHI	 =	 0.0^0 ^rn
ANGLE THETA FRnM 73-000 TO 40.000 '3Y .2!'50 ':."S
THETA	 DB(Z/Z)	 DB(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)-	 T1A(Y/Y) 	 PW1:DR
79. 500 -43:54314 -77.M7574	 7	 =35-7 8 




_78.7 U-=44:3685 --7', :35`'84-- =7: JSJi.	33:'-333593 - 49.35m 5_ -'
79.00.0 -46.08843 -75.37346 -4.27152. -73.53654 -46.08360
79 . 2-50'^^ 
.I
-433.66438 -75.92092 -1^ .8^4747 -3344.. 100400 •'-43.A62.19/ 7 •.JVV -4Z.'^•J i	 -77. J 9 	 - .Q •' JJ 3 J _-75 .07 ' ='O: 	 -	 J
79.750 -42.21321 -79.395°4 	 -.39630 -37.57863 -42-^1266
80.000 -42.53470 -83.46126	 -.31771 -41.64435 -47.7.7462
90.2.50 ---43 : r74(74" " 97r:340617 " = i . 35 713 -50.5'-"= ' -: - 4 7.1 r. 174'17- - -
80.500 -43.06126 -88.37183 	 -1.24434 -47.05411 -43.06143
80.750	 42.15873 -81.60481	 -.34131 -3 17•713789 -92'.1 ^,S1
- 9TT0r00--47 .TST/-/  7 7. Sul 22--'.',7TH- 35:06432 "- =3t: I '"'T ;. `
81.250 ' 40.65VW -75.62311
	
1.16533 ' -33.130620 -40.6`::049
	
31.500 -40:87869 -74.17362 	 .93823 -32.36.'0' 40.'37694
$1.-'S6 =4T.87070- -73:??iS'	 :•	 4' -Tr.409P4-. =41 ::3•')7'30 -
82.000 -43.27192 -72.54882 	 1.45500 -30.77191 - 47.26707
82.260 -43.32438 -71.98462 	 -2.00746 -30.16770 -4.'..31$..^,3
=',:'r=•''i'ur-_-
82.750 -41.03181	 70.93694	 .71510 -29.12002 -41.02'•';"..^,






''.91465' '-Zf3.46790	 40.8' 755
83.750 -42.50577 -70.34344	 -.688863 -28.52682 -4-7.47393
34.0'3043-3x= -=?Q:177I3^4-_=?."6	 -_ 76T77 _=.4'-:.^-!3"M ._
84.250 -43.97280 -68.93221
	
-' .15589 -27. 121'9 -47. -7n926
84.500 -44.42309 -66.85474 	 -2.60613 -25.03733 -44.7^^64
34.757 =48:2"446	 64.3' 530	 -6.1=?T0 -?'_10.777 =48.13''x" -'-
35.000 -50.53803 -61.779.56
	
-8.72112 -19.96?64 -°;: 223;38
85.250 . -38.40188 -59.33890	 3.31504 -1.7.571:99
	
_ _ 85:5(56 ^3-6b3'^-"J7 :3 8')33-^ ^1:^ 98Ti~-=3 S:^'714 C--'; 31	 !^-
85.750 -27.32896 -55.16970 	 14.48'9.5 -13.35278 -77.72210
86.000 -23.78504- -53.?1343	 17..',.+188 -11.101°1 -23.98:,7
^ rt86. --Z1.^^4^9^=(1.6 3$4	 f1 f•- 9.807(3- _24--
86.500 -19.28121 ' ;50.08033x. 22.535710 . -8-26360 . -19.717738
86.750 .
 17.449n '` -48.6852 ' 24.34819 -6.-W46' -7.465.72
	
224--47.4	 26.0-54687 -11.62	 - .	 • •,
67.250_,-13.97460 --46.33166
	 7.84231	 -4.51475 -13.^736
87.500' -.12.07345 -45.36639 29.74346 	 -3.34968 -12:07170
88.000-	 8':14847 43.93.x' 33.66845 -Z.0  530 -8.14757







.J	 - •	 3.-	 .	 .
	
2	 .	 '-J	 •1J62:	 -
88.750 --3.29674 -42.40062
	 38.52017	 -.!',8371	 -3.:"x'•49
89.000	 -2.13823 -42.1 2253 	 39.67866	 -.30561	 -2.13!31:






89.750	 -.15860 -41.31692	 41.65832
	
0.00000	 - 15!3.5.,8
90.J00	 0.000t^0 _-41.8936 61	 41•.31ti92	 -.07626
MAXIMUM
20LOG(-4AX(FIE LD =Z))=20LOG( 4: 1516307!"+00)= 12'.3647447
	




TARLE OF 7LECTFIC 1"IELD ST^ENGTN.'i TnR)
PRINCIPAL PLAN:-.OF CUT I5 PHI	 =	 0.000 DGG
ANGLE THETA FROM 90.000 TO 102.000 BY .250 DFG
THETA	 nB(Z/Z)	 -DD 4:Y/2)	 DDCZ/Y)	 DB(Y/Y)	 DR
- - - - - ---gQ:'Q00'-0 ^ dIIOA'6""' = "oZ :T 43bT ^1: 8°";,?'±-Z3: 066dd -•--0 .-0^z3tTi^-•'-
90.250
	
-.09572 -42.061365	 41.79795	 -.174913	 -.:79573-
90.500	 .45138 -4",35092 41.44229	 .45724 :-45138
- ran	 = : -1.111. 4 .	 -7s-----
91.000	 1.97980 -43.28075	 39..914.17	 -1.38707	 -1.9781-6
91.20	 -3.17366 --43.95173 	 38.77001	 _%05811	 -3.177513
-- - 91.500! =4.6SS °/0^44.^7527 37.22497 - --?.8352"Pi -
91.750	 -6.457G2 -45.76629	 3,^.4366P	 -3.17261	 45680
92.000	 -8.48i,F	 -46.95400	 33.40706	 -5.04032	 -8.48:•'9
92.500 -12 , 3, 14 -4 17.85 .297	 29.38793	 -7.95930 -t2._5052?
92.750 -1l.8	 -51.53137	 23.01809	 -9.73^17 -1.7-17514
.... 
----93.-000=33^2^,'.5 =33:34..,^ ^^^.-1714'5"-11 .'S^9i3 -`^.',=r:?•7- ---
93.250 -1 i. 40475'-55.91650	 26.43889 -1 4.02213- -.15.404.513 -
93.500 -t6.30030 -58.47620 25.59337 -1.6.58253 -1.•.30032
	
:7rb iT o^^3r s.	 253-72f9" a. w	 ..:,^ ..,
94.000 -19.67197 -64.69Ot7 	 2.22171' -22.79650 -19.67n•1
94.250 -22.56990- -68.152978 	 19.32378 -26.63.510 -72.57007
- -9^3LF0 -	 Z.	 _ .Q8K),W SB3^' =r'6T lJ4-7
94.750 -33.7''510 76:31'.993 ^ 8.56858 	 3 .1.43625 -33..77',14




95.750 -34.71855 -72.59694 	 7.17'513 '-30.703 ^7_ -34.7:012
- ^ 76,7000 =ab . 5i8'^'^^= 3. #-4316- 5.3553 3 - -30 . 4943 -3 S . 83743
96.'50. -37. 73218 -72.41649	 4. t 1150 -30.52281 -37.711096
96.500 -7-x,.44160 .-72.70496	 S.43208 -30.81128 -35.441.06
- --x'.50 - - . 54	 - .. tt'31^ -





-- --97:5^a- 6: f3S73- =7A qa 	=3 .^
97.730 -31_.30024•'-75.9.1076	 16.39344 -34.01709 -31.30037
984000 ..-33.60895- -77.0956 .4;,- 9.29512,--!W.20197 -1'.60864
98.5x!0 -45.34086 79.7300,23`.44718... 37.83635 -45.33956
'98.750+'-51.77595- -80.40383 -9.88217 -38.51016•
99.000 • -42.80.15638	 .8925-6• -38.2627Ca -42.7'357:'




9Q.75a -41.50263' -77.33189	 .39104	 35.43822 -41.50178
100.000 1-46.0r442 -76.54668	 -4.12074 -34.•55300 -46.01086
1_00.2507 -53.55170 -75.87943 -11.•S5803 -33.98576 -53.52'.•55




101.000 -39..15272 -74:35095 _ 2.74095 _ -32.45727 _-39.;`S,S9
	
-^1C)1.250 -38.53492 -74.0106	 3.ff587t -3^.iTl1'6 313.53.9.
101.500 -39.149950	 73.78921	 .69417 -31.89554 -39.:98:'8






20L0G(MAX(FIELD-Y))-20L43G(' 3.33O5t60E-02)- -29'•5289307 	 41
Distribution B200.
TABLE OF ELECTRIC FT 7 1-rl STRENriT1If7 "TIP)
PRINCIPAL PLANE Or CUT Tm THETA	 9,0.000 nri,
ANGLE PHI	 FROM -1 2 .000 TO	 0.000 ny .250 DEG
IPHI	 j,B ( -7/Z)	 D13 ( Y/Z)	 rlEI ( Z/yl	 7. B (Y/y)	 PWRT17"
	
-	 -1735,1:s " --6*1 . 	 C170.22-'- -37.490
-1=.000  	5 f.
	
-11.750  -54.5-2 6.13 -62.62150 -'0. 4 6 .162 -7-1 - 55509	 53. ''70053'7,0 !713
-11.500 -31.53059 -63.30269 -27.46497 -39.737053 -51.7n090I ,- 25CF -=50.-f5234----677 *  	 M4,7f	 og-r'.17r- -.313:11859 	 4 as m6'- 9.	 P
-11:000 --51.63166 -513 .9843•" -2 7.!r6605 -74- 172873 -50. 639'164
-10.750 -57.86057 -56.50635 -33.79496 -32.44074 --54.1017-1
-10. 2150 -45.97538 -54.80324 -21.90976 -70. 13767 -4^-:,41:17
-10.000 -41.65358 -55.66524 -.1 7.5879 7 -31.57963 -41.4n484
-9.500 -37.74425 -62.65575 -13.67864 -38.59014 -37.73061
-9. 250 -37.40038 -64.63925 -13.37471 7 -40.57364 -17.392-54-
.06  Z) 	 j y JlqV^,	 .79=2
- 8.750 -39.37012 -55.!j'IB57	 1.5.190450 -31.49?96
-8.300 -42.-'16812 -c3.93850 - 18-80"51 -27.07'233 -42.541156
8,250'- 44.- 99060	 -"'78
-8.000 -42.63166 -55.39218 -18.56605 -31.3265 7 -42.40790
-7.750 -37.84098 -57.1003-1 -15.77537 -15.03477 -39,79044
57,
-7.250 -38.553357 -5-J.94537 -L4.51796 -31.87?7A - 7)8.50497
-7.000 -40.56931 -51.75236-16.503 70 -'27.:59275 -40.	 1. 35
- -6:750   --:45.94273	 -:2 . 877.t7 -15.
-6. 500 -50. 74797 -48.63257 -26.6.'1236 ' -24.56692 -46.5527A
-6. 250 .-41.20123 -49.20016 -17.13562 -2152 .134F55 -40.562152
-6. U ri U	 -J0. / L71Y. -n L .J 7-JIZ#	 jmj/	 -2/  . -TU754 . -15 45.71.11yl
-5.750 -34.61335 -56.40039 -10.54774 -72.33528 ' -34.5M503
-5.500 -34.18630 -54. ,96353 - 1.0.12089 -30.797921 . -34.149854n-7--7!T=.5, 4-
-5.000 -79.42165 -45.24 ,483 -15-35604 -21.17921 -323 -4 1270




-4. 110 -31.32257 -45.06779	 -7.25696 -21.00 7 17 -31.L4335-
-4.; 0^0	 -5t.20838	 -5.07139 - 27.14277 -79.!!.)49/0^3. 5
	-3.300 -31.85150 -40.17486	 .-7.78539 -16.1092.3 -71.25572
	
" 0 -4 2 .39586 -74.33807	 18-71025 -10.7741 -34.13424
	
2 17 1. b -3 .3,276 7 	 7	 b /3 Zi
	
-2. 1/ 50 -19.79677p, - 2-3.59077	 4.26,107	 -4-52516 -19.2' iS61
-n .'J OO -14.36355 -26.6684"	 9.20206	 -2.602815 -14.5"61,6
	11.19538 -25.31143	 T2*87023	 -1.24582 -11-03058-
	
-2.000 -8.32I11 -?4.45193	 15.74450	 -.38631	 -8.2163,9
	
-1.750	 -6.0-2237 '-24.06561	 28.04324	 01.00000	 -5.95511
	
-100 	 -24.16414 	 19.386 t8	 -.598	 7- -')43
	-1.250	 -2.71988 -24.301 m 5	 21.34573	 -. 73574	 -2.67743
	
-1.000	 -1.59717 -26.10085	 22.46825	 -2.03523	
- 1-581.1 35
	
- .750	 - .78156 -2e.3337-6.23:28405 -4.26815	 -.77430
	
-.500:	 -.25295 -32.21280	 213.81266	 -8.14718	 -."055t-
	.250	 0,00000 -40.85153	 2 4.06S61 -16. 78592	 O.0 0.^•00
	0.00 	 --01767	 24.04794 - Ifi.t341?3	 0 t 7nt
MAXIMUM rTEL',l VALUE rl -
201.OG (MAX ( ,T TELY- Z) ) = '1 01_OG (	 4.14561?73'+00) =	 1	 7- 1 7746





TABLE nF ri.7CTRIC FTE E _D 61 KLNGTHS (UB )
	
PRINCIPAL PLANE OF CUT IS THETA = 	 90.000 DES
ANGLE PHI• • •FROM





DB ( ZAY).	 DB(Y/Y)	 PWRDB
^: IIII6" -'fl^D^". -	 8 88" -"24.07-734 -.1 xlvm- Q­-- O'Q'8ad-.`-
.250	 -.28915 -32.85890 +.23.790 •'0	 -8.77925	 -.2(2697
.500	 .85658. 28.68123 23.2,2306 	 -4.60159	 .84^:.8
1.000 -.88879 -24.92356 21.19083	 -.8439	 _21-nA192
1.250
	 -4.40883 -24.22''18	 19.67081	 -.14553	 -4.7:•398
^`-'3 ObX2333-'-24.07764 17.7^33i-^a:61SO4a -- '25 31
1.730
	
-8.71930	 24.,42782	 15436034	 -.34813	 -8.60440
2.000 -11.71500 , -25. 233420	 12.3646+4	 -1.17556 .-11.M7715-
-`^:''Sam'i!"'S3'Q?0-"='?6".-"^3^4044__. =2-r042S'^=^5:'"rt5711' -
2.500 .-20.64094 -2^.47385	 3.43871	 -4.79921 -19.97970








34250 -30.30443 -79.80475	 -6.22478 -15.72510 -29.84^34
3.500 -29.30477 -48.32491 	 5.22513 -24.24577 -29.2!093
4.000 -34.30678 -45.43075 -10.7'714 -21.35111. -34.44.524
.4.250 -41.15970 -43.86806 -17.0800,6 -19.78842 -39.29602
4.506 - 	 ;r3:6'8005 ?0:35425 `-7h:17317'? _
4.7s0 '-32.48949 -46.89417	 -8.40985 -22.81459 -32.3"499
5.000 -30.677 446 
--55f2^.08^66 ^-66.:57978'2 -28^.0^n6022 --^3r0.64639J rrJ ^V•`^OV J'^ -.J7.J/JJ•^
	
=0 .-•I^U -•S^J. dYIsU -►^17-•^."la----
5.500 -31.68960 -52.40881 	 -7.60996 -28.32916 -31.`•x318
5.750 -34.57540 -48.35937 -10.49576 -24.271-3 -34.39761
-6.00 7 46.3F3S26 -=46.76'5016:30 b -_ -22.6^7tid _57 49634
6.250 -47.86884 -46.72375 -3.78.920 -2.64911 -44.21142
6.500 -39.46225 -48.06471 -15.33261 -27-?T_J07	 ^.90120
6.750 - 3T.^195'^'--52.00733-. _
7.000 -33.99225 -56.9.2560	 -9.91261 -32.84'r,96 -33.97042
7.250 -33.93637 -62.70170	 -9.90723 -38.62206 -37.9812.4
- 7.500	 35.3438 - X5.43305 ---= 1 f: 7,6423 ---31.'3534-1) 3r: 3:5275
7.'50-38.37028 -51.134183 -t4.^9064 -27.76218 -3^.17950
8.000 -44.33057 -5Q.51971 -20.2`092. -2.2.44007 -43.394aS
T. na-=50: 941 Tr---'5 077=201'_ _-'21 r. 8 &1'77 ^6.65353^ 4 7 - - -
8.500 -43.14538 -52.42070 -19.06574 -28.34106 -42.6:•.:57
8.750 -39.548 15 -56.09671 -15.46851 -32.01707 -39.457"(t
­9 '..6b -X8.36884 -=6'.3'•33^'7i8 =34.^8920^ =392154 =18.35538
'9.x''50 -38.87732 -62.33216 -14.•79 768 -38.25252 -38.85799
_9.500 -41 .16028 -56.27526 -17.08064 -3.19561 -41.0^877
9'. 750 -46.19493 -53.5 14 -2.11528 -29,4 449 -45 41967
10.000 -51.39423 -52.62281 -27.31458 -28.54117 -48.95514
	
10.250 -44.15307 -53.11099 -20. 07343 -29.03135
	
43.63360_
20.500 -39.961-31 -55.079.. -15.7 -30.999f,3 39.2990
10.756 -37.9416	 8?
	
1 -59.278 -t3.86197	 35.20$13 -37. 91110
_11.040 -37.29330 -69.06541 -13.21365_ -44.98577 -37.290.53
11:70 = I777536 -64.44943'-=13.39572 40.36973
11.500 -39.4218; -58.14530 -15.34216 - 34.nA W66 -39.36415
11.750 -42.52812 -55.51062 -18.44848 -31.43098 -42.31.11?
12.000	 47.40569	 54.•S8661-_- -73:32605	 30".6^^h97 -46.66130
.. MAXIMUM _lr IELTVALUES----- 	 	 -' -_.._--•. -
20L0G(MAX(FTELD-2))-201.OG( 4.'371879F •4-00)- 1-.3341046







TABLE OF ELECTRIC FT'LD S)TR714^-- !1-' (Li Fa)
PRINCIPAL FI.ANE OF CUT IS PHI	 0.000 DEG
ANGLE THETA Fr^nM 78.000 TO 90.000 RY .250 DEG
THETA





78. 250 -61.71247 -71.08 030 	 19.^376 t -?9. 60543 -61: !1414
	
.
78.500 -49.64106 -70.00079	 -7.!6620 --28.3259? - 47.60816
79-. 750---45 '. 00966. 4 ' . 19872f	 - . 43242 - -247-
79.000 -42.65790 -71 .26483	 -.1,8304 - 79.78976 - 4^ . 65^l°
79.250 -41.61426 -71.70085	 .86061 -29-22799 -41-6107'
	
-.79.511(- - =4 11 -#x884..._--7777008' 5	 -. 74'.07-`T7 *=,,,	 /^
79.750 -42.152313 '--72.01711	 .73 "'248 -29.5472 1 	 - 42. 1.'481-7.
30.000	 43.01752 -71.68793	 -.542- 75 -29.21706 -47.01194
8'0. 26j0" 4T-. 2"j473-	 -- * 77787- -;-2T. 67 1,776 --'-:4T. .2'47!17)
80.500 -42.44488 -70.42503	 .02978 -27.95016 -4?.411i70
80.750 --41.31654 -69.70626 	 1.15873 -127.713140 -41..71047
81.250 -40.66397 -68.79055	 1.81090 -25.81569 -40.67j669
81.500 -41.49679 -67.58790-	 .97108	 -41-4(634
81.750 - '-42-.- '7969T- '2
	1 	
4.4M.3 2-
82.000 -43.30654 -66:20236	 -.83168 - 23.72749 -47.28453
8±11 .2150 -141.97705 -65.5846t	 .49781 -?3.10974 -41.95n,39
	
--
92.56-0--7=40 -.075 -4-4 -65. 097166
	
. 30Tn"--
82.7 450 -38.76263 -64.82616	 3.71221 -22.35130 -7*n--,!r) 71.2
83.000 -38.34353 --64.0621-S	 4.1.71.13 -27-38'79 --33 .7'' ,013
83 256 - 	 --65.32500	 -7 .,j 151 2 -'1:? . 8501 4._.1 - -3.1 -. T499tr
33:500 -40.19226 -66.381329	 2-28760 - 13.91.342 - -40.12207
83.750 -41.62438 -68.36712	 n5049 -25.89295 -41.2')1542
- ' 04 -. 000 =41.	 T -= 77'. ') o 1- ;_	 - .-8041 9 :-7?.
34.250 -40. 65833 -79.06373	 1. 81.'04
34.500 -40.43106 -75. 7 4163	 1..99780 -37.26677 -40.47'w 99
34. 750 ' -42 .72$32  :68.646	 21 !; 1 45 - 26. L 712 1 (Y	 7 1 7,1 4




35. .250 -39.1321 1-5 . -61 -.16740	 3.34271 -tO.69761 -79-1052?
85.500 3 1 9 7 ff?^­-:3,T. 6 "fr6 6- 10. 0.49- 71 6. 1 A-1 r:, L3- - . 3 f -. -9-671 -5 -
85.750 -27.29744 -56.37884
	
15.17742 -t3.90393 -'7."P 9230
86.000 -23.91166 -54.32334	 18-56320 -11.84847 -'3.T0794
66. 250 -21.32-693 - Z52-.4042?	 21.1!r) 394	 - 7.9 2942 -21.31777
36.500 -19.23762 -50.62204	 23.23724 -8.14718 =19.23469
86.750 -17.430,1 --;48.99486, 25.04376	 -6.51999 -17.4 ^l830'
	
9 -47., 19V	 -5.0671n -1K7;19 7
87.250 -13.06790 -46-27628	 28-60706	 -3.00t41 -13.86553
07.500 -11.916 23 -45,203 7 0 30'.75863	 -2.72883 -11.91442
IW47=--




88.500	 -4.53.097 -42.76255	 37.94390	 -.?8769
88.750	 -3.1S782 -42.55646	 39.31.705
	 -.081"	 -3.1'. 7'4
09.000	 -2.02987 -42.47487 	 40.44500	 0.00c)00	 -7.-,)?970
1	 -1.1'029 -4".4 9276	 0C39.2 5 0	 j -	 4t.3-4 7, 8	 1-
89.500	 -.51893 -42.58347	 41 .9°593  	 10n25,)	 (389
1	 1	 42.3195?	 -.247t9,39.750	 - . 13S 27 -42.72205	 13526
70.000	 0.,)0000 - 42. 88983 	 42.47487	 -.41501 0.000do
MAXIMUM FIELrl VALUES-
l. 0L,')G(MAX(FTEL[j- 7 ) )=::oi-nrj(	 4.1771 .37.^F+005=	 1, 7.7311046





TABLE OF EI-ECTQTC 4-71-Li STRENGTHS (r1in)
PRINCIPAL F'I-ANE OF *-UT TS) P ! 4T	 0.000 nro
ANGLE THETA FROM 90.000 TO 102.000 riy .2 ,o DEr,
THETA




90.250	 -.11589 -43.07384	 42.77399	 - .18897	 .. .115,7 0
90.500	 . . -.48834 . -43. 29334	 47.40t54-.40347	 -.4f'1179 .0.
	
-- i-. 1-2"'"SW3 - 4 T.J4$$5 4- f -.77j-4'-W-- X F, s 9 -r	 CT5 4
	
. 91.000	 -2.03795 -43.86704	 40.25192	 - .97196
't391. 250	 -3.23725 -44.27508	 39.,55'63	 -1.38520	 -1.777
91.750 . .-6- wj I097 "-45.44396	 36.37390	 -2.5540ig -6.51064
92.000	 -8.52278 -46.24 ,098	 34.36710
9:2
.92.500 -12,47890 -48.32030	 30. 41 097	 -7:0 .47042 - t2:,^77;?




93 * 250 -15.31304 , - 52.77-S49	 27.57683	 -9.SS6At -15.31249
93.500 -16.13101 -54-66286	 26.70887 -11.77293 -1-5.18062
Y 3. /!-,Q - I /. 4Wj /0 -.^6. /1= 	 --17-. "7771- ' - :7.777.74177P
94.000 -19.4360A -59..19439 	 23. 45384 -I6.30457 -19.43580
94i 250 -22.21443 -61.94154	 70.67544
94 * 750	 32.33304 -68:47479	 10.55683 --15.53492
95.000 -40.40607 -71.23753	 2.48.180 -2.34765 -40.40271
?5-M -36.6ZO?61 = 71 . /-Jtp().3	
q-
F165 17, -367rN.1-
95.500 -31.94971 -70.61122 6	 8.94VI7 -27.72139 -73.94909
95.750 -33.94003 -69 .32 1.99	 8.949195 -26.43'212 -77.9189"
76-. 000 - -:3 57. 9!"596	 6- .93390 -7
' j
^.446P4 -35.95369
96.250 -39.09496 -67.65922	 3.79491* -24.76935 --39-03715
96.500 -3e.17869 -67.23438	 4.711t9 -?4.3445:1 -38.17152
97 71"50---s4	 0 2 7, 3 71 	 11. .Z	 4.-A-r47T--
97.000 731,17663 -67.03789	 10.?11^20 -24-14801 -71.97554
97.250 -30.76121	 -67.-7 66913	 12.1.?067 -74.17710
97.300-
 -10 .-604'3f =67	 111- -. .1 7r . 28r F, 7- 	 + 4. '3331^3	 ;30.A036 8
97.750 -31.43076 -68.70689.	 IJ.45911 -:'7,.49 7 01	 -11 . 47,111	
-33.33	 -;' J."I	9.000	 '/ 57 -69.21.8n?	 17 .!r) 19770	 71"907
	. 210 - 3 r7ir roi 1. 8 - 7 Z5
 .1J!_..- 	 6. T ', 17-)
98.500 -42.72633 -71.01957	 -.03646 -2713.12969 -41.9191 3 2
98L. 775^Q-- -59. 2-5083 -71„801347,       :-j 6. V, 0 9!')-
	 S	 S 79 -X9.'.')16 4 9     
-2.-2-4 
T 
- 29.•535,.28  -41.1780299.00a -4 * la586- -7
99.25,0 -40.99636 -73.29806 	 1.%39352 -10.401318 -40.99407
77,500 -39.92704 -74.29231	 2-96283 -31.40?44 -19-97567
99.750 -40.78375 -75.64631	 12 .10613 -37.75647' -40.-18255
100.000 -43.62269 -77.4t902	 - .71282 -14.52915 -41.")21.11
100. 150 -49.01373 -79.48425	 -6.14185 -36.59437 -49.07004
.
100.500 -49.37866 - -81.35086	 -6.48879 -113.4WI -49.3,6 1
100.750 -44.0717	 -82.41206'	 -t.18192 -39.57"IS -44.07139
101.000 -41-23375 -32.93020	 1.A5617 -40.0403'a -41;217611
1 61 . 2 5, 0
101.506	 -40.57447 -C-0 .70-)40	 2.71541	 -40.57456
	
101.750 -42.4990t -0 71 .4"017	 . 770136 -44.!S07^ -47.49910
	
-L- 01, - -' 41'637i -;	- -4 .', -.-17* 4 4 1-10 12 .000	 -46.87494 -i34.5:!,00	 ?.9^5 6 
-.MAXIMUM r* IELr,
2 ,3LOG (MAX (rTELTI-Z) ) =701-00 (	 4 - I I7127 q r- 1. 60) =	 17.1.3 4104/,




TAI-I-E OF EL-C.TRTC FIELD STR7NGTHS ('18)
	
PRINCIPAL_ PLANE OF CUT T3 THETA =
	
90.00: TsFn
ANGLE PHI	 rROM -12.000 TO
	
0.000 3Y 0250 DIG
PHI
	 DB(ZiZ)	 DH(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 DB(Y/Y)	 PWRL)B
. = t ^ ^ 600 ._ -4T. ^i^b^"^`5^3^3'ie^^'.?3: 4^TA^ -=:35: 4 t 3n'3-`=^'T^'i ATJ9 -'
-.11.:50 -44.28127 -63.21633 -20.35534 =37.29040 -44.22640
- 11.00 -43.0554'7 -74.02573 -17.12956 -50.09910 -43.4^^9
	
-11 .2 650 =43:37406 - =66:07458 -=19.4413%24'2. 14865	 43.3^fV-	 -'
-11.000 -45.52851 -59.52236 -21.•50258 -35.59643. -45.35901
-10.750 -51.05323 
-36.^ '54684 -27.12729 -32.62091 -49.97376
-'CO•J	 J•	 4 -JJ. YV547•Y 	 .J •J
	
•4 7 Yj V.
-10.25.0 -46.13117 -55.77134 --22.20524 -31.84'4t - 4!^ -68155
-10.000 :-41.62203 -57.93634 -17.69610 -34.01041. - 41.7 700
-9.750 -34.3331( -"-63:203`iT = 1T-407TfT- 	777h5 --77-.=-,
-9.500 -38.48507' -66.30622 -14.55914 -42.38027 -38.47818
-9.250 -38.92857 -53.2587t -1'.00264 -34.332711 -lr.-'17847-
-8.750 -45.02336 -51.8_389 -21.09752 -27.977?6 -44.19979
-8.500 -48.24339 -51.1303 -' -24.31746 -2 7 .20439 -46.44127
-8.250 -42'•7679(5-- =51-: [35-04(T--=I T. 7,"j--w _ -2T.?2s7 r = 4'?: Tn= .-
-8.000 -38.636113 -54.52645 -14.70970 -30.60052 -38.52497
-7.750 -36.57538. -61.90119 -12.•S4944 -37.97525 -36.56?93
-7.250 •-36.94994 -54.15623 -13.02401 -30.23030 -76.76,335-
-7.000 -40.01379 -49.83089 - -16.09285 --25.90496 -1?.5:3771
-E.	 -47.864-4'` '-4T.7.251T =2.T.93849 2T132565 -^4-:7'7*T1'1 --
-6.500 -44.86540 -47.1'%710 -0.9.3947 -23.271:7 -42.06659






-9.34765 -39.12271 -?'' "415
-5.500 -32.30919 -55.22738
	 -I.4,',326 -31.-0' 4
	3Gu 3
-5.250 -.14.2958? -47.32 4%13.	 1').36996 -23.40070
-5.000 -40.04733 -43.62561 -16.12140 -19-,5?960 -33.46789
-4.750 -48.03369 -41.81977 -4. 10776 -17.^9304 -40.88^77
-4. X00	 -.:i3.51,327~--^- 4	 -.-l	 .._.-1-7:en-n?	 r-^,.,r^._
-4.250 -27.61739 -42.97456
	 -5.73146 -19.04663 -29.45991-
-4.000 -27.34708 -47.67174	 -7.42115 -23.74581 -27.30724
- --3.70"-26.95196 = fib -07608 -3:0';	 6.T5O15 - - i^TYlS3 ---
-3.500 -29.06973
	 40.36815 -3.14380 -16.44222 -28.7932
-3--550 -38.16%38• -34.76.2{44 • -14.23545 -10.93651 -33.12733





2.`00 -14.99784 -26.45329 	 3:92009	 -2.52736 -14.67^Q9
- ^. ^5a
-2.000 , -8.26631 -24.27772
	 15:63762	 -.35179 --8.15912
-1." 150 _-5.94 610 - - 23.,92593	 t 7_.9799_3_ • 0.00000	 -I.s37777
! 1.500- -4.10042 -24.06693	 19.82551	 -.14100	 -4.0715
-1.250	 -2.64870 -24.75657	 21.27723	 -.33064	 -2.62773-






.750 Y --.74192 -21.45AB3 -- ^1.18401	 -4.r70g0
-.500	 -.27:27-  -3_.53072	 21.69318	 -8.64479	 -.2 .;046
-.2:10	 0.00000 -42.00400	 23.925?3 -10.07807	 ).00000
	
---
^.000 __ -_03'81+- 41l.'7'Or,^'.3(3'(13 ---t-..')6?9	 .--. )17-M
- htAXIMIJM FTEL5-
 VALUES-	 ^^ --- -	 -	 -
20LOG(MAX(FICI-D-Z))-20LOG( 	 4.1 4 44456C +00) =. ;2.749.7789




TABLE OF ELECT^IC FTELO nTRENOTHG (DD)
PRTNCTF'AL F'1-ANF Or MIT IO TMFTA	 90.(100 nr_r.,
ANGLE PHI	 FROM	 0.000 TO 12.000 BY - .250 nrG
F 1 111
	
DD(Z/Z)	 D1:1(Y/Z)	 '1n( 7.'Y)	 DD(Y: Y)	 rwrkl r.ft
_""' 0 : OOZ3"'-'-O :^QIIII3" ='4 i-J^05-" 2;:T0^7t7 _. =1 T.-4 ,5;232-- - - O : ^IITT6--
	
.250	 -.3081 -32.40647• 23.79614	 -8.30177	 -.30613
	
.500	 -.89384  -28.4279,5	 23.2'• 086	 -4-32376	 -.M(149
-
	
1.000	 -2.95414 =24.84295	 21.1'05,5	 -.73;)25	 -2.91•-642
	
.•250	 -4.48193 -24.20037	 19.62277	 -.09617	 -4.4.7.514
	
i`: ^b6- =6: d5b'^3-`?3-Ada	 717764 4 7r- (-.50660 -7,:.-•'+-^'' --




_ ..`300 -30.52414 -8.69454	 3. !*',0055	 -4.58984 -19 . ?On
2.770 -27.8904 7 -31.7fi020	 -3:78579	 24550 -26•"'7458
- -x:000- ="3}3: f3^7T^-"=3^ ?
	
-14.0;5'1 013 "-=10.691?9 =33. ^fl8'7	 -
3.25C -33.38435 -40.28.129 '-9.27966 -16.1305'1 -32.`7793
	





4.000 -33.85767 -45 `.13225 -14.75297 -?1.027~5 .'37.93049
4.250 -55.21533 -43.80561 -31'.1.1164 -11.7009 11	 -43."0789
4 . X00 -3^.1 ^699^=44 ..
	
4.750 -32.54082 -47.08717	 -8.53613 -22.91248 -3:'.4Z7(i6
5.000 -30.91720 .-52.74765 	 -6-31230 -28.642 96 -30.813910
-	 3.150--50.79^2J -70.26125	 -•5.69 '16 -46 -T ,6•^^`3 7100 -Z -
5.500 -32.07077	 53.96120	 -7.96607 -29.115650 -32.04'06
5.750 _-35.03365 - -49.24682 -10.92396 -25.14212 -74.872317
6.000 -41.200513 -47:S60ct3" -17.10044 	 23.45538 -40.301y^
6.250 -58.13712 -47.757261 -34.03242 -23.46791 -47.207321
6.500 -41.05639 -49.08335 -16.95169 -4.97865 -40.42145
7.000 -35.10360 -60.29006 -11.00090 -3;,.t^536 _35.09:'76
250 -35.18396 --64.43225 -11.08426 -40.32755 -35.ln409
- 7.500 =33 :15413 '- a`4 : 4 7S^ i	 1 .94943 " -30.87181 _ -37 .6731752
- .750 -40.113072 -51.57016 -16.08402 -27.46547 -3,,.88402
_	 3.000 -46.42622 -50.36827 --22.3 nl152 -26-26.357 -44.9!9`4
- 
--I. 2f0 -46.='2.231 -5d.64701 -22.1241! -26.'3831 -44.R0 7"A
8.500 -40.3016 -72.34524 -16.69693 -29.24055 -40.50774
cfl 1J_rA^ z 34-13Z.Q7 X55 t2@2_4Z ^4^34^Z._ 1-La7-7. 7 -313.0641 6
9 .000 -37.25119 -63.38649 --13.14649 -39-213179 -37.24093
9.250 -37.77038 -63.6150 -13.66568'_ -39.51691 -37.7n941
7.509 -39.80010 -57.0`0375; -15.69-541_ -32-.B7926 -37, ZI 850
	
9.750 -44.20472 -54.12648 -20.100:)2 -30.02179	 43.78393
10.000 -56.28065 -53.18636 -3.17595 -?9.08166 -51.45356
_ 10.2'0 -49.12415 -53.7027^ -?5.01945 	 29.59802 -47.17,510
10.500 -42.56580-. -53.77859 -18:4611	 -31.67399 -42.36364
10.750 -39.88031 • -60.36149 -15«77541 -38.25679 -39.:34142




	 -64.	 -15..1054n -4 . 177	 - .
11.500 -41.1114 -57.'77495 -17.10644 -33.8702'6 -41.12090
11'.7`0_ -44.9!37 41 _-55.36366 _-20.88''71	 -1_1 . 2rj396	 -44..',O6A7
12.000 -5.62083	 54.49481 -77.St614 -30.3901? -51.0-eOR
- MAXIMUM FILfl- VALUCS^-
20LOG(MAX(FTELD-Z))=201.0 ^( 	4.1264460F^00)= 1?.71;'234
20LOG(MAX(FTELD-Y))i ?OLOG( 2.7,724164E-01)= -11.7971745
"- -	 47
OF21GI,v Al p ►;!;E i':3
OF POOR QUALITY
C100. Continued.
TABLE OF EI-ECTRIC FICLD STRENGTHn (DR)
" Pr%rNCIFA(_-F'LANE' OF-C3JT-'T PHT- 
ANGLE THETA FROM 711.000 T11' 90.000 RY 	 71^^ 11EG
THETA	 DB`(Z/Z)	 DB(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 DB(Y/Y)	 PIdRI)9
78.000 -41.81236 -8t.2524S 	 -.57838 .-40.01847 -41.11217
78.250 -42.43492 -83.2-2565	 -t.70294 -41.99167 -42.47636




79.000 -46.84640 -81.71773	 -5.61242 -40.4875 -46.34569_
- ; 9-• 057 --5x'- 418314•-7S . 4 6 1170 - . _	 -	 -	 - ..;---
79.100 -45.47064	 775.85896	 -4.23666 -34.62498 -45.x.5698
79.750 -45.07537 -74.0621354 	 -3.F34139 -12.83456 -45.07.^0
80:000" 45.711221!` =^ '^':;43766	 4:47770 -=31-.60;569'	 70";1W-
00.250 = 47:60342 -7-2.05457	 -6.36944 -30.82089 -47.^''I'117
80.500 -50.60t33 -71.62776	 -9.3x735 -30.39378 -50.56748




81.250 -46.48231 -71.44702 	 -5.24833 -36.20904	 46.46877
	
- - 81.500-- --4Tj -"S507----77T. 244-^ =^i„5ffd`-='i0.-0 1345	 45.'^31I3"
81.750 -46.22041 -71.07810 	 -4.99441 -29.84412
	
46.21452
X822..00000 -48.7T5471 -70. 7 49 2 2	 -7.52073 -2 1 .51524 -48.7^75,'
70.




83.250 _42.84095 -72.24053 	 -1.60697 -31.00655 -47-'17627
93.500 -4 2 .46438 -7-2.87371	 -1.21040 -31.63980 -42.46073
84000 -42.75016
	
70.10310	 -t.51618 -28.86913 -47.7424!;
14.2'!0 -42.62350 -67.61659	 -1.7;1957 -?x;.39^61	 -47'.S1ln7
34.- 500	 43:"12Ct4 =6.rJ:-?7a'tr --=^:89'a3h - •_'rS:^6t7--a3:1^?31.
04.750 -46.314Z4 -63.3t224
	 -5.08026 -22.07826 -46." 771-
85.000 -62.43133 -61.51 .553 - 21. 19735 -20.28755
35.300 -33.14541 -48.09830 	 0.03049 -16.86433 -33.t7193
85.750 -28.16740 -x6.31555
	 13.06658 -15.08157 -28.7`106




X86.550000 -19.17081 ' -50.83577'. 22.0631.7 r4.62174 -29 •.24817 -
87.000 -15.20211 -47.67312
	 25.03187	 -6.43914 -15.19495
_	 87 . 250 -13.34924 -46. 3 1900	 27.88474	 -15•,AAS02 -13.3473=
87.500 -11.48499 -4S.134'59 	 29.74899	 -3.90062 -11.48342
87.730
	 -9.61740, -44.11929!,	 31.61638 - 	 2,88331
	
-9. f.,1 x516
88.000 	 -7,.79939' -43.2xe76
	 33.4345-29	 -2.03478	 -7.79846
88.250	 -6.09471 -42.57669	 35.1397	 -1.34271	 -6.09403
88.500	 4.5564 -4.03580	 36.67834	 -.80182	 -4.,;'5517
_ 88.7 0	 -3.2_2706_ -41 . 63_8 40 	38: 0169_2	 -.-4 0 4!')0	 -3.21 -S74
8§.000
_
 -2.0993F3 -41.37713 	 39.13460 '- -.14315	 -2.09917
89.250	 -1.21362 -41.24450	 40.0201.E	 -001052
	 -1.21349




1 .15!!x-_-7-7 .? !" 79 1"
^0.000	 0.00000 -=1.55805	 41.23399	 -.3^_407	 - 0.00000
MAXIMIJM'FIELII 'IALUES-
4.	 ;00
 ;00)=	 ?t'!?4:OLOG(MAXiFILD-;i )O^GI
20LOG_(MAX(FTEL'^-Y) ^=^A: GGc 3.'799`1921-0^1= - ''3. 9^^4"6'
48
ORIGINAL i- i- is
	
0100. Concluded.
	 OF POOR QUALITY
TAfCC"bF FLrCTr: 'Ir Ir•Tr'.ti ' TRFNGTHS `(DTc)
PRTNCIPAL PLANE nr rIjT i5 ^NT	 0.00' DF8
. _-_. -• --- ANGCE-TT4ETA-FF!7TT 90:077 TTT'l0?."0(fif"TTY -: ^r6- TJFr	 - _-- ._
THETA ' LP (2/Z7 -.- t!3(YZV'- 	tIrI(7/Y) -	 Dr+(Y/Y)	 -- -FWRDA-__
90.000	 0.00000 -41.55805	 41.55805	 0.00000	 0.00000
-X70.256"	 tS9 f i'9 -	 _4 f: 4687	 - : T:! x,58- 	--- 0Tl t.ff
90.500	 -.44063 -42.32236	 41.11743	 -.7b437	 -.4-4063
90.750	 -1.05777 -42.86960	 40.50027	 1.3115.'.;	 -1.05779
	
- 91.000 - -1:95470' --= 43'.S313S -- --39.60335	 -1.97330' - -1 .7r426^'- ! - -
91.250	 -3.14181 -44.31377	 38.41624•	 -2.75372
91.500	 -4.62780 -45.22499	 36.93024	 -3.66694	 -4.62773
-.7'1 T-- :	 - 	. 4T7n'75'^'
92.000
	
-8.40065 -47.47387	 13.15739	 -5.917,82	 -8•40047
'77.250 -10.45880 -40.83357 	 31.099"4	 -7.27rill -10.47,848
97_.500 -12.26856 -50:3.5437- 29'.2"9413	 R.AOtS?TT -T2:?.^,••^•1'"'-	 -
92.750 -13.54549 -52.07430 	 ,2.8.01256 -10.51.52!'j -1•'••7,4518
93.000 -14.34687 -53.96581	 27.21117 -1?.40776 -14.34:.70
--9T.25O -L5O37T3 =54: 3?-' -111102x2_--f .'4 'rT - -Tr1 1.5, 	----
93..`,00 -15.9 77,58 -53.24204	 ^5.58247 -16.60400 -t5.^7563
93.750 -17.39930 -60.54706 	 24.15874	 11.9890'' -17.3^940
^4.000 -19.4979 '7 -62.3F7h1•	 22:06005 "-71 .509.^' -I 7-.49r;97 - '-_ •_
94.2x0 -^.5.560 -65.12920	 19.04245 -23.57116 -22.51566
94.500 -26.90642 -67.32346 	 14.65163 -2.76541 -26.90632
- 94.750 - =33':48D74-" b7:56'T6' "i. 7 76'-= 1'T3:6> -
95.000 -37.36637	 72.14063	 4.19167 -30.58259 -37.36'^3
95.25) -33.48302 -75.51691	 8.07502 -33.97,887 -33.48305
7'. SO (r =32 :75313 ` =9(1: 33 7 1 21	 9 : A049fT-'-34: O79Q4' 3T :''x'339`-	 _____ _
95.750 -31.97115 -96.40514	 9.i58689 -44.94710 -31.97144,
96.000 -33.53576 -80 . 71599 	 0.02279 -77.:5794 -37.r7-1 9r.  
-
96.500 --3!j.0409' -72.961'78	 6.10907 -31.40394 -35.04857
16.750 -33.14172 -71.00019	 8.4163^	 79.44^14 - 37.1 =131
7~.000 -31:X7746 = 69.b8287	 -"9.880517	 „T: 124 483 --11 -.67708
77.250 -31.21197 •-68.84137	 10.34617 -27.28333. -31.71143
97.500 -31.82675 -60.38726 	 9.73130 -26.12921 -31.82609
73.000 - - -7.21697 -68.46199	 4.34100 -26.90797, -37.21401
98.250 -43.11 02 -68.94061	 -1.55498 -27.38257 -43.10199
98.500 - -<Fia s-=34':69'^la--=i-59826	 f^i3ii2--^3:i'S6
98.750 -38.3964 -70.68710	 3.31341• -9.12906 -I8.71747
99.000 -35.73878	 71.90533	 5.131927 :730.34730 -35.73n03'
-= 34:9b00-r---73 030'3'--5:^77^77-`=3T.Tb4
99.500 -35.57026 -74.83225 	 5.98778 -33.27420 -37,.57005
991750 -37.69391 -76.45840 	 3.86414 -34.90033 -37.59363
8 .- - i 00 :"0 X56' d r^.'2 	 T93d6^--. 97373'-"3^b .,	 -42.:!304F]
100.250 -35.58065 -80.1t06e -14.02261 -38.55264 -53.rj.S566
100.500 -47.36865 -82.25528 	 -5.81060 -40.;9724 -47.36754
	
---:Ob-7ra--4-6-^75r6 -341T7s7^''' 	 , _	 -4:!.X4047-7.7"f,,
101.000 -38.17314 -84.36571. 	 3.38 491 -42.80767 -3n.:7334
101.=4,0 -37.36827 -82.31733 	 4.10978 -40.75929 '-37.76!'43
` 101:500 -- -37.87960' 7^ iEt0-' f-7':37G^ 7 ::1i7-"513x- 3.1'370x)1-
101.710 -39.6612) - 7/7.71243	 1.39681 -36. t 5431 -T7.,-,60S7
107.000• •42.300159	 76.1.3"31	 - 1.^5054	 -34.5'^26 -4 _^.30-----17
201-0G (MA; ( FIELD- Z, ! = •_'0!-03 c	 4. 164460E+00) =	 12 .711"274
-- •	
`" T: o'er 3A 7 Li-AI-	 • =. ; -J;, r	.. TZ7- 7-1	 _ -.	 _ -"'^'r r."".'7'r-
OF POOF QUALITY
Distribution C200.
TABLE OF ELECTRIC FIEL1, STRENr lc; MA)
PRINCIPAL PLANE OF CUT Y5 THETA 	 90.80; OFS
ANGLE PHI	 FRf1M -12.000 TO	 0.000 BY .2S^ 1)E13
PHI
	 DH(Z/Z)	 Dn(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 DD(Y/Y)	 P4RLt8
46'TTT"TT."i'3H3'i-=?l3^JtT3b'T"'4^rI7'3^'-
-11.750 -41.55788 -67.33704 -17.49835 -43.29752 -41•!4673
-11.100 -41.37040 -68.08534 -17.31OR7 -44.02!;Rl- -41.36141
-11.2"4 -C 59pbd3 -- =X7:77446 - f q .32h."rT- =3571493 =4?rf;s*2I
	-11.000 -46.20804 - JJ .i392f32 -22.1417 '	 -31.133329 -45.76547
-10.750 -53.40993 -54.0084 -29.35041 -^9.9490t -50.638n9




-10.250 -42.03194 -54.34231	 17.97741 -30."R279 -41.7nA "
-10.000 -18.85677 -56.90015 -14,79725 -37.84062 -38.71942
=9.7°0"=3T.ZT.3?'''--6'T:4^^J21 -=tT^T:T!^^'='39 -:434,Stf-"- =?T.'^^0!'q^_
-9.500 -36.09750 -64.65219 -12.83797 -40.59:1 64. -36.1.7048
-9.250 -37.69672 -37.28304 -13.63719 -33.223 1 -37.64947
'=4:1Tf)0 - 3^ '7tiT 56
	
20T ': 3A?T3'--=^9 : 71457 - '-'ST.. T^Q'
-0.7!0 -43.87597 -51 .48028 - 19.'11 644 -27.42077P -43. ' f)100
-0.500 --15.71201 -51.03340 -21.65248 -26.97387 -44.59403
- -8. :Iwjr °= 41:23 7146­'"?:Y7327"'-=17-5"7'7S "'''_7:97'123 ---40:89!137
-8.000 -37.38948 =55.07795 -13.82995 -31.01142 -37.80755
-7.750 -36.27323 -62..65341 -12:21370 -38.59389 -3.5.26351
	
--=7.500	 .	 -611: 71779 - L Z.	 3£-	 1_7 7, -
-7.250 -37.56652 -53.06060 -13.60699 -29.0010; 	 -37-.54313
-7.000 -42.06451 -49.41097 -18.00498 -:25.35944 -41.37166
=6.750 -64.I3178II -=47:Tf022 -- =40:7r8^ - -23`.5069"' ^T.62376
-6.500 -42.08054 -47.46654 -13.07102 -23.40701 -40.977,5
-6. 50 -35.8669.5 -48.133118 -11.90714 --4.77165 	 35.6n303
- -6.060 - -^'-rJT7d.-1.. _52.,39:','5 ---=1T.:3^I 51--" _-rq':3Zh71 - _ T'; ^,-774
- 5.'SV	 - 31.59368 - 66.45 04	 - .'.•53415	 - 42.3?55t	 - 31.•',9749
-5.500 -31.97750 -53.04448 	 -7.91797 -7,1.98495 -31.93^95
-5.25'U -34'. 15858 - = 46: -S088T' '= iQ:O')90^ -771 .54930- " -'5775: 9113';':'=
-5.000 -40.52530 -43.39379 -16.46577 -19.33426 -38.'1686
-4.750 -47.39471
	
41.90006	 23.33513 -17.34054 -40.82082
	
-
-4.0Vt7	 43:88	 -	 15"	 I".UZ7'"7`_=3•T:"=^30--
-4.250 -29.55617 -43.78079	 7.49665 -19.7126 -29.3952f3
-4.01)0 -27.42502 -49.36089 	 -3.39549 -25.30136 `-27.42737
-3.750 -=2T.3f92i3-=Jf6.407f	 T".2997.	 24:T8rfW --- ,'Y:
-3.500 -21'.92731 -39.435145.9679a- 15;.37361 -29.46671
-3.250  25 -39.10926 -34.27683 -15.04973 -10; 21737 ^, _-33.04294-
- 1 .000
	"
-2.730 -19.46406 -28.23053	 4. 59 0147	 -4:19101 -18'.9^493
-2.500 -14.51154 -26•.41987 	 9.54799	 -2.36034 -14.74n58
=iS:t3^1^-t4
-2.000	 -8.04032' -24.36861	 16.01920	 -.30908
	
-7.94060
-1.730	 -3.78970 -24.05953	 18.26993	 0.04000	 -5.72375
- i :506_	 .9748i'- ="_Z34 33-- 2iS.(5^?'T	 -. f74fics ^- = t^^f7-'_
-1.250	 -2.50093 -24.95037	 21.47n60	 -.39014	 -2.!°610
-1.000
	
-1 .0044 -26.31727	 22 . 55909	 -?.17774	 -1.4n6-47
	
- '750 -- 1
22
2'TM tS''8':51 334` ^3:33'3:*- ^173Df	 =: /Twl
	-.500	 -.607 -32.75070
	 73.83344	 -8.70117	 -.22393
	
-.250	 0.00000 -4.19098	 24.05153 -18.13146	 0.00000
6. ,do 	 _ .o,f:!r-- f>:M Ma	 -753^► ;- -
MAX;MUM' Flr[ff_UAL-QF5=
27LOG(MAX(FlELD-Z))-20l_Of.( 4.1052941E+0 1)) n 12.7668nrr
20L0G(MAX(FI1.LD-Y)) = 70L.OG( 0.575741E-01)-* 11.797.5422
50
OF POOR QL',' -ITY
C200. Cont :nued.
TABLE OF ELE r:TRIC FI•''Lh STRrNGTH!, (774)
PRTNCIPAI PLANE OF CUT 10 THETA	 ?0.00'1 nr:.r,
ANGLE PHI	 FROM	 0.000 TO 12.000 BY .250 DEG
PH!	 DB(Z/Z)	 T)3( 1d/Z)	 DB (Z/Y)	 1911( Y/Y) 	 PWRt1'.l
-	
000__.974138- '-*.-6(+^`J^^     	 74:25051 - -17.5L'43t1 _ -0:^000A
	
.230	 -.30275 -32.669.26	 23.94775	 -11.41875	 -.30052
	








-4.3790:! -24.38389	 19.87149	 - . 1.. - 3	 - 4. 7~,.14
	
- 1 .500'	 -6.247 19 ' = 24 .Z SO 'r^T " 18'. 00 7,77_	 - fTG,)U, a 
	




233..40691	 12.01153	 -1.15641 -111 .7.'- N n
_..<J - I J.	 -"p.09	 ^. <	 •TA qln^- --- IT Y ID . I?^^^
	2.500 -19.05129. -78.53312	 4.399.22	 -4.78262 -19.?^^75
	
2.750 -26.72040 -31.02771 	 -7.46997	 -6.77341 --x.34?6'"
__ ...3:000 - -3d^554T- =3a: 6136'1 6 ='i2 : ?0446- --'L  O : l SSh6 - =32: 30 : ^3
	3.250 -33.,272''; -39.200130	 -8.97677 -.t4.95030 -32.?4901
	
1.500 -30.99587 -46.73774 	 -6.74'N77 -22.48.724 -30.38190
4.000 -35.92928 -46.36331- -11.67077 -?"2.114x10 -35.;5351
4.250 -47.62051 -44.35204 -23.37000 -20.10154 -42.67578
=Y-z4(; 6 ---W4 7 w, T 6 6 T- T- :7fi U_ =20: 2 -S-,Tl 3'-=?113:	 " -
	
4.750 -33.89972 -46.44068	 -9.649?? -22.19017 -33.66453
	
5.000 -31.45737 -50.62897	 -7.10687 -26.3784.5 -11
1
.405442






-&.'000	 4'.91:2^793 ^4.3.3485 _-37:1^^'90 -
6.250 -45.11406 -48.06OR4 -21.16355 -23.81033 -43.528.'34
6.500 -46.35250 -48.957013 -22.10700 -24.70657 -44.4523t3
`^:7^n =69x33'71-1 -^1^3"'t'3?--1-^--•S`t3^,;'f-"7T_'^(3X '"'^`t~7rf-•-
7 .000 -37.03131 -55.97796 - 12. `79081' -31.72745 -36..97660
7.250 -36.45790 -62.21391 -1'.20739 -38.03341 -36.446134
x: 00- 3x.4'4 n; ^- ^5r73a'± _i2 flTi n -"- 3 ^g37 "'3^^b3"S6 -
7.750 -40.13031 -53.661 :32- -15 139980 -29.410Ht -39.96128
8.000- -45.45092 -51-92994 -21.20041 -27.67944 44 ► 37000.
	
.J	 -J .	 .	 V_ -- •	 < -
8.500 -43.28682 -52.9609, -19.p3632 -29.71040. -42.'14252





9.230 -39.64047 -63.2693 -14.34997 -41.01881 -38.5'9142
9.jOO -40.14415 -59.4334 3 -15.R97A 4 -", . tR797 -40.09338
9.750 -43.70352 -56.On402 -19.42301 -31.AO1l1 -43.4311
10.000 -52.38371 -54.75197 -28.1132: -30.!5014:1 -50.39836
_ 10. SO _-_54_.52 5 20___-'4.46090 -30.27_4.69 -30 . 71041 _- i 1 .7^7!^7_
10.500- -44.93176 -56.68800 ^0.681:'5 -37.43749 -44.65146
	
10.750 -41.47781
	 -60.6339 1	 -17.2'730	 3.S.39Z41 -41.47°,.57
11 .000 - 4 0 . 14_7 3 -70. 41.170 - t°.nQ 2 42 - 46. 13120- -•4 0.13?-0




I 1 .'.00	 - 41.57055	 - 59.0313 .57	 - 1 '• .140,)5	 -Z' ..5x1111 1	 - 4 .
11.750 -44.54564 -56. 70879 -?0.29514 -?7.65877 -4=.70093
- X2.000 -=4^.4.;074 • 55.^6^01^ = 7^J 200''_3 - -3t.b13!J'A =``4F^'!!"^f^
	
- --- HAX1MIiM FIELI _VALUES- ' -- 	 _._._---
20LQG ( MAX , F TCLIi - 7) . ='01_- , ,I	 4.1n -77'.'4F F00) =	 1 ^ . 7'^160 1 4
	
70L.00 ( MAX (FIE'LD-Y) ) - ` 	 7.5055597>•- 0t) • -12.0217048
51
,OF Pty ' 1s`i 0,
C200. Continued.
TADLf' OF CI.ErTRIC r11-1_n iTWN^THS, (DR)
PRINCIPAL PLANE Dr- CUT I3 P14T	 0. 01 Dro





DR(Y.'Z)	 DR ( 79 / y )	 nn(Y /Y )	 PWRnn
	
_ .70 .
:-tf6	 :TUF`i--	 ' =1457:774^frR•--
79.250 -45,9(3732 - 77.23217 -4.13.585 -3r.7Rt70 -4n. 9n435
78.100 -42.9© r„4  r7n.4 7 .1t,, 7	 a••-t.	 ,1.,. •^r	 n- 17.0	 ,^ -o.^.'.la4 rn
78.750 -41 .00 f f7- '480.05.99 - .44971 - -111. -07 4S - 1! .00091
7 9 .000 - 4().417030 -82.1^777 .970t`3 -40.57711 -40.4n ^')n
79.250 -41.030 2-7 -85.0314n .1-010 " 41.1;' l9n 4 1. 0101n
- 77. rots -a r7^91^'890STd- -_-T .Z1 l,/ {._ 'a 7 ^^tR8 . -1 +r^ ;n t ^--
79. 750 -41.'?4255 -9:.n6316 -4. 49 :'06 -	 1 . 41 7:,9 - 45.74'7•
90.000 - 49.20210 -88. 119003 - 7.nl:'OZ - 4:'.1395.', -4,;."87"7
90.250 "= 47. 1400: - 14. :! 4 7117 - 1. r>9035 - 47.7171A - 47, t 407S
00.500 -43.6A931 - St .3"A74 -^.71nn4 -3?.?OA?7 -4z.h5R05
80.750 -41 .6817t -79.47004 -.23514 -3".96957
--"3T: so0-- __4r_.	 3-^-IT:-TJ1?Tf`^"-^rmrcr ^T.t':*7T^tT-' rr:
81 .2!;0 -41.64728 -77..1478? -.19A81 -31.69 '740 -41..',4.540
81.500 -43.211878 -7A.9tn9'-v -1.83•'131 -3r. 46R57 -41.7;1719
13 ;750 - ^4:8Q72'^ -7^S 7^505 - '= 3.43571; -3'5.2745!7 - _w744. 1 104 1-4 y-
8-2 .000 -43.77969 -76.6t590 -2.32922 -33.14543 -43.77771
82.250 -41.10671 -76.40273 .34376 -34.95226 -41.10^t
37.700- -^ "'JT-,''^S•!1'r-=TA-d1 ^0___T7 S^'T"'f
62.750 -30. 16384 -75.03173 3.2n663 -37.Sn1;';. - M. ::,.3^Z
83.000 -38.3230 -73.1761' 3.12617 -37.471-0 -11;..171 17
171	 , 450 - -T7 S9_'5.5 -7T rR31,R --	 T .3670 r- _ Z t .14421 '" '459 . ^RO;,,S
81.'500 -41.696ocj -^t.31^:,9 -.2451? ''7.90q^' 1!.,,01	 0
33.'10 -4:.117032 -70.^f3-1`.q -1.4tgn4 -7'1.,13'5! 4 ^.n;. ^74
Z70 	 ^ 7`17 4 -	 1 r 7­7 :r,,1
J4.Z50 -37.71979 -6.^,.7^970 1.730.5'7 _ 17 .	 l 71 4,-,7
64.500 -31.76323 -67. ?69A4 1 ..5 ^774 ^6.51 11 1 •,. - t^.'^,'.^1
-^:TSQ -` = J3.T'btTS -WW.- -7.6743'7 -75.^_ 7 ,51:3 -47..on:17
85.000 -57.40699 -A4.68812 -16.03652 -71.^3761 -456•.77-?7
85.250 -38.12029 -62.04423 3.310113 -70.5937,s -in .10301
85.750 -26.54363 -56.5578') t4.70684 -15.1074^ -76.53?59
86.000 -23.3188'5 -54.12385 t8.09162 -17.67138 _27.7'	 4'7
__(fd:=SQ'-='Z0:94Q9T^f:-95473-'f'^.567'S'fl^- (((:50!('76.
86.500 -t9.02238 -50.05373 22.42809 • -8.6026 - t 9.01724
R6-'50 -1'.33605
- 71. , 43J
-48:39019 ''.4.11442 -A.9T











97.500 - 1 1.R7_74A - 4 4.6:SAt3_ 2 2 .57104 _1.lonA.,_ - t 1 .•' -741
- 87.'750 -9,1^3A91 -43.''74!34 31.,5151^^ ^.^^43.5 •-9.R3Z4gY-
38.000 -7.&587n -43.01 907 7.i.1'71:,7 -1.,1101AO -7.65771
90..750 -6.04394 -•12.4"5111 .31.46.553 -1.0:'1'1 -A.043^.4
b13: 50^ - -1 ia4'^Z =44^`.15:3.•7 -''' 5..^--- i- nS.^-- S:i4T^
08. "J -3.08.502 -41.72451 1n.3:,441 -.77101 7%.',!In-1
0 9 .000 - 1.97574 -41.x317,'. 17.17	 73 -.OROW7 -1.^770
39.250 Y	 - 1. 1 130 1 -41 .4';047 46.1171:. 0. OoO00 - 1 . i t "CI O ---
89.'• 70 -.49734 -4t.47540 40.7!531.3 -..0.1545 -.•► 9727
9 9 . 1 50 -. 1264.1 -a1 ..50527 4 t .374(x4 -. t54R0_ -. I"',4 t
ta i . 900 0. J6o, 1_^5--a {	 X341113 4 1 :4"^^W~
_
^^.:Wia 1 -S IT; ,W0
MAXTMI,M FULD VAI !1FS-
2OL08 (MAX(FTEL n-7))-7nt.nr,( 4.On­13 47FnOI= t 7.:^nAoII
_ 01-0(3 ( MAX (•-TM Il Y) > ^ `01 Mr, t 	1.41 164770 - `' ^ ^




90.000 -" C :0000'0 - ="4"1 .83438 - 41 : 833 Stl -- _a. tT6oaa- -o:OM(M . _-
900250	 -.1003 -42.16^7R	 41.71485	 -.32990 1 -.1004
90.500	 -.49112 -42.59619	 41.34371)	 -.76131	 -.49114
90 -75'D-- - 1 . =Q79 . 3-T3TfiS`.^^'1-i3(T^1-?4h^Jl^'=T^"?T'
91.000	 -2.01799 -43.7719-2 • 39.3t689	 -t .94,)94	 ^.01798
91.2 150
	 -3. 19363 _-44.53303 _38. fr41'6	 -2' . •59815	 -3 •' 7359
?1 .500  !4.31396- -45.'4087 ^ 3^. 1048 ^ -3.5740f^ ^---4.6r3!fi'
91.750	 -6.389.56 -46.40920	 33.44523	 -4.57432	 -1•.IR951
92.000	 -8.1491? -47.53891	 33.48570	 -8.70403	 8.34898
: 2 e 0 	 10: 3 ^^^ -'4n7IN''^1--^.1.^ad3^I _ =h:46"^^--=fA:'^ A'"
.5
	
-12.27701 -50.20182	 ?9.501^8	 -S.Zhh94 -,..'712AO
9 . 750 -t3.59091	 -51 . 7376?	 28. " 4 ;?8	 -9. 90277 - 11. 59nr ,
93.000 -14.449157 -53.-40611 - ''.7:38581 -11.57127 ---14.44R8t
93.250 -15.11927 -5P.19F79 	 26.7t56t -13.36391	 -15.11913
173.500 -15.?5640 -57.1004 1	25.f3794R -15.26,111 -15.75635
93.750 - -. :=0^ -_=^TOF3itTi"''4.,r,S1^T'- 1-;^8171 -1=0r0T-_
94.000 -19.05623	 -61.12224	 ^2.77860 -19.^11735 -19'.05.529
^4.'250 -21.71032	 -63. t5:548	 21). 124 ,16	 - 21.1211,0 • - ?1.71.030
94.500 -25:53941- --67: t:77)20.	 t5-:-, 1754 ,{ -_^^.^8} -•- =-t T. 5372 -- -
Q4.750 -3t.35334 -66.94389	 10.48154 -25.10901 -31.1%'43
95.000 -38.65846 -68.54400 	 3.17642 -76.70912 -38.65429
.-J	 Is9'31	 -eq '-i5-r- 	46 -~ T"'T03
95.5'00 -32.19038 -70'.96269 	 17.64410 -29.11181 -32.1900^
9 1J .750 - 31 . 1 1. 21 96 -71 .06.587	 10.711-92 -30.031"9 - 7,1	 ?1 ^4
'7 5.000 .-32.13237-5	 - 7 2.,5521.4 - --17.0111^ -30.'1177!5 -32.82354 '-
Q 6.250 -35.76455 - 711.30541	 5. 17073 -11 .55053 -3.:,.76 4'•)0
9(S.: 00 -39.6933 _-74.1 k)135	 :?.t475-, -3^.:'6,546 -39.69104
, 6 .750 - 38 : 70 773 -74. «t.
	
'f . ,'11Z'^ -^1' . 178063	 ! .	
_ .,.
?7 .000 -14 . 8474` -75..5.-895	 6.98' 41 -3'7.70407 -34, 0-,'77-  
97.250 -32,66t42 -7,y . ^^809	 ?.17147 -34. 453_:'0 -7-. AA! 51
	
500 - 31 .315"x? = '7:63037	 10.41846 - -35 . ^3550 =3t -.f? 1 :,OS -
.750 -32.0 9052 -77.9 -	 .744'6 -1 .07n40 -77.09069
98.000 -33.4703F3	 73234	 8.35650 -36.897.36	 -77.479-4
•
^b':"'S0 ._ =^40'T7- =79^"i t--ice` - 5: ^+738^7"_ _= 'f7: S. 3oA --=3^5:'?'^Q"r_ --
98.500 -41.20944 -79.79590	 .6544 -37 0 .6102 -41.20911
98.750 -48.54027_-79.32743 _ -6.70`39_-37. 99^5S -4R.,13733
99.060-43.$7370	 79.624:8	 -1.53x382 -37940 -43..'•'736
99.230 -39. 2083?	 79.40011	 2.72649 -37.56323 -191 S O8 ^7
9x .500 -37.29958 -7°.3441?	 4_45"530 -37.50929 -37.29960-
	
9;0 -36.99999 -77.58191	 4.83489 -34763 -17.00604
100.000 -37.94022 -80.13871 	 3.89466 -38.35333 -37.94025
100.250_ -40.20334 -81.20294 	 1.6'2614 -39.36806	 40.20821
100.500 -44.32352 , . -82.-60179	 -2.48864 -40.7Z691 -44.3? 16
100.750 -51.15539 -84.18330	 -9.32050 -4:!.34842' -51.11351
101.000 -50.43851 -85.34137	 -8.60363 -43.50649 --50.43739
f'6 f .'_^c6- - a 32ta -13' ^3i 3?^t^36^`--a1:3t3a^?' 	 7.1*11^-
101.500 - 471. ? 9 17 10 -n4.79041	 -4.7. 44rr2 -43. 991391
10t. 54	 -44.1;74	 -8:3.04 1 -6	 -.-.?1.186	 -41.^01,8!3	 -44.14^4'7




OFDistribution C300. 	 ^^ Q
TABLE OF ELrC7,RIr., FIELD ;T-,FNGTH.': 'Dr)
	
^RINCIFAI- PLANE OF CUT I4 THETA = 	 ^0. %; 0 DEG,
ANGL'- PHI	 "ROM -12.000 TO	 0.000 BY	 25-'• ":EG
PHI	 DB(Z/Z)	 DD(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 D9(Y/Y)	 PW^nR
	
-12.000 " 43.17''07 - =6T.^i811 -= f4.-1 !107 - = .i^.4h?ti"	 4733-11'4tA-
-11.750 -41.71J70 -6!3.70637 -17.5 7^4 --44.5037 -41.70J86
-11.500 -41.70660 -65.2808 -17.6 060 -41.17?08 -41- ^•.759
-11. ..a -43. 0197- - ..,...65-'S	 -39.24.7 7	 34..500'j	 - a 3:.
-11.000 -47.46753 -55.317 73 -23.41154 -31.26173 -46.3`.'307
-10.750 -55.20190 -53.72295 -31.14590 -2 9 .6•i69 1S -51.38972
..- 
=10-.aQi1--.4-0.751^'`'S'_=53'4-"_^^_:^^'"•'-3037-r--'15:7'•?bT.-.
-10.250 -41.23406 -54.5,5274 -1 7 .17`307 -30.'11	 -41.0377;-
	
-10.000 -33.31 741 -5 7 .65246 -14.2614;	 -33.9646 -'n.''6734
4.750 =36 .84611-=35'. 137 ST - 1'3.- 340'1 1-- -41 0815^ ".• =35:'1•^•"7;7' -
-9.500 -36.65643 -6 .1. 13835 -11.600475 043 -40. 11 ?35 -* 76..54134`7
-9.250 -37.62169 -56.27326 -13.56569 -3^.^1 726 -37.5.x710
_ _.. _ _ ^.-- Ol7U'
- = 4 1^. 1-uT9^ .:, i'iL''I- ^ I-u^. r0^7rT `=•►^r: 'rI^2'7'---=.>'9"
. '
►9 i (T"-
-8.75d -45.9 7 10 -50.79198 -21.24111 -26.737,9? -44.^1790
-8.500 -48.29871 -50.39990 -24.24271 -'6.343?0 -36.21341
-3:2°0 - -41 - .7401 -4 -Tt :3?332 -37 -•-•58410 27.33732 --81 2 9377	 -
-6.000	 57.9'J605 -53.31404 -13.90005 -30.25805 -37.05699
-7.750 -36.2341 7 -61.24422 -.12.1.7719	 -37.1382'' -36.17077
..	 _--T.570--36 -•J"T'C7T-=^"CT-^6f9'ri=i'T^01t^"7T =.^:5^''7'059'? =35^'S`^'?E^ -- -
-7.250 -37.59774 -53.17733 -13.54174 -29.1t633 -37.17932
-7.000 -41.95153 -49.4529f, -17.89553 -25.32696 _-41.24118
-6.500 -41.4516 7 -47.48169 -17.39567 -23.42')69 -40•=^=71
-6.250 -35 .56011 -48.87465 -11."0111 -2^.91865 -35.736249
---- 
-=h.-0	 33	 -	 -.---T-57777'-73:^, 2- 3''-`7, T4 -
-5. 750 -31.49904 -65.31202	 -7.44304 -41.25602 -31.49749
-5.500 -31.79201 -52.59262 	 -7.73601 -27.53662 -31.7 '•30
-IT
-- _r 250 - 3.96F320 " =45:37.5-.5 	 _9-.41271- ---.3i'^.,5 - 33.-•-, Je - -
-5.000 -30.22551 -43.22501 -16.1695t -19.1670t -72.4411,
-4.750 -47.31176 -41.76289 -23.25575 -t7.706'3? -40.67`51
=3-.560 - 3^ 20 I .fi^'TO'1- -	 ^,	 - ''^'r14'3'`i'i'^T' .371 -
-4.250 -29.°,1610	 43.67106	 5.4.130t0	 4
-4.000 -?7.41392 -49.2,931	 -3.35792	 25.20331 -27.7nx17
=3: 750 - =27:7'8 395 =48:^^74a-=3 ^' S - =^4 19144 --~7.724-146
-3.500 -29.91744 -39.40885 	 -5.86144 -15.35236 -29.45499
-3.250 -3'x.59504 -34.24682 -15.53904 -10.19087 -33.13491-
- •	 -27.26775  -	 -3.2139-S	 -6.69191	 2 77
-2.730 -19.45117' -28.22708 	 4.60482	 -4.17108 -18.91082
-2.00 -1 4 .494 1 4 -26.40119? .56186	 - 2 .345 17 - 1 4.2^_310
	
2.250 -10.85428 -25.13412	 13.20171	 1.07913 -10.1•7S39 -
-2.000	 -8.02539 -24.35995	 16.03060	 -.36395	 -7.9780
-1.750	 -5.7772 2 -24.05600. 18.27888 	 0.00000	 -1.71 330
-1.500	 -3.78469 -24.23609	 20.07131	 -.18009	 -7.9441"
-1.250	 -2.57320 -24.95779	 21.48280	 -.90t79	 -2 5x345
-_1 . 000_ - 1 . 49497 -26.3512 2	 :'2. 5 610 	 -2 . 7952^ _ 1 . 4_8105_
-.7!;0	 -.71380 -28.70599	 :!3.37770	 -4.64999	 - 71. 71 •5
-.500	 -.224!5- -32.7?903	 23.83148	 -3.74703	 - • ^223!1
-.2 1 0	 0. 00000 - 47.29331	 24.0 5.500 - 18 . 237!11	 _0.00000
^.J00	 -.039 5	 41.78941- 24.01545	 '.1-7774t	 , 9^
MAXIMUM FIr'LD VALU^S-
20LOG(MAX(FIELD-Z)) = 201- OG' -4.10'114 73r+O^')= i	 80
.,O





TABLE OF ELECTRIC FIELD ST^."UGTHC (I)TO
	
PRINCIPAL PLANE 0" MIT I5 THETA =	 90.000 'IEG
ANGLE PHI	 FROM	 0.000 TO 12.000 BY .250 DEG
PHI	 DR(Z/Z)	 D9(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 DR(Y;Y)	 PW1'nn
0•.000--` 0:00000' -- 4T.749FT6- -- ?4.26f18`= 17:43•'368 - --A.60a00-
	
.^50	 -.30367 -32.64991. 23.95751	 -8.38873 -	 -.•'.')144
. 5^ l0 0^^  -
	
.$7722 -29.67307	 23.33396	 -4.41 W?	 -.-11070
	
-- / JV	 - • 77-7, a -ZJ•	 J 	 75-U71 1-^	 ^•)J
	1.300	 -2.38981 -25.06114	 21.37133	 -.79995
	
1.250.	 -4.37872 -24.39304	 19.8846	 -.13136" -4.77594
- i .500 " =3-^443T -'? 2Si iB^ i S . 0^ S'S'r ---0- . 0-0000 "6:3764^
	
1.:50	 -9.35697- -24.60709 	 15. 7 0 121 	- .34671	 -R.=5076
	
2.000 -11.42719 -25.41758'	 12.93399	 -1..15639 -11.7-757
	.:JO	 13.21091	 _-4--.,._•.	 = i4. ...30
	
2.500 -19.31453 -28.53$39	 4.44665	 -4.27721 - 19. ^•S,^,09
	
2.750 =26.65787 -31 .0274	 -2.79669	 -6.76156	 715.307!^7
3:000 --33:5$2	 3J:392i^- =1T. i`T _; - .'s. 131 7 	3?.33f 1
	
3.250 -33.4324 .S -39.15059	 9.1717^ -14.39?40 -32.40356
	
3.500 -31.11573 -46.60222	 -6.135455 -:?7.34104	 -O.?9495
- 7.7 n--`r ..,7-!74Q - 5	 7Y^^»T: ^ ^ u' i"I"' _ ^'. Ti 0 C -	 'i'?'.....
4.000 -36.06944 -46.35120 -11.8007.5 -22.10002 -75.6315'
4.250 -48.77409 -44.33489 -24.5129t -20.07370
_4-.500' -=4U.0770y 	3T-35.x'^"5
	
4.750 -33.85735 -46.32291	 -9.59,617 -22.06173 -33.61920
	
5.000 -34.38504 -50.34826	 -7.t2386 -26.00703 -31.37053
_.._.^_` JO
-- =-30:3H249"-= 5T3: •ST^ ^ - =5: 4Ti3f"--:^4`:^+?f3?t* - =''S:)": b7r43-
	
5.500 -31.29011 -57.55608	 -7.0?393 -33.29490
	5.750 -3.3.19887 -51.363$1	 -8.73769 -77.10.263 -77.17779
,6.000 =36:79044` =48.9T588 = •52926 ' - 4.654,64 =36:53236
	
6.250 -42.08736 -48.36837	 -2-4. t0719 -4 ^0514
6.500 --44.41112	 -49.2 717 27Z	 -2-0.1 : 9 ^•1	 _" 5.011 °4 -47.'7444
	
S..'r0 - 7x'.44721 -c1 ^ t^ -12 - 1r.13u^2	 T7- ^7.46.j,-, - -?i.^7 -





   
	 -37.42 ,57 --36 --'.741
	
7.500 - -37.46658 - -57:01-0$r- -13.20444	 3^.^49F,7 --37:41.^^0
7.70 -40.2259 -53.24487 -15.?6411 - 2-8.9!3369 -40.01413
8.000 -46.1d310 -51.61539 -21.92192 -27.35421- -4-.^'•'008
.^ D	 V -- JJ.OY	 •	 c - .? J 7 4- -J •O . J --
8.500 -44.88929 -52.64605 -20.62811 -28.384si7 -44.21657
9.750 -40.7:2200 -55.40430 -16.46032 -31.14312 •-40.7.599
__ 
__^.00a- =3.^i^a^f- =moo.-T669o` ="i-a:^77si--
9.250 -39.17829 -66.64580. -14.91711 742.384621 - 39.17081
9.500 -40.7573 .3 -60.27328 -16.4961.4 -36.(71410 -40.70936
--^ 7v =a4.-5^^6^^Si'7^-fb7-fZ14Va^ sra---^4-,,t7T
	
10.0100 -54.47330 -55.06413	 30.2121' -30.80295 -5'.74867
10.250 -52. 61987 -55.18811 -28.35868 -30.92693 750.70',^4
10'^`b0 -44.301036.^°,31^0.0^^-3LB^4 -4.^'
	
10.750 -41.05830 -60.71308 -16.79712 -36.45190	 41.01182'
13.000 -39.77129 -69.85734 -iF..Pt01:. -44.396t•S -39.7•;732
- -11-: 
-LS 0-=J7:?1--'"7"6AJ.7°S0=-:-IT7r",r3T-- ='4 T, 1- , --17. i7 T----




-a.3. 7,5461	 -56.3°4 7 4	 -19.50343 - 3 7 .-S737,',	 -43.5eC64
	
.000 -48.02',33-
 - J . 32 729	 _S: 764c..., -31:.•5.5"t d ` -4 : ^".,0'
--t^A:{;M^1hrFrE^L-D^7ALLE'^-`^ 	 _'.--•----------------
20LOG ( MAX ( FIE:-D -Z)) =2LOG ( 4. On.SA9?,r9E +00) _ ' ^ 2274 =: •a




TAW-E OF ELECTRIC r TEL,) IT^`4GT!lfl (DB)
	
PRINCIPAI- PLANE OF CUT IS PHI	 '0.".0 DFri
ANGLZ THETA FROM 79.000 TO 70.000 lY . 2nn n7 l
THETA
	
Dn(z/z)	 D E, ( Y / --)	 DB(Z/Y)	 rip ( y/y "	 P w R 1) B
	
-46.139975 -74.* 75'- ' 7	 -5.7j 1599 -11.76040 -44.n-277
70.500 -43.10'-68 -75.74569
.
.	 -1-00191 -74.36192 -47-!n3 j^ l)
,. 011' 70.750 .
    
'-41 .33-009 ­ -^77.!S0221 9­ -.- -	 -IX-
7P.000 -40.72434 -00.41313	 .65943 -79.07436 -40.724t7
79.250 -41.23077 -85.63717	 .18300 -44.2x3-10 -41.23090
y 4	 -Y6.YYUJ()	 -1 . -64YU 
-
-75m.j.	 -47 - 74 707,
79.750 -46.09323 -87.4n623	 -4.70948 -46.07"46 -46.09772
30.000 -49.2 2360 -81.83193	 - 7.83927; -40.44816 -49--1.51
80.250 --:46-.'?3M46----:7B.-?9-61O- 	5.13 1-64
80.500 -43.521 203- -77.4971 1	 -2.13 8^'w -7,1 . t 1 774 -43.52053
00.750 -41.57035 -76. 87499	 -.106513 -`5.491 22 -41.5.'.^36
03-. ZOO	 =73:92954 -- ---.743Or33 	.'r) 4F;7-r -=4 0 :7'07n,  T-
81.250 -41.52019 -77.53837	 7.135412 -36-1 , 5460
81.500 -43.10488 -78.F, 680:'	 -t.72111 -77 .111425 -41.10794
31.750-- - -44-.60554 - -79.10,571	 -3 .2^1-77 -3.;.47"4 -44..;045,n
02.000 -43.50570 z- n0.98 -1 98	 -2.12143 -77.599 -21 -43-For,21




-r---.- 41 ' 177 ^' -0	 -. r T. 1 9"7-K
82.750 -37.94252 . -83.87363	 3.44125 - 4 2 .48986 -37.'•14270-
E13.000 -38.04415 -83.03880	 3.13962 -41.65503 -30.0447n
83.500 -41.72996 -75.06361	 15181 -74.,679R4 -41.277n17
83.750 -42-615256 -73.03640	 -1-26077 -31.67j771 -47.-54SR7
73 4  UG ' -7- 4 r-.67777	 7t7. 7(T4 --T	 270 )l -7P-71046 - -- 'r
84. 7'50 -40.145181 - - 60.93654	 1.73796 -27.55277 -40.14k^77
84.500 -40.21 9!!56 -67.53543	 1.08n'1 - 26.17166 -40.787A6
	
-- j	 -	 '!!^70384.750 -43.98273 '- -86.199 2`	 - 24-81545 -47.
85.000 -59.63740 -64 . 54•'-389 -t3 . ^5363I 63 - 2 -,3-.16'j1 2 	 `8. 4"'"` 9
35.250 -37.95771 -62.37008	 3.42601) -70.98631
S'S
85.750 -26.60670 -57.17505	 14.77687 -15.7917$- 2 15 ..'.'77) "3    
06-000 -23-4F5 640 -54.60021	 17.01-7'-9
:!	
-VY.29644 -77.4n349
86.2500 :-^:! 1 -'.-0 62377 7 - -':- -!52 .' 4 1 A fl:^- 0 *.- 3 1 * 6 1-0 0 --11.035'66 --1 1.0.541^




-V.- O	 75. 613?T-- - !o. 7!r=--
87.250 -13.92654 -45.83947	 2.7.45723	 -4.45570 -13.92404
87.500 -11.71963 -44.73534	 29.46414	 -3.35157 -11.91745
a-r.-Tsd- 1 llf -31 fill 911117-- - ". 1 WAT -
'•
-7:;^15:37.---
98.000 . -7.36401: '-43.0588?	 33.51976	 -1.67512	 -7.06299
88.250	 -6.0411'! -42.4;872	 35..14260-	 -1.07445	 -6.04047
	
--b8.700-- -4.43266 -4-1 .-00105
	
36. 9451 1 	 -4.4101?
88.750	 -3.07894 -41.675 73 2	 30.30403
89.000	 -1.96876 -41.47222	 19.41"01	 08•45-	 - 1 .9.5!356
a - fw	 .9. td	 -I	 t-7:4 i -	 e)
89. 1^00	 -:49723 -41.40348	 40.38974	 -.0i971	 -.4^'777
. 3 9.750	 -.12468 -41.' 2675 2	 41.75909	 -.142?5	 -.1"466
?6.-,boo -*- -0 ,., 006-40-	31 .7' . 4 7 G 	 - 4 1.73^377	 j.'^ 0 00 -  
MA I<T'MIJM F*Tr-L')-VALFJF-:,-:-
	201- OG( MAX ( 7 TELD- Z )) m2OL3G( 4.OB66?9E^00)- 	 .27-1-.	 464





TABLE OF ELECTRIC F'.t-':b STRENrT11S lnR`
PRINCIPAL PLANE OF :71.1T TS PHT	 0.000 nrn
ANGLE T14ETA FROM 90.000 TO 102.000 PY .250 DEG
THETA	 DB(Z/Z)	 D11(Y/Z)	 DD('_: Y)	 DD(Y/Y)	 PwRDD'
_ 
- 90	 0.0.0000-- (S J00^(T
?0.250	 -.12174 -42.07240	 41.62816	 -.32254	 -.17177
90.300	 -.49436 -42.49490' 41.25550 	 -.74501	 -.49177
9t.000
	
-2.02400 -43.65135	 39.72176	 -t.9014?	 :`'?190
91.250	 -3.20094 -44 .39444	 38.541392_ -2.6445'1 	 "' :"'70
?1. 00-'= 4" .6,263- 3r 'S 01 --37:097''1 ii.a0`t-0
91.750	 -6.40057 -46.23917	 35.34929	 -4.49931	 -6.40^41
9^_.000	 -8.36404 -47.3!281	 33.3853^	 -1.603995	 - R -"' .'79
	
4lT.3b
-rJ . '_i1-33191_ ='u. T	 r^:11^I. --
	
92.500 -12.27023 -49.98744	 29.47'63	 -11.^3753 -IT. 7,79
	?2.750 -13.647613 -51.113aa	 ^8.10218	 -9.7;358 -13.647?6
?3.060 - - T4 '48II = 'rT:	 6T--	 •>n^^S _n _,)=!,r _14.1.1 O ..
	93.250 -15.21041 -54.97129	 26.53945 -13.22143 -15.'1074
	
9 71.500 -16.06152 -56.88273	 25.6£3R34 -15.132'''7 -1,S.06145
91."0 =T 3^74>^5 ^3= -"'3'3-1=415-- -=,:1.513;34 - C' ^731; `-'_
	94.000 -19.20017 -60.95502	 22.54969 -19.2051-S -19.20017
	
94:250 -21.BR962 -63."03436	 19.36024 -21.28450 -21..^•^9!7
•.s-r"---
	
?4.750 -31.72466 -66.99471 	 10. 0252 1.)	 25.:'4.445 -3!..7^366
	95.000 -38.^6516 -A0.77197	 -1470 -27 .07206 -33.3.ti!)t
	
95..`.00 -32.1'J,903 -71.77442	 ?.,')9133 -7n. 1345,S 	 ;2. I 7!
C r





-3..57!lA2	 ''.'t3301 - _77.1^,714!
	96.250 -3.5. 4517 -77 .00153	 x.10469 -35.25177' -36.34FO9
	
96.500 -40.7925 -74.04003 	.?6961 -37.24017 -40. 779119
97.000 -3.59692 -82.,7723	 7.152?4 -40.322?7 -34.1^•71?
`- 97.250 -__!2.3-57n'	 32.07679	 9.39234 -40..s?•S"4 -3:?.35776
- 9T. Sa6-=3r:4966Y=61:3'-Y67- IO:`'5317"--!Iy 77413T--3T-- 4V9VT--










_98.700_ -47.30067 -Rt .291 V7 	 -`.55081_-39.5419 -47.7^• 923
	99.000 .-43.40427 -90.73558	 -1.65441 -38.98572 -43.40375
	
99.250 -39.13009 -79.81048
	 2.61977 -36.06062 _39-13001
	
_ 99.500 -37.25_693- . -78.84905	 4.49293' , -37..60919
	
99.7',0 -36.89792 -78.10120	 4.15194 -36.3'034 --.> . 3^"31?
	
100.000 -37.77013 777.72396 	 3.97973 -35.97410 -3''.76998
	
_ 100.250 -39.9319 _-77.76947 	 t . tit 790 -16.01961. _-39.9" ?7
	
100.500'480077 -73 .3 q7^9	 -'?. 05091--'ff .^F^43
	
100.750 -49.79 05 -7 7 •4286,	 -8.04519 -37.57^79 - 49.7706^
10_1.000_-47.77245 -_ ►3I.704Z78.; ^2259-T9.S5451_-40.7:,9!9
	
!01.2.`.0 -4'­ 624''2 -34. 7074G	 7.37506	 - 4 ^.-C-j16-	 :.i^. -.SfiE.,
	
101.:,00 -43.01027 -19..51009	 -^.0!,041	 -47.74073	 -47.11;,11!
	
101.'°0 -47.07207 -101.351.;9 	 7721 -50.1.013	 !763 -47.=
102.000 -45.77708 -93. 	
_	
_
7887 -4.02722 -51.0 "1901- 477:!-?-
MAXIMUM FIELD VAi_UES- -
,n r
	
r_ *c , 	_^^171	 . ^ _	 .,.^^^,-LO,IMAX.	 ,. _•.D-Z; )- "1 L!lrt	 4.f,f1^1,.5.	 _,i.0;_	 1._ .._ 41.'.4
20LOG(MAX:FTELD • Y))=20LOri 3.7410220E-0')= -2;.'2^4134
57
Appendix C2. Random Error Analysis.
	
OF pJOR Q',jALIl-i
Random error in 1st decimal position.
Angle 0-7iginal With Furor Difference
-12.000 -49.06-1 37_.- 12 . 03903 -37.028;14
-116750 -43.93221 -10.30268 -33.62953
-11.500 -41.33900 ,-8.87359 -32.45041
-11.250 --40.33307 -7.60191 -32.644116
-11.000 -40.68493• -6.69311 -33	 "1.82
-10.750 -42.61434 -5.84777 -36.7:,;.7
-10.500 -47.10811 -5.13089_ -41.97'7^^
--10.250 -_ -53.64291 ^-4.52349 -49.1194'
-10.000 -46.00166• -4.01055 -41.99111
-9.750 -41.14452 -3.57964 -37.'=6438
-9.500 -33.73701 - 3 . 2007 -35.5:1'.^=
-9.250 -37.88040 -2.92221 -34.95319
-9 1 .000 -33.39668 -2667707 -35.7 1961.
-8.750 -40.56754 -2.47602 -38.09152 -_
-8.500 "-45.47711 -2.31060 -43.i^:^'^1
-8.250 -49.34367 -2.1.7248 -47.(571:^
-8.000 -42641628 -2.0535. -40.36276 -
-7.750 -38..16733 -1.94595 -36.22188
-7.500 -36.14669 -1.842 71 - 34.10398
-- -7 . 250 -35. 69943^ I .'3770 -33.	 x.73
-7.000, -36.83583 -1.62625 -35.2c?-"1,7
-6.750 --40.26570_ -1.505321 -38.7604.3
-6.500
_
-47.40619 - .-1.37369 -46.03^50
-6.250 -41.552-55 -1.23193 •-40.3206'?
-6.000 -35:56941_ -1.08217 y4.4n774_-
-5.750`
_
-3'?. 4344 - _ : ^277T -J • J ^"T7r'
-3.500 -31.03185 -.7723$ -30.2589.7
30.991,47 -.62204 -30-37:43
_5.000 -32.53197- - - _ -^7974' =32 :05^73..
-4.750 -36.57835 -.35021 -36.22314
-4.500 -43.46897_ -.3714 43.3137,_-
-4.250 -34.17 (i$ 34 - . 143513	 -3•FI-. 36470" -
-4.000 -30.95331 -.07139 -30.3"1142
-3.750 -28.75972 -.02371 3
-3.500 -28.79469 0.00000 --:28.794.59
-3.250 -31.77433' _ -.00104 -3,1..77329
-3.000 -33.20416 -.02649 -33.177+7
=2.756	 -72 T:694,&`-=:67 2,54 =Td:n4O'
-2.500 -17.86255 -.14641 -17.71614




- . • . _ =
-1.750 . -7.40317 --.47015 -Er.93307
-Y.300 -5.272'93 -.60611 -4.66622
=r. 25a-- - 3 . ^a3----- . 7 ',5T6e-- _T. 8Z43,----
-1.000 -2.24751 _.90202 -1:34549
-.750 -1.•24817 1.05603_- -.19214
-.500 -.C5053 -1.21053 _.-56040
-.250 -613762 -1.36•.343 1.:'."7501





Angle	 Original With Error
.
Difference
° 250 -^11468 -^14590 ^0112?
^ 500 -°54471 -.28776 -^25695
^ 750 A^23958 -^42614 -01344
1 ^ 000
-2^23636 -^56216 -1^67420
1 ^ 250 -3^56207 -^69734 -2.86473
---f. ^5 -6C- ^-505W-' --;83152­14.42447
1 ^ 750 -7^38778 -^97260 -6^41518
2.000
-10.05372
__-1 ^ 1164A -8^937322.250 ^^ 3^43301 -1,26649. '112^1665r
2 ° 500 -17 ^ 87113 -1.42407 -16,44706
2.750 -24.16085 -1^58984 -22.57101
3 ° 000 -^3^23618 i|^76307 - '4^^^ ^ j it1-'
3 ^ 250 -31446467 -1~94558 -29~51709
3 ^ 500 -28 ^ 53683 -2.13361 ^-26.40327
3.750 - -28 ^ 56434- --202581 '-26.1705:73
4;000 -30 ^ 65907 ^-2.51923 -78,13984
4 ^ 250 -35,59431 -2~71010 -37^88471
4 ^ 100 ^43116345 12.89393 ^40^Min7
4.750 ' -36.59534 -3.06567 -33.579A7
5000 -32 ^ 45108 -3^21992 -29^23116
5_^250 --1-36 -.64334 -3°35126 70^492C8'





6~000 '115 ^ 1O124	 '- ^ ' ^56235 -31 ^ 5-1O-; ^ *-
6.250 -40.73369
-3.56239 -37.17130
6~500 -47 ^ 76891 -3^52657 -44.74774
6 ^ 750 -40.77157 -3^45704 -37^3t453
7.000 -37 ^ 05727
-3^35747 -33.6=07,250 -35.76181
-3^23264 -32.52 0 17
-	 -7.50O-- -36-.J753-47- --3 " 08805 02^9870?
'	 7 ^ 750 -37 ^ 93148 -2^92951 -35^10197
8,000 -41 ^ 88952 -2^76278 -39^12.\74
'M S(T--=49r --,?4-470	 9330--n46;65r4(T
8.5OU -46° 47947 -2i42602 -44.05745
8 ^ 750 .-41 ^ 15507 -2,26535 -38~88972
9 ^ 250 -38 ^ 12335 -1.97849 -36.1448'\9 ^ 500 -38 ° 85774 -1^85827 -36.99947
10 ^ 000 1-45.69105 -1^67560
-44°OT545
10~250 -54,04289
-1.61653 A2 ^ 47.\W,
-	 10 ^ 50O - L 48i32300 .':i^587>70--:-:46.743|^
10,750 -43 ^ 38934 -1^56910 -41.8202-4
11.000 -41 ^ 27979 -1^58248 -39^69731
1f -.25T ---40482312 -[.62147--^35471|70
11.500 -41.74335
-1^68632 -40.05703









78,000 -52~7797i 45^7O354 -47.3709
78 ^ 250 -45 ^ 82849 -708477 -38.64179
78.500 -42.68191 -8^95741 -33^72450
78~750 -41 ^ 30746 -10 ^ 51697 -10.79049'
79~000 -41 ^ 25922 -10.68504 -30^37410
79 ^ 250 -4J~53174 -9~14OO9 -33^391AF
79.500 _Z4513060 -- --^^''_- '__---_ ..^3725 -38^3?^^^
79~750 -48 ^ 36234 -5,12321 -43^739M
80000
_-
46.82 1 83 ^_ _ -3.56380	 _ -43^25803	 _
8O,250 -42 ^ 93696 - 2^34571 -4O~59i75
80.500 -40 ^ 67060 -1^42492 -39^24561
80 ^ 750 -39 ^ 9?6 1-.76012_-79.16659_
31.000 ' ' -40 -+ O7^5 -^3157' L:40^38868
814250 -43 ^ 61652 -^07275 -43.54377
81 ^ 500 -51~95433 0^00000 -51.75477
81 ^ 750 -50 ^ 87528 -.07934 -50^79594
82.000 -41 ^ 83057 -,28973 -41.54034
32 ^ 250 -37 ^ 92088 -.688?9 -37.31239
8Y5OO--^6'.O5490' --	 ---35 ^A-'4^6--
82 ^ 750 -35 ^ 63012  -1.46673 -34^16339
33,000 - 1 36 ^ 63914 -1^94806 -34^69108
03 " 250 -39.56821 12^42537 -37.14=
83 ^ 500 -45~03783
.	
-2 ^ 87433 -42^1615()
83 ^ 750 -42.3B74O -3i27767 -39^10773
34TO^O6 --^^^^711^1'---AAVVT--^W WIN—
84.250 -33 ^ 61598 -3,90999 -29^70599
84.500 -32.25862 -4,12460 -28.13402
84 ° 750 -32439854 -4.25728	 '-?l^14176
85.000 -34~34103 -4^29412 -30^04A?|
85.256 -39 ^ 44165 -4°22564 -35 ^ 21	 O/
--4105701--038.Q777
35.750 -34 ^ 55257 -3480227 -30.75030
86 ^ 000 -30.29756 ^-3.+O143 ^-?6.78^^ '
86 ^ 250 -28.49775' -3,19710 -25^3054F
36.500 -28~91539 `	 -2 ^ 91182 -26.00357
86.750 -33~07045 -2.68819 -30.70226
--8^7^^^(^--^3^^^^^^^---^^^^j37^^^-^X:3 7-'-
87.250 -24.34926 -2^46402 `-210=4
87 ^ 500 -17.86758 -2^45602 -15.41156
' WOO— -1I.41291-7^-77-4de-T!'---To-.^2l^^^--'
88 ^ 000- -1003936 -2.52193 -7.51743
88 ^ 250 -7^38128 -2°50969 -4^87159
--8T.-5007-= U77--~^=W. 1177 "1 --^
88 ^ 750 -3,56608 -2^19633 -1^3197t
89.000 -2.34260 A.88040 -^3627O
89^250 '	 -1.24635 21'^49710 '	 °25077








	 With Error	 Difference
90-250'. -.1393
	 . . -.045040450 -.097'9
90.500 -.53996 0.00000 •-.53975
90.750 -1423046 -.10423 -1.1.2627
91.000 - -"2422117- yj36971'- • 1:75.1-49
91.250 7 3.53910 --.20303 2.77777
91.500 -5.22403 -1.41133 -7.00545
91.750 •-7.34165 0421485 _5.1.''00
92.000 -9499171 -3.19725 5.7	 74;,
92.250 -13.35413 -4.34311 -?.51104 
92.500 .-1'7.73911_ ;5. 6.4233
_
-12.1.462:
92.750 -24.21443 -7.03904 -17.17944
93.000 -35.72751 -8.47770
931150 '. ^ -3?.`75145 T - -^7. 7^0^ _ ..^^3' ^^ ^.^4
93.300 -29, 37063 - 10.67506 -13-19502
93.750 -28.45051 -11.24611 --17.20440
90000
_
-30.2:?144-	-11.. ,5764 =L	 .8' 3n-i..
94.250 -34.42095 -11.07750 -23.38745
94.500 -42.48175 -.1.0.2a565 -32,10610
94.75 0 ._	 r	 n,_ :a 7 . -,3100  n	 r^	 .^- r . 1 i 53G . -	 252,-30 ....,,^91




.- 5. 3 0610 -?7. 1957()
c	 --r r_9J.; 50 - n	 e-.^^,.00-aS^ -4.1...,91^.>5 -2 9 . 2 4 5 4 n
75.000 -37.41813 -307350 -34-24407
90 250 -43.37010 -2.Z6292 P.7-0.1071P.
96.500 144.50106 -1.73020 -42.770;36
_96.: /50_ '-3S.75 (yy205 -1_. /27259 -37.47016/ /	 . ^ \^ 0 - ^ J l •. `/tJ V J l l .^ wr-- ♦ r 1.^'^l ^ ^^.J .	 ..1^+fY '
97.250 -35.16774 -106051 -74.70773
97.500 -35.72145 -.292?7 -34.02W7
97.750 _. -37. '1337- .- -i 407505- -76.57077
93.000 - 42.00341 -1.3"'977 •-40.50401
93.250 -32.71455 -1.25742 -50M707
92.SOO - -49.47223­4 2743707 - L47.0777.,.-,
?S.750 -42-25906 -3.130:21 --31.:12'7nr
??.000 -39.62025 -3.91002 --35.71073
99.250 =38.96488 - -= 4. - . - 7-4478 -34.226-10 -
99.500 -37.32124 -5.57887 -34.24237
99.750 -42.36124 -6.32517 -36.03607
_ _ 100
-.^06 - ' =47: 613-6^- ^: f3^-b?^^'0-'713^d3 -"
100 .250 -54 .64113 -7.08914 -4.7.551.99
100.500 -45504927 -6.94325 -40.00602
" f60 :^0 ="42^73^3t5^=cS ^ "A^^3:
101.000 -41.00091 -5.82468 -3511 "AW
101.250 -40.74367 -5.09740 -7S.64627
` r o r : 5'0 (r-. -= =776,6--765-- - 4 .. 5 17 17 Z - 3T:-47_, 77
101.750 -44.50357 -3.76407 •.40.73704
102.000 -50.09305 -3.24'436 -- 4:, . 2'.=,1 57
61
'':ate.	 „ ,
OF PCOIR Q'JA4_i I-i
Random error in 2nd decimal position.
Angle Original With-Error. Difference
•-12000 -49.06707 -29.04332 - 1 94 ? 1905
-11.750 --43.93221 -30.63002 -13.30139
-11.500 -41.33900 -71.07926 -10.30074
-11.250 --140.33307 -31.07871 -9.25434
-11,000 ..-40.6£3493 -30.00244 -9 - RO ••49
-10.750 •-42.61434 -30.5993 6 °-12.0140^
_.._.	
10.500 -47.10011 ^ -30.34491 - -16.7 632n
-10.250 -33.64291 -30.20477 -23.47214
-10.000 '-46.00166 -30.25196 - 1.:=x.74"7"1
-9.750 -41.14452 - 30.55250 -10 . Sn I. '7 4



















































--41 . 5525 5
"33;5694f -
-32.46044



























































-. 4 09 4 4



































Angle Original With Error Differanca
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
.250 -.13468 •-.18934 .05466
.500 -.54471 =.64909 .10110
.750 -1.23950 -1 .39421 • V467
1.000 -2.23636 -2.44958- .21327
1.500 -5.25799 -5.67102 .41303
1.750 -7.38778 -0000100 . A!402 
2.000 :-10.05372 A1.0293,3 .971M
2.210 -13.43301 -15.11811 1.6;3'10
2.500 -17.8_7113 -21 .07419 3 . ?0306
2.750 -24. 1608 J _ _ -2n . 0,506^ -- i. 099M.. 8994 . .
3.000 -33.23618 -24.21440 -9.02170
3.250 -0.46467 -20.09177 . - 10.57710
3.500 -20.5363a A 9.6097a 10.90705 
3.750 -28.5043 .4 -19.59017 -53.91 41 7
4.000 -30.65907 -20.54170 -10.11777
4,300 -43.16345 -23.35339 -17.01004)
4 750 -36.59534 -29.531066 -6.724.	 3
5.000 -32.4510S -37.02675 4.605.47
5.250 -30.84334 .-43.06674 12-22340
3.500 -10.81273 --37. X6151. /2 6 . £3077,5.750 -72. 1495 '-35. 32670 3.67477 
6.000 -35.10124 -16..653008 1.. TMA 4
6.210 °-4_0.7336_9_ -40.21176 -.52107
x.500 -.-47.7ut391 ^ -48.370	 53 _ ---- .6b t'67
6.750 -40.77157 -44.50057 7.11M; 
.000 -37.057 27 -33. n._._05 1.7. ^44
25 -7 5 .76131 22 77141
7.300 -36.07534 -36. 2 7 263 . 71779
7.750 -37 .93148 -37.96113 .0"47-,
3.000 -41400952 --}'t .3 .1347 - . 04 x,05
8.200 -49.74470 -42.034M -7.20?7-'
8.500 -46.47947 -36.09027 -10.70970
53.750--- w4foM07 -..7-9.7"T44
9:000 --38.77481 -29.28113 -9.4936 n
9.250 -33.12333 -27.61296 - t O .41 ^77
9.500 =38;03774 -26i67667 -12 . l n 1 1
9.750 -41.10932 -26.3403' •-14.76M
10.000 -45.6? 105 -26.53572 -t9.17417
10.250 - ^74:042S9. 077.271.27
__''.: -9:1.1<S2
10.500 -40.32370 -20.4201 s M%767
10.750 -43.33934 •-30.11049 -13.7777 r^
11.000 -41 : 27979` --- -0 32:30615 ---2.97744
11.250 -40.32312 -34.93710 -5.21602
11.500 -41.74335 -37.60427
-4.17"On
1 1 . 7 30 -44 . '_ T1r^___ T^...i r^	 r..__- -^, . ^'
	
.;^5 1



























































	 - . t 3111 9
90.000	 0.00000









- :: 3 i . ??A! _ -•-17 . N n h'?
-30.67757-16.1442e.) 
-2P.06217 -13 . n7 177









































-21.16122 -15.?A 4 ; 7
	












-5.80507	 . g47M 7











ORIGMAL P,. ;t tS
OF POOR QUALITY
2nd position. Concluded.
Angle Original With Error Difference
900000 •...00000 0.00000 0.000^^1
90.230 -.1393 -.04213 -.09030
90.300 -.53996 =434140 -.19346
90.750 --1.23046 -.91791 .-.3126
91.000 -2.22177 -1.7662.4 •-.45433
- 016157v -
91.500 -3.224£33 -4.37967 -.0410 
91.730 -7.34163 -6.21032_ -1.11133
92.000 -9.99171 -0.46234 '-1.32737
92.230 -13.35413 -11.22253 -2. 13162
92.300 -17.73911 -14.61754 -3. 1.7157
04150 -24 :fi4 .4:3^--13.7^42f =5.-42427
93.000 -35.70751 -23.564503 -12.77293
93.250 -32.951.45 -26.64276 -6.3003109
93 .500 -29.67660 -26.0	 0603
_
0.7720;;
93.750 -23.45051 --24.97253 -3.47799
94.000 --30.2044 -24.32464 -5.03960,;
94.250 ' 134.42095 * - -23.91362 -_ . -1.0.50733 -
94.500 -42.48175 -23.403472 -1.£3.99707
94.750 -39.45100 -23.02700 -16.42400
95.000 --34.45495 -22496103 -11.7`x^^0
r 295.'_50 - 32.56 272 -22.6S317  ncC-9. 90>• •^




96.000 -37.410313 -24.062903 - 12.55W-,
?6.250 -43.37010 -26.13519 --17.7349!
96.500 1 44.50106 074039 -11.753£,7
96.750 -303.75203 -27.40001 -11.27704
97.000 -36.03050 -27.20733 -8-8i717
97.250 .-- =35. 1,5774 ­ =26.79059 -.._x_.37 717,
97.500 -35.72145 -26.58709 -9.174315
97.720 -37.75377 -?6.74023 -11..01 7! _3
90.000 -42.003 .31 -2 7 .26039 -144742x?
903.2 20 -52.71455 - =•3.07.:,30 -24.6412F)
98.500 -4? . 47227 -29.7 1 X 17 -20. '3:-1•`3£,6
?9.000 -39.62025 -30.36662 -9. 29757
99.250 -3£3.9640303 -30.57176 -03.3731-1
97.300 - -39i22124 '-30463163 - = 9. 10395,5
99.750 -42.36124 -30.71911 •-11. 64217
100.000 -47.65110 -7000746 -16.74754
100.250 -54.6410 -71.1025r - -23.4,^.)^;)7
1 0 0. 1 00 ^	 0 ?27 27 r	 r	 L r_ ,
-.r-100. , 2b -42.77Z70    -31.33115    A1.7171 5  
101."00 -11.. ' 0091. - -31.. X51201 - •-9 . 3"1^no,
101.210 -40-71167 -31 .717.)4 - ?.02=7
V1,300 -41.12066 -71.95612 -9.06454
101;770 = -1-:.7.15.!,5 -72.47237 -17.0tyl2
102-000 -50.09613 -33.17139 --1.5.9076
65
o6{ulK^1- 1"U"i! IS
OF PO O R C^'ALY"!
Random error in Ad decimal yoa1tou.
&o I	 Original 	 ^i^b Error	 Difference
__^^^^ o
-12.900 23 9 ° 06787 . _081 53456 ____ZI . I_w^ Qlv
-11 ^ 750 -43.93221 7 43,57500 -^35713
-11.500 -41,33900 -41.10801 -^23099
:11 1 Z54__^40^33307_74AQ1239___^.1206S_
-11,000 -40.63493 -	 ^ 4^ 6 575 -^ ^171D
-10,750 -42~61434 -42.67728 ^062?4
-10 ^ 50O -47.1O811 -47 ^ 07447- -^03364_'	 - -	 '---------
-1O.25O -53 ^ 64^9l -5100163	 -1-	 ^ 8417^
-10 ^ 000 -46 ° 00166 -45.50580 -^495%
-9 ^ 750 -41,14452 -41.15064 ^00Al2
-9 ^ 500 -38 ^ 73701 -38^98807'--
-9 ^ 25O -37.38040 -38.343O6 - ^46266




_	 ^-'--~--- '	 _-
-41~66149
-_	 .	 -1^^9395.
-8!580 -45 ^ 47711 -47,07499 1^57788
-8.250 749~84367 _47.^83727 -2..0050)
'-8~000 -42 ^ 41^62S -41 ^ 2884R -1^1273O
-7 ° 750 -38 ^ 16783 -37 ^ 70981 -.4yP02
-7,500 -36414869 -36.06881 ----^--^077RR
--&25\6--735W9V43^-^^5'. 41.60
-7 ^ 000 -36.83S88 -37,47076 .674MI.'	
-6.750 -40.26575 -41,60895 1^34320
--6^500-?47.'4O61W-^4709769
-6 ^ 250 -41.55255 -39,66721
-6~000 -35 ^ 56941 -34,51572 -1^05369
-5050* -32;46044 ' 1 31 ^ 77386 -^60Aw
-5 ^ 500 -31 ^ 03185 -31.55005 -~48180
-5,250 -30 "99347 -30 ^ 644T -^71=
-5 ^ 000 -32,53197 -32 ^ 27517 ' -^25680,
-4,710 -36 ^ 57835 -36 ^ 37543 -^21-0
-4 ^ 500 -43.46897 -4307540
-4.250
-4.000 -30.95331 -31.12534 ^17703
-3~750 -28.75972 -29.03770 .277'l
-3.100 ^28 ^ 79469 'z29126441'
-3.250 -31 ^ 77433 -32 ^ 60896 ^8^^^^
-3 ^ 000 -33.20416 -32.46690
1 2 ^ 750 ` = 24,10945 '-23148725 - -^^^r`^70
-2 ^ 500 -17,86255 -17 ^ 48532 -.37777
-2 ^ 250 -13 ^ 44063 -13 ^ 18717 -~25346
-7,O00 -10 ^ 06742 -9,88781 17 7,.
-1 ° 750 -7^40317 -7^27303 -^13014
-1,500 -5.27293 -5^17840 -^09453
Ai25O - ^^3^^754^^---^^^50^-l--'--:7.07,777
-1 ^ 000 -2~24751 -2^20053 -^046?n
- ^ 750 -1.24817 -1^21746 -.01071
-.500 -.55053 L413265 -.0171:7)
- ^ 250 -.1376? -^12981 -^0Q7M|




Angle Original With Error Difference
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.000"
.250 -.13460 -- . 14061 .00597,
.300 -.54471 - . 55 502 .01 17 . 
.750 - 1.23950" - 10530; 401 i
1.000 -2.23636 -2.25220 .01.5;24
1.256 -a.5S207 -3.58002 •01797.
1.750 -7. 38772 -7. 41352 • :' T	 7 4
2.000 -10-05372 -10.090_00 .0767
2.250 -13.43, 01 -1^.49'? hf .. .6500
2.500 -17.87113 -17.98532 .1144^
2.750 -24.1600535 -2 1 .41716 .25631.
3.000 '-33.2361, -33.34327 . 1071-7
'i c3 ..^ .,0 -31.46467 -30. 56 3071 - . ;3'„9f,L}
3.300 -28.53693 -27.77253 -.76470
3.750 ' 23.50434 ' 2 27 -.- 70 504 '- -.71 7NO
4.000 -30.65707 -29.66124 -.97183
4.250 -3_5. ;9481 -34.07565 , 1.51 1 1 ,.)
4.500 - 43.16
	
4 5 - 47 .34774
 - •	 ,1 1.:1 ._ 1.
4.750 -36.59534 -37-99545 1.40011.1.
5.000 -32.45100 -73.13472 =72-2
5.250 -30.84374 -31 - 2 0054 .3,')1.:20
5.500
-30-01273 1 30.93941 . . . :'1Qff
5. 750 -32.14957 -32.175509 ._ W52_
6.000 -.^09; 10124
_
 -.j 4 . 9100;..
6.230 -40.7336?
-40.34021 -.397M 
6. 5 00 76 291 -47 . 7 4 5 36 M A '7,
6,750 -40.77107
-41.14716 ---- 37677- 
7.000 37.0572 -37.20371 .14 604
23 -35A 6 1 01 -15 . 22 0 5 1 1
7 .500  -..._ 36. 07534 .. ._. 36
 ,f0 277 - .-_-, 07737
7
.750 --7 0 .931 .40 - 37.70297 -.14 7 51 
3.000 - 41-93952 - 41. 65''a _	 '??ym.
01250 -49.24 .470 -4,3. 6104- --.-.A77 ),')
3.500 -46.47947 --45.47625 -1.00.3?7
8.750 -4'	 15507 -40.29341 - •.3.', i ;,:.
9.000 130-77401 
_
1 37.033642  -. (2:-3R.3.1
9.750 -33.12335 -37.01400 -1.10077,
9 . S00 -33.85774 -37.47223 ....1. 3t ns t
9.750 01.10932 -3910 5216 -.1 •,J7, 7:^.:)
10.000 -45.6610 5 - 4 2 .95633 -2.03 47 7
10.250 - 5 4 . 0 420 9 - 4 7.303509
- 4 .157W,
10. 5 00 - M .373;0...-n 50.37367 _ .3:80787
10.750 --43.33934 - 4 4-31677 . 97747)
11-000 -41. 2797 1 -41.35242 .07';,,
11. 250 - 0 40 .12312 -40. 27,)25
11.500 -41.74335 7-40.54 Q 46 -1.193^4
11.750
-44.23155 -42.12043 - 4 1
	





Angle Orig inal With Error Difference
^78-D00
__52/77_973 283_ B^9^318_
78 ° 250 -45.82849 -49 ^ 03953 3^21104
78.500 -42 ^ 68191 -45 ^ 00121 2^31930
78.750 -41.30748_n43,514q7.____2^2^^^1-
79 ^ 000 -41,25922` -43 ^ 8207? 7^56157
79 ^ 250 -42 ^ 53174 -46,17777 3.44W7
79.506^_-45,31380__752J7482^6,8/.1 q
79~750 -43,86234 -52.39187 3.5290-1
80 ^ 100 -46 ^ 82183 -44,63247 -2^18736
80 ^ 256 -42 ^ 93696 740.62866 -2.3OM70
8O ^ 500 -40 ^ 67060 -38 ^ 54428 -222637
80 ^ 750 -39.92691 -37,79110 -2^13581
81 ^ .00 -40 ^ 70725 -38 ^ 26359 -2.44366
81AW -7 43 ^ oMA
--1-0 ^ 1'907 -'-0 041`7A5
81 ^ 500 -51.95433 -44,46256 -7.4?!77
81^750 --50^8752Q -51 ^ Z511 Q _ ~3W77
82.000 -41.83057 -44.97942 3~14055
82 ^ 250 -37 ^ 9208j -40 ^ 14174 2^2208^
82^5 00_' .^36 _ -37A 07__82.750 -35,63012 -37 ^ 50804 1~87792
83~000 -36 ^ 63914 -38 ^ 90820 2^26906
83.250 -39 ^ 56826 .-43 ^ 38735- 3~8|?^9




83 ^ 750 -42 ^ 38740 -42,13133 -.25607
84~000 -36 ^ 71101 -36 ^ 16973 -^54101
80250 -33~61598 -33;25675 -^3W77
84 ^ 500 -32.25862 -32~02108 -^2375.4
84 ^ 750 -32 ^ 39854 -32 ^ 19073 -^20701
85.000 -34.34103 - -33.88342 -.41741
85 ^ 250 -39 ^ 44165 -36 ^ 90964 -2.5370|
85.500 -42 ^ 97776 -36 ^ 29809 -6^67967
n 5.750 - '! 34.5Q57 - --3j!?735? - n247700a
J6.000 -30.28756 -22 ^ 58129 -1.70677
86.250 -28.49775 -27 ^ 07703 -1^42077.
86.500 -28.915 - ? ^2 --.36250 ZV55781
86.750 \-33 ^ 07045 -30 ^ 39491 -2^^7574
87.000 -36 ^ 4?	 09 -31 7 2876 -1^80777
87.250 -24434+,'f ' '^2^	 /660,^ - ' -'^^^16^^ 
87 ^ 500 -17 ^ 86758 -18~12493 .25777,
87.750 -13 ^ 41291 -13.57236 .15945
W0,000 -10 ^ 03936 ' O1O^14506 - °1O5"
80.250 -7.38128 -7.470J .0739L)
88.500 -5^25780 -5^31141 .05341
88 ° 750 z3:56608-- 'wT^60575'
39 ^ 000 '	 -2~24260 -2^27196
89 ^ 150 -1.24635 -1 ~26741 °021W
89 ' 500 -^55051 --^56^^^ ^017m,
39.750 -^0si? . ^0O697











































91 . 75 0
100.000



























-^^ . ^^^1^171 -.13•,:71
-13.35415 -13.16306 -.191.09
'-17.78911 -1-7.50051 - "'^ RZO
-24 .214413 -'23. 7.359ij _._.. „_ .47 05^
r_	 r1	 c
.- JJ ^ 1137-.J .L r_ • /..-JJ	 7 1 - .::7225 571'- .01J	 ..1-:_:)
--32.95145 -35.33f322 ^_ . ;39 ^ 77
-8 .3105)3'' -29.138803 --. 1. • 01.73'-1
-28.4505:1 --29.'2467.3 .^.-, ,. •.•22
ZO. 2144 -31.10217 .83077
_ 1 34142090 - 09.91040  f15305 41
 
--4'2.40175 '52.90207 10.42072
-77. 44 1 00   -39. 9 4 66 ..) 74566
- -J4.4K A 9u -J 4 ♦ 1'15955 -.T "'7^
-32.56272 32.1, 6613 • 4060:;





-4J.. 37010 -40.25431  -1.6   1.557'
-44.50:L 06 - 40 .7,093.3 - -33
-33 . 75 2 05  -3 7 .3 3 71 7 1 401)
-0.0. 050.'. --3 5 . 080:-11 - . 940005
-35.'721 X45 -34.64108. -1,02077  
- 37. 75377 -3 1 .. iJ • 27 OG 2 - 1.40335  '-  
-42100341 -39.50221 -2-3012()
-52 . 7 1455  - 4 5 . 53 47 0 _-), • i 7995
-49.47283 -51.23069 1,7S796
_39.62025 '-41..05775 1.43750








-47.65110 -45,693S3  - L . 95727
-;-1.< 24 1 3 •-46". 61453 ^_. .1-;, 07060
-46. 9 4 7 27 -43, 658 93 572	 74
-42.77330  - 41 .:I. s^44rS ^^'-:L	 . ^)•.^„	 , -,
-41.00091 - =3	 :1376399	 _.__- 4^1.:.1_?5
-40.:'4367 39 .7.53` 4 - . 9 7 97,
_41.82066 --40.77453 -1.04617
.. ter-	 357 ..	 AA^ -	 te	 r, n - -'	 -.^nn.-







Appedix D1. Pattern output data.
Distribution C200.
.TABLE OF ELECTRIf_ -IELD STRENGTHS (DB)
PRINCIPAL PLANE OF CUT IS THETA - 90.000 DEG
ANGLE PHI
	 FROM -12.000 TO 0.000 BY .250 DEG
PHI	 DB(Z/Z)^ DB(Y)Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 DB(Y%Y)	 P4RDB
-12.000 -24.67177' -34.70398
	 -3.56329 -13.59750 -24.27670
-11.750 -22.26768 -33.75373__ 1.16120 -12.64726---21.98533
	
-11.500 -19.31439 -33.16705
	 1.79208 -12.06057 -19.15505




	 6.53437 -11-86612 -14.525!2
	
.-10.750 -12.9507Q -33.20613
	 8.15577 -12.09965 -12.92588
-10.500 -11.77814 _ -33.44877' 	 9.3^874 -12.34229 -1'1.76461
'-10.250 -11.01120 -33.48340 ' 10.09528 -t7.37692 -11.00262
-10.000 -10.61354 -33.1714910.49:±93 -17.0.5501 -10.60545
_79.750 -10.55208 -32.35759 	 10.5:3439 -11.45111 -10.54074
-x.500 -10.78870 -31.80475
	 10.31778 -10.69827 -10.77040
-9.250 -11.26344 -31.05603
	 9.84303	 -9.94956 -11.23406
-9.000 _-11.86057 .-30.37689	 9.24590
	 -9.27041 -11.81582
=8.750 -•12:35678 =29.77091 i 8.74969	 8.66443 =12.29465
-8.300 -12.41543 -29.21478
	 8.69104	 -8.10830 -12.34115
-8.250 -11.77391 -28.68766
	 9.33056	 -7.58118 -11.70431
-8.000 -10.51688
	 28.18586	 10.38960	 -7.07938 -10.4-1916
-7.750
	 -8.95877 -27.71999	 12'.14771	 -6.61351	 -3.91732
-7.500 -7.38191 -27.300191
 13.72456	 _5.19371	 -7.313_82_
-7.250	 -5.93976 -26.91994	 15.16672	 -5.81347	 -5.92118
-7.000	 -4.70009	 26.54769	 16.40638	 -5.44121	 -4.60774








	 18.72778	 -3.89914	 -2.37097
	





-1- .- 0819 7 -23.57163
	 19.12430	 2.46516	 1.96790
-5.300	 -2.08446 -22.88184	 19.02201	 -1.77537	 -2.06440
	
_ -5.250	 -2.33555- -22.28721 _18.77093	 -1.18074	 -2.30779
-5.000	 -2.66146 -21.82512
	 18.44502	 -.71865	 -2.62506
-4.750
	 -2.93237 -21.51774	 18.15411	 -.42126	 -2.90829
4.300 -3.07900 -21.37679 18.02748
	 -.27031 -3.03114
	
=4.250 - 1-94W14-=^1-45738 X8.16028	 .36x11--2.9066
-4.000
	 -2.55148 -21.61088
	 18.55499	 -.30441	 -2.51382
-3.750 - -1.98413 -21.98125
	 19.12234	 -.87478
	 -1.95683
-3.500' -2.36628' -22.50029' 19. 4^ -1.39381 -1.34890
-3.25Q	 -.80222 -23.r-IT7e 20.30326 -2.01530	 -.79177'
-3•.000'	 -.35661 -23-.74879 ZX-74787' -7.44232' . -.35469
	-.08190 -24.218a4 	 1-.0 458	 3.1123	 -.08111
-2.500	 0.00000 -24.34603	 21.10648	 -3.23935 -
	0.00000
-2.250	 -.13650 -24.04529	 20.96097 -2.93882
	 -.13482





-1.500	 -2.11091 -21.95359	 18.99'"6	 -.64711 _ -2.08205
x.:56-^3345^- =2^4188511T:7118A^-=:31237 -
 =•31308






-'.360 •^^9b3`"=^i^f'383-i^-4^'bS--' .30935• _ -6.5425
-.230	 -5.79613 22.10467 15.31032 	 -.99820 -5.71165
0.000 -4.2002 -23.26Q91 	 16.88645 -2.15444 -4.18213
MAXIMUM FIELD VALUES-
20L0G(MAX(FIELB-Z)) m20L00( 2.7929305E-01)- -11.0787976
20L^i ( A (	 -Y)) - .
	 . 4308'f^4(52) - - . 1 2^
71
ORIGINAL P,4,, 1sOF POOR QUALITY
C200. Concluded.
TABLE OF -'ELECTRIC • FIELD STRENGTHS (DR)
PRINCIPAL PLANE OF tUT IS THETA 	 90.000 DEG
--ANGLE PHI	 FROM 0.000 TO - 12.000 BY .250 DE(3
DB ( 2%2)-----bB(Y/1) 
-DB (Z/Y) '	 DB(Y/Y)	 PWRDB
	0.000	 -4.45662 -23.49751	 19.04089_
	 0.00000_ -4.40348
X56-^:A9^9 sf- 5:^'793^ ^C -60252 - -1.78180 -2.87067=
	Soo	
-I.63353 -26.01289 21.86 96 -4.31538
	 -1.62425.
	
.750	 -.73419 -32.34098 22.76332 -9.04347
	 - . 73201
-.
	 9af16+	 3659 -.19^3^
	1.250
	 0.00000 -38.03723












2.000	 -1.41129 -25.81304	 22.08622	 -2.31733
	 -1.39625
	
2.250	 -2.51846 -24.71455 _ 20.97905




	2.75 	 -5.32843 -24.38707	 18.16908	 -.88956
	 5.27551
	
3.000	 -6.54982 -25.04711	 16.94759	 -1.54960	 -6.48955
	










	 6.53287-3Z.56976 -16:9x264 -f2.37219 -	53025-
	
4.250	 -6.30646 -44.77855













	 15.00399 -11.85540	 -8.48526
	
3.250	 -9.89789 -33.86314	 13.59962 - 10.36363	 -9.88118
-^5.300 -11.68800 -33.39232 11.80931 -9.89501 -11.6S94Z
	
5.730 -13.86330 -33.63833
	 9.63221	 10.14092 -13.82046
	
6. 00_0___-1 6 .39363 -34 . 45966
	 7.10388	 10.96215 -16.32705
	
6.250 -19.10983 -35.78758
	 4.38766 -12.29007 -19.01820
	
6.500 -21.55871 -37.59424	 1.93880	 14.09673 -21.45232
	
6.750 -23.07889 -39.86196
	 .41862 -16.36445 -22.99942 _
6822 -4.47-^9ay0 =19.3376 -2.33260
	7.250 -23.71991 -44.41623
	 -.22239 -20.91871 -23.68375
	
7.500 -24.01298 -44.13953
	 -.51547 -20.64202 -23.97169
-	 r i-^c2-^a^s---- rxaa-=1A.aes32 =2^ .e:r,7s'8:.000:- -25.9WI5: -40.20792 -2.452'64 16.72041 27,.790888.250 -27.84607 38.74408 -4.34836 45.24657 27.:i072r
9.500 -3d.36305 -37.BZ435 -7.0655X -14.JM4 
-27."207r-1$.750 • -34.10377 -37.52232 -10.60626 -14.02481 -3 .47340
9.000 -36.74130 -37.74095 ,
 -13.24379 -14.24344 -34.20281
- • - '^5^7^^^^ =1i:^4^f6 ￿is:o3oe7 -=3^ro4ei^
9.500•
 -33-1329T -39'.93164 -9.63337 -16.43413 -32.36930
9.7W -32.67197 -42.01679 -8.17446 18 x.51928 -31.26897,
10.	 -31.64540 -44.7661	 -7.	 30-71T1n3
	
10.250 -31.27701 -47.53346
	 -7.77950 -24.03793 -31.17610
	
_10.500 _ -32.14629 -48.30338
	 -8.64879 -24 30587 -32.04301
1030 =33^b2389r 47,:01019- =1012638 23.51268 =33.42987
11.000 -35.21642 -45.70091 -11.71891 -22.20340 -34.84506
17,.250 -35.19639• -45.08536 -11.69888 -21.58785 -34.77293
	
11.750 -29.95611 -46.06618 	 -6.45860 -22.56867 -29.85171
	






Appendix D2. Distribution comparisons.
THETA = 900
ANGLE DB	 (1) DR	 (2) DIFr
C234 C300
-1.000 -24.14811 -21.91732 -2.23079
-11.750 - 1_1.77160 -19.04036	 ^ -1.93124
-11.500 -18.96485 -17.9 1-922 8 -1.03557
-11.250 -16.55374 -16.31173 -.24,01
-11.000 -14.60897 -15.02779 .73881
-10.750 -13.34323 -14.00971 .74648
-10.500 -1.46786 -13.49870 1.03084
-10.250 -12.02259 -13.24960 1.22702
-10.000 -11.97641 -13.33073 t.35432
-9.750 -12.30079 -13.71934
-9.500 -12.9;,536 -14.36953 1.41417
-9.250 -13.85739 -15.18559 1.32820
-9.000 -14.81989 -15.97126 1.1-t137
-8.750 •-15.47703 -16.38016 .90'13
-8.500 -15.37539 -16.01865 .54327
-8.250 '-14.37971 -14.77300 .4139
-8.000 -12.31069 -13.0160`, .20516
-7.750 -11.05612 -11.07300 .016^^
-7.500 -9.34664 -9.20689 -.13975
-7.250 -7.79100 -7.3465 -.25635
-7.000 " -6:43960 -6.10558 -.37402
-6.750 -5.31619 -4.93.598 -.3791
-6.500 -4.43047 -4.03095 -.39952
-6.250 -3.70239 -3.38145 -.40144
-6.000 -3.36579 - .97644 -.3397r
-5.750 -3.16135 -2.79644 •-.36541
-5.500 -3.13956 -2.0099,11 -.32`^bl
-5.257 -3.24574 -2.96535 '.22037
-5.000 -3.39804 -3.17167 -.21637
-4.750 -3.48713 -3.34690 -.14023
-4.500 -3.40383 -3.341-2-2 -.C'1-61 
-4.250 -3.09014 -3.09044 .0-030
-4.000 -?.5733 -2.61083 .03748
-3.750 -1.94501 -1.99477 .04976
-3.500 -1.30972 -1.35514 .0454''
-3.250 -.75094 -.79408 .03314
-3:000 -.32460 -.34364 .01904
-2.750 -.06624 -.07327 .00703
= 2.soo -0:00006" - - '0.00000 - 0.00000
-2.250 -.14514 -.14612 .00099
-2.000 -.51922 -.53354 .01432
-1.750 -1.13703 -1.1849 .04726
-1.500 -2.00135 -2.11332 .11197
-1.250 -3.07394 -3.30036 .222642
-1.000 -4.20510 -4.60742 .40232
-.750 -5.03499 75.62324 .58826
-.500 -5.09368 -5.71837 .62469
-.250 -4.30433 -4.76439 .46006
0.000 -3.09882 -3.34319 .24437
OF F J° `w QL,kw iTY
73
ANGLE











































































































































Appendix D3. Random error analysis.
9 X11019 w M 00011111111 MONISM 47.3 m .1
_^ff111/t/
^ 
s r-i5^^	 re+art	 s	 4^M
^'•ln*-0 • 411 3&
-1.111» -IJ1177 -•NMI	 ^•MH• -N. SAM 4616
--4.1.941 -11.117 • ^N3
	
- II^j11f -11.1761	 01••39
- x.9598- -3f:^T	 •r/Ai/
- .4.4911♦ -.44."80 -56464 3	 -36.4"95 -.4..8097 .61807
-4.2123• -.04636
.1.•M45 ^dfM71 . MMI : 1 _ _ =.19`A- jJ!"1• .^N' ..
-347.4"	 N.]f01] .1642] -0.417.1	 N..{1]l .NMIN.{2►N	 64.12307 -464"2
- --	
N./77M -..f»7•_
N.OtN! =f 14121 . 1716 =^.171N -6401
-4.99464 64.1700} ^-AN l] -3.1"71	 N.M7.7 ..NIZB
-0 .1]780 -0.37334 -.4646 -0.213•\	 -04tH/* -•Oao"
•99`,-[T77217^'OOiT9^
-4. YlY -4. K119 .MIM -4.13nA -4."771 24





-'. ..SOLI/ '.• 23
-.4.234" -11.17 .91113
^.IR -/ ..47.70M ]03	 74`	 . ^ .M	 1 . 6- .6416
-4.41965
	
-4.6.994	 -.60129` -4.49111	 -4•64119 .6430
-}1..976 ^/. 099-4	 NI • 1.91•»^1_f10n _:80/03
--4.)Nts -I-TVtt^=^f :4144-1..4[79	 .wan-^
-t/.m91 -10.93714	 .44134 -10.57•» .10.s7/Y .Dom
-4.99180 -4.7412•	 -.801 80 -4.227» -4.37712 006"
".10646	 -4.10031	 -.11016 -4.32211	 -4•1 32.73 _811211
7S3w -11.73•4•	 .40129 - 11.7.9`» -10.7..v -.01122
•- .413096 - 77.Oh'^17:77wf4^79•r^
- t1.n0M -10.912.4	 4"129 ' ^ ^	 -i1 ms» -37.0..23 -.8019
-4.17771 -4.17409	 - .MUr -1.109"	 -*.lout "I"
=n:wa10^ 1^-i1121r1^a1t>t^
-1.171]•	 -4.1n•t	 .00111 -4.197"	 -4.194.7 -.80125
-to v3471 - 10.9'773/	 .MIN -10..•]•1 -10.9.263 -.40062S217O -'-7J2/41%.0^40-
-11.w10 • 11."711	 -.•1997	 '1 •tl:081" -[1.097 .21 0401"
-4. Los 1 n 	 -4. tN6 	 1	 - -	 7+1 111» -4.11^ 1119'
=u:u4» = .4 :180 -:'6411►- Troriw-ll:nto^iM7S^
-7.75
	 17.""	 see".6 -7.74W	 -7.74701 -."144:: to*
1331. 1
191




-tl.ess -.4.677	 -.00120 -t1.N7=s -31.64*" • -.MIN




=9.2IM14 ^.2w"^-:C"4 -1.29277' =4.21]93 " ' .00/10--
-t1.•9264 - if .•r]•1	 -.Not• -10..9130 -lo. •9069 .000!9
-0.127.	 -.. 1272!	 -.04076 -0.171Q	 -0.1371• . 00329
-I4.-.91*IIir}^{^`. j41T^^7•+^]^4^/:307Mw Oad4
-4.91W	 -1..1.21	 . • MNl 1.1.37775	 -4.971. . 0009`336..4949_}9.	 40127 - _ -10 .443. -10•"137 - •So107
-4•37180 -a 9.32319 =1.2799`3 :01041
-16	 .0-10.91711 -	 .&env -10.
-
90149 -1/.99`39`• .6137
-0.-736 	 .9"64 -0.•970	 -0.20014 .4/640





-.00W -•.70.70	 -0.2NA -. 230023
-4..3071	 64.4=131	 .00120 -•.•7980	 -x ..3939 -.46411
.	 270" =9.2)001 - _5NiM ^9. SON7 -.0009'-
N.7.32MA	 -0,77]47	 .01129 -0.763" 64 .76107. - •00107
-0.26"	 •.	 27174	 OM11 0•"764
	
-0.2976






.4eN3 N.84290	 -0. 6.2. -.New
-0,935. -0,93.22 _.801 •,343235	 -0.94377 -.10123
-+237.237-0..777._!LOS 3t/	 441610 " :So lo.
- .4.1807 -10.121.1	 .801.4 - 11.17.10 -90.47.72 .8009
•^.^•T. ^cM ^• _1. Mlq_




l -10.211/ -19.29`7 15
-4.710"	 -4.7933► 	 -.04034 •1.11079	 •1.11." 4"1'23
-1•.33040	 0.12090	 00470 -10.7.9._-10.3.21 -•00119
1:'3411 .4..21 51-111 19-^'1..7370 -4.17.19 .-off"
-1 3..9445	 l•. Hi9.	 .4013"► -10..73" -10• .73319 -•00977
- --4.1•t17t	 I.f.M7 . 	-.•MM -4.97175	 -0 SM= -. NN3
"-TL-S.Tr'Zr'73r1 - .mn-a.73797--.Nn7^
1"80	 *•off" -4•71780	 -4.312" .NI»-4.1MM -4.
"-3•..909 -14.431	 •.80323 -to .•773e -to.47.9• -.00636
- ^-s».-a-:ic3r--232727- -- Tr.:7.-4.30.73 =.40641-
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!,ANGUAOF:	 F0R'-"PAN	 OF POOR QUALITY
PURIPCSE:	 To solve a system of real 'linear ecuaticns represented by
the matrix. ec :at:c^ t }: = B. A is a scuare =ma trix of
coeffi:-:en-_z ' X iS a rectan;z, a_T solution matrix, and B is





NMAX	 An input integer specifying the maximum first
dimension of the coefficient matrix as given
it the dimension statement of the calling
program.
N	 An input integer specifying the second
dimension (order) of the coefficient matrix,
where 1 < p < NMA(,
A	 A two-dimensional input/output srray.
Input - The coefficient array with first
dimension NMAX and second dimension
at least N. Two types of input are
ressible. The first type is the
,:nfact:,red coefficient Wetrix while
the second type is the triangular











FROG RA ',A It'l  G
'MANUAL
PAGE c OF 6	 REPLACES COPY D A TED	 N-NE -	
-
ORIGINAL ^ 
GELIM	 OF POOR Q'UALiTY
the uni t-
 
lower ,.r_ang,.._I a_r na.,rix
and L .s an .. per „rlanc-,._ar =atr:x•
-he ,:ser pas available the tr:angu-
-ar	 he should input -..
as this wa ll sav e -_ outerr time.
Output - If the user did not input the
.-iangu-ar factorization of the
_,efficient matrix, it Trill be
calculated and stored over the input
coefficient matrix. If the user
input the triangular factorizatio n It
Trill be returned intact.
See ^_HOD for mo:e explicit detail regarding
the TZ7 fac .orication of A.
NRHS	 An input integer specifying the number of
columns of the right-hand side constant
matrix.
B A two-:imensional input/output array with
first dimension NMAX and second dimension
at least YRFS.
;r.nut - The constant vectors of the systems






RE S ;-:'A R C H
CENTER
OF POOR
VOLU M E I
SECTION
[)A	 1/ 1/75
RE PL A CES COPY DATED
CO  PUT ER
PROGRAM ING
k1 A A liN U A L
NONE
	 I PAGE --, OF ---
,-Iut_,ut - 7-e scluticns c-f t-e Eys-iems of
sc'-.-e A- am? s , .c-red over the
Vectors.
in-.erer arrav d'_::ensioned
at least N i- the calling program.
Input - if the triancular factorization o`_' A
is input, the user must also in put in
I---7VOT the pivotal strategy used in
obtaining the	 factorizzati-,,
C°	 the un'a ,:tcre-4 fc--= 
of 
P. is
f_-:put, not h ing need be input in
: P : VCT .
Outrut - If the unfactcred fo-m of A is input,
the pivotal strategy used by GF--IM to
obtain the triangular factorization of
A will be returned in 7--'-'--;VCT. If the
factored form of A is input, ther the
pivotal strategy input by the user w-i:1
be returned intact.
See %E f 40D -'cr more ex ,:1ici-- de-ails on









PAGE L' OF 8 1 PEI-)LACE!
OR,IGA-i.
OF POOR QUAL i H
VOLJ M = 1i
SECTION F404
ORG. 1110
D L TE 3/ 1/77
COPY DATED 1/1/"
T.l
_r,;C	 s^ in^::^^o.:--ut i-:te_er taremetier srecifln::t
or	 :aczorization of
is -c ce cccru-ec.
C The unfac-creel form cf A was input so
GELIM should compute the triangular
factorization A = LU and store it over
the input A matri... IFAC is reset
to 1 on return.
= 1 The factored _form of A was input so	 .
GELIM need nct attemn*, the factorization.
w'K	 An input array used for .P-perary work storage
and di--ensicned at least N in the calling
program.
I^.?P	 An out put integer error code generated and
returned by G TLIY.
= C A ma-rix is nor.-singular.
= 1 A matrix is singular.
pon re-urn fro* ' 71 7V
 
177F should be tested





CENTER °"G '	 "''°° MANUAL
^AT =
	1/	 1/75
REPL A CES COPY GATED NONE	 PAGE 5 OF E
GELLM ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
	
=i..-.NE: 	 The user should note carefully the relation between arrays
A and IP=VOT and the use of parameter IFAC.
HOD:
	 The system of linear equations represented by the matrix
equation AX = B is solved by cc=puting a solution to the
equivalent problem PAX = PB, where P is a permutation
matrix represen}sting the row pivotal strategy associated
with the triangular factorization of the A matrix into
LT-, = PA where L
	
a unit lower triangular matrix and U
is an upper triangular matrix. GELIM computes a solution
to the equation LUX = PB by solving LY : PB for Y followed
by back substitution U. = Y for the desired solution X.




Yi	Bi - E Lik 
Y 
	 i = 2, 3,	 . , N
k=1
XY = YN /UNN
N
Xi = (Yi -	 E	 UikXk ;/Uii i = N-1, N-2,	 ., 1
k=i+1
The triangular factorization employs elementary row
c_erstions with row pivoting and equivalent L
C. 
norm
scaling . Rcw o perations and scaling procedures used to
	
•	 decomnose the A matrix .re thoroughly discussed on pages











^o A N UA
	 DATA ' 
;;I 
1/75




ou.put from a--ray IPIVO^' by the rule IP=VDT(I) = J
w-ich relates that roe: j of matrix A was used to pivot
	
for she I-t: ;Ln-w.nown	 -..e comruted L and U matrices
are overstored on the A matrix and car. be
 input/output
by general-z--:.g the following example. The general
unfactored 3 by 3 coefficient matrix A is given by
all a12 a13
A= a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33




	L= Q21 1 0	 U= 0	
u22 u23^
	
x'31 x'32 1	 0	 0	 u33




X21 u22 u ? 3
X 31	 R32 u33
with the pivotal strategy s,e.-ified by the P matrix















REPLACES COPY pATED NONE	 FPZF 	 7	 OF 8
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
GELIM OF POOR QUALITY
ACCURACY: The acci:.rac.: of the sclution matrix X is dependent on how
well-conditioned t''e matrix A is.
	 The error code !ERR = 1
iznlies tha, the matrix F is 4-1_-conditioned and the
solution. X is ouesti unable. 	 However,	 !ERR = 0 does not
mean that A is not ill-conditioned nor assu-re any degree
of a-ccuracy.
REFERENCE:	 Wilkinson, J. H., The Solution of Ill-Conditioned Linear
Equations, National Physics Laboratory, published in
"Mathematical Methods for Digital Computers," Ralston,
A., and Wilf, H., Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York.




GTFM CODING	 The following example illustrates the use of this routine.
INFORMATION:	 ^o solve the problem AX = B with
	
2	 1	 5	 1	 5
	




6 -2 1	 B= 8
	
2	 2	 2 -3	 2














C0'Ll U T E R
'R0GRA*MNNG
MANUAL








CALL GELIM (NMA X.N,A,NRHS,B,IpNOT,IFAC,WK,IERR)
The computed solution vector overstored in the B array
and returned to the calling program was
	 -
1 . 9999999999999E + 00
B = 2.0000000000007E - 01
0.
7.9999999999997E - O1
and IERR = 0.
SOURCE:
	
Computer Sciences Corporation, Hampton, Ca.














REPLACES COPY D A TED NONE	 PAGE 1 OF 4




	 To generate Gy. repeated usage sequences of pseudo-random
(random within the capability of a digital computer) numbers
having the normal (Gaussian) distribution with zero mean and
unit variance and/or the uniform (rectangular) distribution
on the unit interval (0, 1).
USE:	 CALL GETRAN (IR,N,L,RN,Y1,Y2)
IR	 A two-location array where, if the uniform
distribution is desired, the user stores in
the first location one arbitrarily selected
positive integer while the second location is
left alone; if the normal distribution is
needed, a different integer is stored in
ecLch of the two locations. Any integer may
be arbitrarily chosen from, say, 50 to 20,000.
The purpose of this is to randomly locate the
point at which the generation of the user's
random numbers will begin. The user, within
his program, may call the subroutine as many
times as he wishes without having to change the
integer or integers stored in IR and still
obtain distinct pseudo-random numbers. It is
necessary to change these only if the user
wishes to randomly locate a different point






COMPUTER	 Vo , iMc, 11
ROG RAM ING `T10N 1OPGG. 11.10000
M A N U A L 	 DATE 1/ 1/75




N	 A positive integer, greater or equal to one,
is stored by the user. N must be set equal
to the integer 1 for the first call of the
subroutine and greater than 1 for all
subsequent calls.
L A value that selects the distribution of the
random numbers. If the uniform distribution
is desired, then L is equal to the integer
1; if the normal distribution is needed, L
is set equal to the integer 2. L may be
changed from 1 to 2 within the same program
provided N is reset to 1 for only the 'irst
call of the subroutine after the change.
RN	 A normally distributed random number will be
stored in RN provided L = 2.
Y1	 A uniformly distributed random number will be
stored in Y1 for both L = 1 or L = 2.
Y2	 An additional uniformly distributed random
number will be stored in Y2 provided L = 2.




MZ-THOD:	 The uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers are generated
by a linearly recurring sequence of zeros and ones which is
based on a primitive polynomial of degree 35 over the finite
field of order two. The normal pseudo-random numbers are
generated through a direct transformation from two random
numbers uniformly distributed on the unit interval to a
random number normally distributed with zero mean and unit
variance. (See Reference.)
ACCURACY:	 This generator has been thoroughly tested con=erning its
statistical behavior. As a result, it produces numbers
that appear to be random and uniformly or normally
distributed.
REFERENCE:	 Tausworthe, R. C.: Random Numbers Generated by Linear
Recurrence Modulo Two. Mathematics of Computation.
Vol. 19, 1965, pp. 201-209.
STORAGE:	 GETRAN 11778 locations
FORTRAN FUNCTIONS: SOX ALOG,SIN
OTHER CODING
	 If normally distributed random numbers with mean other than
INFORMATION:
	 zero and variance other than unity are required, make the
following transformation:

















where a is the desired standard deviation, U is the
desired mean, and thus X is normal with mean U and
variance a2.
On CDC 6600 computer the time for sets of random numbers
with INPUT IR(1) - 96735, IR(2) = 192463 was as noted:





OUTPUT was uniformly distributed numbers on the unit interval.
Time for normal numbers is slightly less than twice the
above times. The INPUT, IR(1), IR(2) are somewhat larger
than the user would normally use. With smaller numbers
as input, the epeed of GETRAN is improved.
SOURCE:	 NASA, LRC, George C. Canavos
QUESTIONS ON THE USE OF THIS PROG:tAM SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE ACD PROGRAMER




Appendix E3. Program SPLINE.
PROGRAM SPLINE(INPUT.OUTPUTPTAPEIPTAPE7)
DIMENSION POINT ( 300 ► 3 ) PA(303P303 ) PI1(303P1 ) PIPIVOT(3O3 ) PWK(3O3)
C





















RSQ-(POINT ( NPI)-P() TNT(MP1')I(*2 + (Pf7INT ( NP')-POINT (MP2))#*7


















C (LOWER RIGHT)- ---
	 - -- -	 - -
DO 2!0 M-1PLAST
A(LAST+IPM+3) -'1
7.:'•1 A(LAST+3.M+3) - POTNT(M.2)
C
C FILL MATRIX *-
 ----	 —	 - _ - - - .
C
DO 300 N-1PLAST







CALL 'SLIM I COMP ( ITE COEFFICIENTS




CALL OELIM ( NMAX . NPA.NRHSPb . IPIVOT.TFArPWKPIEro)
C CREATE NEW FILE WITH KNOWN POINTS i COEFFTCIENTS
C
DO 400 I - I PLAST - -- - - --	 - - - - -	 -
400 61RITE (2.40)POINT( I•1)PPOINT ( Ir2)PP(1TNT(IP1)
40 70RMAT(1XP3F)5.')
END -a94.----------- ---	 -_._-- - -- - -- -- - ----- - -
WFITE(2.41^END
41'FORMAT(1X.F1:..'•











PROGRAM PARSPLN(INPUTrOUTPUT.TAPES= `:F'UTrTAPE6-OUTPUT ► TAPE1rTAPE2)
C	 COMPUTES RADIATION PATTERN FOR OFFSET PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR.
C	 AXIS OF ROTATION OF PARABOLA IS X—AXIS.
C	 REFLECTOR OFFSET IN Z—DIRECTION.
C	 FOCAL POINT OF PARABOLA AT ORIGIN OF XrYrZ COORDINATE SYSTEt'.
















C	 TITLE = FOUR LINES OF IDENTIFICATION w
C	 (80 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS PER LINE)
C	 XLAM = WAVELENGTH.
C	 XFrYFrZF = XrYrZ COORDINATES Or FEED LOCATION.
C	 ALPHA = ANGULAR ROTATION (DEG) OF FEED ABOUT THE Z'—AXIS
C	 REQUIRED TO MAKE THE Y'—AXIS PARALLEL TO THE Y—AXIS.
C	 GAMMA - ANGULAR ROTATION (DEG) OF FEED ABOUT TF' Y'—AXIS
C	 REQUIRED TO MAKE THE Z' —AXIS PARALLEL TO THE Z—AXIS.
C
C	 NOTE:	 (1)	 X'rY'rZ'
	
IS FEED COORDINATE SYSTEM. #
C	 (2)	 XrYrZ IS REFLECTOR COORDINATE SYSTEM.
C	 (3)	 PEAK OF FEED PATTERN IS IN NEGATIVE '*
C	 —	 X'—DIRECTION.
C	 (4)	 PEAK OF SECONDARY PATTERN IS IN POSITIVE
C	 X—DIRECTION FOR FEED AT•FOCAL•POINT.
C	 (5)	 ALPHA AND GAMMA ARE DEFINED AS POSITIVE
C	 IF THE ROTATION IS COUNTER—CLOCKWIV
C	 WHEN LOOKING IN THE NEGATIVE DIRECTION
C	 ALONG THE AXIS OF ROTATION..
C
C	 DELTA - POLARIZATION !DEG) OF FEED WRT THE Y'—AXIS.
C	 FOCAL - FOCAL LENGTH OF PARABOLA.
C	 YCBLrZCBL - YrZ COORDINATES FOR CENTER OF FEED BLOCKAGE.
C	 HFMABLrHFMIBL - HALF•MAJOR AND HALF MINOR AXIS #	 .
C	 OF FEED BLOCKAGE ELLIPSE.
C	 P(Irl)	 - XrYrZ	 (I=1r2r3)	 COORDINATES OF MINIMUM—Y
C	 POINT ON THE REFLECTOR EDGE.
C	 P(192)	 - XrYrZ	 (I-1r2r3)	 COORDINATES'OF MAXIMUM—Y
C	 POINT ON THE REFLECTOR EDGE.
C	 P(Ir3)	 - XrYrZ	 (I-1r293)	 COORDINATES OF MINIMUM—Z
C	 POINT ON THE REFLECTOR EDGE.
C	 P(Ir4) - XrY:Z	 (I = lr2r3)	 COORDINATES OF MAXIMUM—Z
C	 POINT ON THE REFLECTOR EDGE.
C	 EPLANE _ E — PLANE FEED PATTERN (VOLTAGE) 	 I14 ONE—DEGREE
C	 INCREMENTS OFF PEAK OF BEAM.
C	 HPLANE - H —.'LANE FEED PATTERN {VOLTAGE)	 IN ONE—DEGREE
C	 INCREMENTS OFF PEAK OF BEAM.-
C #
C	 NOTE:.	 E—PLANE AND H—PLANE FEED PATTERNS ARE
C	 SYMMETRIC ABOUT BEAM PEAK. 	 INPUT FEED
C	 PATTERNS FROM 0 TO 90 DEGREES OFF PEAK.C




READ( 1 ► 10)	 TITL£
READ(1 ► 20)	 XLAM ► XF ► YF ► ZF ► ALPHA ► GAMMA ► DELTA
READ(1 ► 20)	 YCBL ► ZCBL ► HFMABL ► HFMIBL
READ(1 ► 40)	 ((P(I ► J) ► I=1 ► 3) ► J=1 ► 4)
READ(1 ► 50)	 (EPLANE(I) ► I-1 ► 91)
















WRITE(6r595)TITLE ► XLAM ► XF ► YF.ZF ► ALPHArGAMMA ► DELTA
WRITt(6 ► 583)	 ((P(I ► J) ► I=1 ► 3) ► J=1 ► 4)
WRITE(6+584)	 YCBL ► ZCBL ► HFMABL ► HFMIBL
WRITE(69586)
WRITE(6 ► 587)
WRITE(6+590)	 (EPLANE(I) ► I-1 ► 91)'
WRITE(6.586)
WRITE(6 ► 588)
WRITE(6 ► 590)	 (HPLANE;I):I=101)
595 FORMAT(1H1 ► ////.11X. • SPLINE SURFACE REFLECTOR FAR FIELD RACIAT:ON •	 ►
/•	 PATTERN CALCULATION'///'	 • ► 8A10/'	 • ►
8A10/'	 ' ► 8A10/'	 ' ► 8A10//
•	 INPUT PARAMETERS-	 •+//
•	 WAVELENGTH	 OF	 ELECTRIC	 FIELD ........................' ► F9.4/
'	 FEED	 POSITION	 (XF ► YF ► ZF) ............................ v3F8.3
/•	 FEED	 ROTATION	 ANGLES	 (ALPHA ► GAMMA) .................••2F8.3
.	 /•	 FEED POLARIZATION ANGLE WRT Y-PRIME AXIS......... 	 .'.Fn.3)
583 FORMAT(
/'	 MINIMUM-Y POINT ON THE REFLECTOR 	 (X.Y ► Z) ............	 3Fb.3
/'	 MAXIMUM-Y POINT ON THE REFLECTOR	 (X ► Y ► Z) ............ ► 3F8.3
/'	 MINIMUM -Z POINT ON THE REFLECTOR	 (X ► Y ► Z).........'..• ► 3F8.3
/•	 MAXIMUM-Z.POINT ON THE REFLECTOR	 (X ► Y.Z)...:.......' ► 3F8.3
584 FORMAT(/
•	 FEED SHADOW CENTER COORDINATES IN APERTURE PL ...... •.2F7.2
/'	 HALF MAJOR AXIS OF FEED SHADOW ......................PF7.2/
'	 HALF MINOR AXIS OF FEED SHADOW .....................'+F-7.2/
586 FORMAT(//• PATTERN OF FEED IN ONE DEG INCREMENTS OFF-AXIS' /)
587 FORMAT(* E-PLANE PATTERN •/)
588 FORMAT(' H-PLANE PATTERN •/)
590 FORMAT(2X ► 5F16.10)
CALL APTR(P ► MAX)
CALL QUTZ(P ► MAX)
C
C MAJOR = 'THETA P OR 'PHI	 TO INDICATE CONSTANT THETA
C OR PHI ANGLE FOR PATTERN CALCULATION.
C AMAJOR a VALUE (DEG) OF CONSTANT T!ACTA OR PHI.
C MINOR =	 • PHI	 OR	 • "3-+ETA'	 TO INDICATE ANGULAR
C VARIABLE FOR PATTERN CALCULAT'.nN.
C AMINOR(:)	 - INITIAL.	 FINAL.	 INCREMENTAL	 (I=1 ► 2 ► 3)
C VkLUES (DEG) FOR ANGULAR VARIABLE.
C — ----	 —
C NOTE:	 MAJOR = 'DONE '	 INDICATES ALL PATTERN
C REQUESTS HAVE BEEN INPUT. 	 #
C
C****************#***











IF(NANG.LE.101) GO TO 112
WRITE(6+111)























'TABLE OF ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTHS (DB)'./'+'.23X.
•	 ---- a
///19Xr'PRINCIPAL PLANE OF CUT IS ' ► A5+' - '.FB.3.' DEG'
//19Xr'ANGLE '.A5r' FROM'.FS.3.' TO'.FB.3.' BY'.F6.3.' DEG')
• WRITE(6r666) MINOR


















WRITE(6r690) DPDBZZ+DBYZPDBZY ► DBYYYPWRDB




750	 FORMAT(//15Xr'MAXIMUM FIELD VALUES—'//15Xr
20LOG( MAX( FIELD—Z))=20LOG(*PlPE15.7.')-'.OPF12.7//15X+





ORIGIN'," L PA' G%: ^;;
OF POOR QUALITY
------
SUBfi(3UTIRE Ais f (T .MAX) — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — - 
	
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — --  --. -- - -
REAL NHAT(3)
COMMON CA ► SA.CG.30 ► RK ► XC ► NPOINT ► NPARTS ► NP ► NT ► NPTPPL ►
.PIrPID^ ► DTOR ► RTOD ► YCBL ► ZCBLPHFMABLPHFMIBLPXFvYFPZFPDELTAP
.FEED(3)PTITLE(32)PEPLANE(101)PHF'Lj^NE(101)
	_	 DIMENSION A(3.3).AINV(3.3) ► B(3.2).BB(3 ► 2•).C ( 3).EI(3) ► ER(73).
P(5.MAX) ► SR(3) ► X(3)	 i
• EQUIVALENCE (FEED ► CPFR ► SR) ► (X ► EI)
I-1
XM-ABS (P(i ► l))
DO 30 J=2.4
TEM-ABS(P(11,J))










A(2 ► 2)= CA
A(2 ► 3)= 0.0
A(3 ► 1)=CA*SG
A(3+2)=SA*SG
A(3 ► 3)- CG
DO 40 I=1' ►
 3
DO 40 J=1 ► 3
	





DO 65 I=1 ► 4•
DO 60 J=1 ► 3
	






IF (P(I ► I).GT.TMAX) TMAX=P(1 ► I)
IF (P(i ► I).LT.TMIN) TMIN=P(1 ► I)
IF (P(2 ► I).GT.PMAX) PMAX=P(2.I)


















DO 95 J=1 ► NT




































H( lr ^)=A(1.1)*E+B(Ir2)+AClr2)*BB(2 ► 2)+A(lr3)*HB(3r2)
E(^ ► '?>=AC2.1)*RR(1 ► 2)+A(2.2)*BP (.2)+A(2.3)*BB(3.2)
P( 3r2)aA( 3r1)*BR(1.2)+A:?.2)*DR( 2r2) +A(3r3)*BP(3 ► 2)















IF(ABS(DIri ).LT.:000001) GO TO 189























	 OF fiAY W^fiN ^`Ufi^^^ ^F- RE^LEtrfii3F^
C
C	 NHAT(1) ► NHAT(2)9 NHAT(3) - X9YIZ VECTOR COMPONENTS
C	 OF UNIT NORMAL TO SURFACE
C	 AT POINT OF INTERSECTION.
c
SCALAR=2.0*(B(1 ► 1)*NHAT(a)+B(291)*NHAT(2)+B(391)*NHAT(3))
DO 295 Ku1 ► 3
































400	 EI ( J)=EI(J) + A(J.K)*C(K)
SCALAR=2.0*(EI(1)*NHAT(1)+EI(2)'.NHAT(2)+EI(3)*NHAT(3)a











FORMAT(/3X'NUMBER OF RAYS EXCEEDS DIMENSION OF P-ARR-)Y'/




COMMON CA9SAiCG ► SG ► RK9XC9NPOINT ► NPARTS9NP ► NT9NPTPPL9
.PI9PID2 ► DTOR ► RTOIi9YCBL+ZCBL9HFMABL9HFMIBL ► XFLYF9ZF9DELTA9
.FEED(3)9TITLE(32) ► EPLANE(101)9HFLANF(101)
DIMENSION P(59MAX ) 1F'INT ( 5)9POLD ( S)PF'BLK(,.,)PPRJ(J141),Z(2.101)
EQUIVALENCE (EPLANE ► Z)
EQUIVALENCE (TITLE(1) ►FINT) ► (TITLE(6)9F'OLD)9(TITLE(11)9PBLK)















IF (P(2rI).GT.ZMAX) ZMAX-P(2 ► i)
IF (P(2rI).LT.ZMIN) ZMIN=P(2rI)

















































































































IF ( A(irJ)-A(IrI-1) ) 100r2009900
100 DCL 150 K-19NCOL
SWAP(K)-A(K ► I-1)
A(Kr1-1)=A(KrJ)
150	 A(K ► J)=SWAP(K)
GO TO 900
200	 IF ( A(2rJ)-A(2,T-1) ) 220.900.900
















SUE+ROUTINE INOT (F' r MAX r MAJOR r AMAJOr. r At' TNOR . YFLIi r'FLIi r NAND i
REAL MAJOR	 101
MHTT- -V -dYt` M`r,- f,-fff	 fSf,fSYrd-tf-%SYIrffOLD ► YIOLD
ZIrYIrFLDZrFLDY'
♦ DIMENSION AMINOR(3)rP(5rMAX)rYFLD(NANG)rZFLD(NANO)













































































































IF -(D.GT . DSTDk) GO TO 3000
































C CHECK FOR LN 0
IF(N.NE.M) 00 TO 201
A(NrM+3) n 0.
GO TO 200
201 A(NrM+3) - RSO*ALOG(RSQ)
200 CONTINUE
C




A(N ► 2) - POINT(Nrl)
210 A(Nr3) n POINT(Nr2)
C
C (LOWER LEFT)







A(LASTf2 ► M+3) : POINT(Mrl)
230 A(LAST+3 ► M+3) = F'OINT(Mr2)
• C
C FILL MATRIX B
C
DO 300 N-1rLAST
300 B(Nrl) ! POINT(N ► 3)
BLAST+lrl) a 0.
B LAST+2 ► 1) - 0.
P(LASTf3 ► 1) s 0.
C
C CALL GELIM I COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS
C














RSG w (Z-POINT(N ► 1))** 2 + ( Y-POINT(N ► 2))**2
420 SUM - SUM f B(N+3 ► 1)*RSQ*ALOG(RSO+1.E -20)






OF POOR QUAI A Y
r.





DO 500 N-I ► LAST
FUNC-(1.0 + ALOC((Z-POINT(Nrl))**2 + (Y-F'OTNT(Nr2))**2 t
1.E-w0))*2.0*H(Nt3rl)
SUMY*SUMY + (Y-FoINf(N ► 2))*FUNC
500 SUMZ-SUMZ + (Z- POINT(N ► 1))*FUNC
PAR7Y=8(3x1) + SUMY
PARTZ-8(2x1) + SUMZ












Appendix F2. Input files for PARSPI.N.
35 OH7 OFFSET D2S'rORTED SPHERICA I• REFLECTOR EXCrTEb by
 CONICAL
'	 DUAL-MODE HORN (FEED LOCATED AT FOCAL POINT•OF REFFLECTOR)
<MARCH 1981) (POLARIZED-.IN Z-DIRECTION}
.33745782 0.0 0.0 000 , 0.0	 -40.00.0
	 0.0 V.0.
	 000
-9.546i67--;;5.07130 -To	 6100 - -'_--
--9.59370	 +3.06800 7.64245.
-11.383b- . 6.16065 3.05745
=7.^t25
	 0.14250 13.5204t i- -
1•.00000	 196605 .94951 .93325 .91201
._89125 _	 . 85603 y	 .81263 .76736 _72444
.66834 .60256 .56234 .31890 .46774 ---^
.41687 .37154 .32734 .28184 .24831 
*21135
 _ 




.04732 .04217 .03758 .03350 .02913'
.02600 _	 _ . 02239 •
_






.00282 .00224 .00178 .P0141 ,=_12
. 00089 0_
.____
0071 .00056 .00045 :.^	 35_
.000_8 .60022- .00018_ '- -	 .00014 .OA011,
.00009 .00007 .00006 .00004 000004




.00001 w r' .00001
_ _	 _ -
.6066'i --, ^ .40001
.00001 .00001 .00001 .00001 .00001 
__! 00001 .00000
 _  










.97724 .96605 .94951 .93325
.91201 .83105 _ .84140 - '	 ­ _79433	 -_ . 74989
	 -
.70795 .66834 .60954 -56234 .52481
.47315








.12162 .10471 .09333 .08610 1007943
.07586 .07244 .06918 .06607 .0614Z7
.056 9-
.04315 .03981 .03631- .03199 .02818
.02512 .02239 .01995 .01778 .01585
01413 -- - ---- .^1^"^9---- 701122-- -,'Of 000 -- - - :.00891•-
.00794 .00708 .00631 .00562 .00501







^. 00224.... _ _ - . 00200 ^.	 - -	 .0008	 - .00158	 - ..
.00141 •00126 .00112 :00100 .00089
.000.79_ .00071 .00063 .00056 .00050_
.0604^i '	 .00040 -	 -^ +- .06a3^- -_ - ' .00032
	 - ^.b062^-.





	 -12.0 0.0 .25 -
THETA
	 90.00 PHI
	 0.0 12.0 .115
DONE
END OF F fLE - `-	 --^-'
106
OF POOR QUALITY
Input file for NRFLCTM.
35 GHZ OFFSET-M	 N	 ITED
DUAL -MODE HORN (FEED LOCATED AT FOCAL POINT OF REFFLECTOR)
(MARCH 1981) ( POLARIZED IN Z-DIRECTION)
0.0 0.0 0.0 .	 .	 0.0 060
-40.0	 00337457826 0 24.000	 060 0.0
-5.0 000 0.0
	 0.0 0.0
1.00000 .96605 ,94951 .93325 .9120189125 _^.._ ... `:85623'3
	
. _.
.._ ;' r -113"_--"__ :76736--- ... --
 "* 444--
.66834 .60256 .56234 .51380 646774
.41687 .37154 632734 028184 624831
.:1135 - _ -	 -- " .18'197 - - - - -- .13488 -




.0473: 604217 .03758 003350 602983
.02600 .0:239`	 - - -- :01779 `_ ^_.	
..601413:-



















.00003 .0b0703 Ob00- -- --:0000:
.00002 .00001 .00001 600001 .00001
`
.0000! .00001 .00001 000001 .00001
.0000f :00000 --
_
.00000 -^	 - ".0000
	 - `-^ .-00000600000 .00000 .00000 .00000 0.00000
.00000
T - 00W0 "----	 . 4T:^_ 4 '- - -
.-962505-"' ` _ : 4495r - _
__ . 933:"x`
.91201 .88105 684140 .79433 .74989
.70795
.46834 .60954 .56234 $2481
.47315'
	 - .-4'6'1 70
	-	 - --' .37`584 "-- ---
 _'.733497 	 ' " .:29512
.2600: .22387
.18836 .16406 .14125
.12162 .10471 .09333 .08610 .07943
:07586
_^7:^T^___;
.4691.9`+ :a^3^7'^_	 `06 Tr-
.03957
.05689 .05370 .05070 .04677
- - -• __ .
.04315
-^.sl .03981 .03631 ---- -03199 .02818.	 ,	 , ,	 . ..
--;aim
.01413








.00251 .00224 .00200 .00179
.00152000141
.00126 .00112 .00100•• .00089
00000w .00040 ...(Xom t:0001?
.000'Ze
_ •40025 0-00022 .00020 .00018 .00016















Appendix F3. Output data.
SPLIM ZU)1PACY RSFLCC I F	 RAOIATInIt	 - -
►AT1•C w CAl.CUL^rTOM
31 ONZ OPFSCT DISTORTED 8P"IERICAL RCFLECTOR "LIM BY CONICAL
DUAL-MODC NOAH (FLED LOCArED AT FOCAL POINT OF REF1rLECTOR)
(MARCH 1911) (POLARIZID IN Z-OIRCCTION)	 -
INPUT PARAMCTERS-
W'jCLENOTH OF ELECTRIC FIELD..
- ..
	 ...	 .337!(
FEED POSITION (xF.YF•Zf)....... ... ................
	
0.000	 0 MOO	 0.000 -
F-SD ROTATION ANGLES (ALM/A.GAMMA) ................. 	 0.000	 0 00
FLED POLAR^T^N ANfiLE MRT Y-MIIMC AXIS ........... .40yo0
MINIMUM-Y POINT ON TW REFLECTOR ( XrY . Z)........... -9.367 -5 . 071	 7.761
MAXIMUM-Y POINT ON THt Rtr.ECTO* (X.Y.r ........... -9.196 	 3. OAS
	 7.512
MINIMUM--Z POINT ON THE RCFLECTOR (XrY.Z)........... -11.356	 .161	 T.037-- -
46Y IMUM-Z POINT ON THE MULECTOR (X.Y.Z) ........... -7.723	 •163 I3.320
FLED SNADOY CC)/T2R COOROINATES^N A1t7lTUR[ PL.r.. ^.00^ "
 6.00 ' ' - - - -
MOAX MAJOK AXIS OF P"M SHADOY ......... 	 0.00
NALf MIMOR AXIS OF FEKD SNADOM.• 	 0.00...................




1.0000000000 .9660500000 .9495100000 .9372300000 .9120200000
.8912300000 8^-5^76^f03^^00000 i 81"5300000 . 7673600000 . 7244400000-
- .4653400006 - "- -.^V:^60odo0 - 8623400000 ' " ' .3185000000 :467,Y400006
•4168700000• .3711400000 -.3273400000 .2511600000 •2483100000




- :0561400000 - - :0
N
68390000 - .060?600000 -	 .0530900003
_.047000002 .04V 700008 .O3?7506000 .0333000040 OL^91300000
_.0260_000000_ _	 . 0_2:3900000_ 0 1 77800 000 130>000_.01A :011 2200000
.0019100000 0070800000 0056:00000- .0044700000 .0033500000
.0021200000 .0022,400000 .00171100000 .0014100000 .0011200000
_ , . 0008900004 _ r; 0007100000 . 11005600000
	 __ _ .. .0004500000_ _ _.0003300000
.0002900000 .0002700000 .0001800000 .0001400000 .0001100000
.00oc9oOoOo .0000700000 .0000600000 .0000600000 .0000400000






.0000100000 .0000100000 .0000100000 .0000100000 .0000100000
.0000100000 0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.0000000000
0.0000000000 --Y.,0606666 -W-d-.-0600000060 ° 0:0040000000 ---"a.-0000000000;
o.000al000va -
POATM oW 814 IM' 0W M DWERQ15WS . orP64Xn ~
)P PtAMt PwtTOr^ ,e„r•	 :• ,^	 fi„r^.:	 -UN, y.,•5.:..	
_^... { ..	 ,.-. --::.
.9t3020000^ 27/10000000' .04tA000000. 11300000
.7079900000 -&480600000 .6099000000 .3425600000 .52,46100000
.?IO1Z00000 ,	 70p0p6. .- • .Z55?60600Q .1&40600000 .54t
.1356200000' .1010500001 .09,73:100000 -0&1001000 .'4'791100000
-._.,_.0778600000, ^ q?	 ^.y0691000000	 .0"0700000 0649700000
.0993700000 .0'S 6=7006000 -^M .mo7600006 .0467900000
.0611500000 .0391100000 .0363100000 .0319900000 .0251800000
__.8251,200000 .Oit7900000 01900000 .0173900000 . oimwo0000
-141300000 •0125900060 M
91
l3t00000 - :010300000d .*6"r 6'o3d
.0079100000 .0070900000• .006.TL00000 -0066200000. .0owt0000s
.00lr700000 .00s9l00004 .0033700000 0000000
	
f^o0000
.0025100000 .0022400000 .00:0000000• •0017100000 .001
.0014100000 .0012600000 .0011200000 .0010000000 .0008900o0o
_.0007900000 , 0007120000 0006300000  O0Q*6004o0 . 00QSOOgcw







TABLE OF_ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTHS (DB)
PRINCIPAL PLANE OF CUT IS THETA 	 90.000 DEC
ANGLE_ - PHI FROM - 12.000 TO
	
0.000 BY .250 DEG
	
PHI
	 DB ( Z/Z)	 DB(Y/Z)	 DB(Z/Y)	 DB(Y/Y)	 PWRDB




0	 28.29117 :26.66467 -29.76545 -28.13896 -28.20162
-11.500 -28.04013 -26.42512 -29.51441 -27.89941 -27.93739
_ -11.250 -7.92092 -26.31896 -29.39521_ -27.79325 -27.04590
=ii-000 ^7.^790^=6.39331 2,x.45338 -27.86760 -=27791362
-10.750 -28.24976 -26.68601 -29.72404 -28.16029 -28.19728
-10.300 -2875932 -27.22828 -30.23360 -28.70256 -28.72608
--=^^56-='^4:^aoA-=7^:6674'-3i:^3o3T-=^9:^2zo9'-=29:s^316_
-10.000 -30.55833 -24.16343 -32.03264. 30.63772 -30.60433
-9.750 -31.84770 -30.58964 -33.32199 -32.06393 -31.97268
-9.300 -33.33422 -32.30710 -34.8851 -33:79138 -33.398!5R
-9.250 -34.98307 -34.21882 -36.45736 -35.69311 -35.38356
-9.000 -36.56957 -36.06714 -38.04386 -37.54143 -37.11050
-4._75 -37.92324 -' -1 _i. 38107 -39.39752-
 -38.91239 -38.47330
-8.500 -38.93981 -38.08190 -40.41410 -39.55619 -39.28911
-8.250 -39.59628 -38.14426 -41.07056 -39.61855 _ -39.60927_	 _
	
-8.00(f
	 9.66491 -37.71942 41.13920 -39.19370 -39.38353
-7.750 -38.58910 -36.50527 -40.06338 -37.97955 -38.22278
-7.500 -36.29861 -34.33860 -37.77290 -35.81289 -36.00836
77230 --S3. 5-4769
 ' -31.68304 -33.00198 -33.15733 -33.30756
-7.000 -30.89255• -29.09091 -32.36684 -30«56520 -30.69837
	
-6 17	 28.63368 -26.83663 -30.10797 -28.31091 -28.44226
-2	 -26.48642
-6.250 -25.46706 -23.64761 -6.94135 -25.12189 -25.26215
__-6.000-24.60803 _-22.76849 _-26.08232__ _-24.242'77___-24.39099
-5.750 -24.29843 -22.42370 -5.77271 -23.89798 -24.06008
-5.500 -24.65996 -2.71329 -26.13424 -24.18757 -24.37786
	
-5.250_ -23.93896_ -23.83965= 27.43325 _-25.31393
	 25.57070
-5.000 -8.87887 -26.21087 -30.35316 -27.68515 -28.14254
-4.750 -35.82553 -30.14019 -37.29981 -31.61448 -32.91164
4.500 -34.79953 -_29.30638 _-36.27382 . - -30 . 78067 -_-32.03625_,_.
-4.230 -25.79072 -23.28172 -27.26501 -24.75EO1 -25.1541:
-4.000 -20.75983 -18.72546 -22.23412 -20.19975 -20.42400
3.750 -17.26711 -15.35050 -18.74140 -16.82479 -17.00333
	
-3.500 -14.59144 -12.70014	 16.06573 -14.17443 -14.34305
-3.250 -12.42495 -10.52566 -13.89923 -11.99995 -12.17170
	
-3.000 1 -10.60128
	 -8.68220 -12.07556 -10115649 -10.33_5_99
	
--7.210)_ -P.01-34	 7.0786& '-10.49183-8.53295 -8.74019_
	
-2.500
	 7.60683 -5.66622 -9'.08111 -7.13050• -7.32233
"731' -4.37836. . -2'.8os62_ - -3.8126,4 -60,043 V3
	-2.000- -5.15639 -3.22510	 -6-63087	 -4.69939	 -4.88375
	
-1.750 _4'.08701	 -2.18852 -5.36130 	 -3.66281	 -3.83425
	





-2-..239	 2.26691► 	 .47033' -3.74123.. , -1 .94464- -2.07581
	
=L.000 -1.53466	 .29995 -3.0089? =!.274 33 , 1'.38073
	
-.73Q




	 -.47382	 1.12961	 -1.94811	 -.34467	 -.39792
	




0.00000	 1.47429	 -1.47429	 0.00000	 0.00000
MAXIMUM FIELD VALUES-
	
- -	 --	 ------r-
20LOG(MAX(FIELD-Z))=20LOG( 1.1412840E-01) m -18.8521256




TABLE OF ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTHS (DB)
•PRINCIPAL PLANE OF CUT IS THETA - 90.000 DEG
ANGLE PHI FROM
	
0.000 TO 12.000 BY .250 DEG





.250	 0.00000	 1.41257	 -1.47065
	













1.750- -3.53521	 -2.46511	 -5..00586
	
2.000	 -4.78821_ -3.78196	 -6.25886
	




2.750 -10.01207. -9.30483 -11.48272
3.000 -12.3305 - -11.81813 -13.80091
3.250 -14.94403; -14.74303 -16.41469
3.500 -17.70108 '-17.97725_ -19.17173
3.750 -20.08948 -20.84133 -21.56014
4.000 -21.34546 -21.98409 -22.81611
4.250 - -21.48249 -21.55197 =22.95214
-- F4.300 -21.29627 - -20.93159 -22.76692
4.7506
 -21.34640 -20.75128 -22.81705
_ 5.000 _ _-21.83547 -21-13624 -23.30612
5.250 -22.83881 -22.11171 -24.30946
5.300 -24.42234 -23.72762 -25.89299
_	 5.750 -26.69714 -26.11418 -28.16779
	
6 ' 0607---29.8611i. 	 -29:-57609	 31.33176
6.250 -34.14637 -34.88179 -35.61702
_6. 500 -38. 3_3307-43 . 26_373 -39.80372
6.750 -37.47053 -40.33714 --38.94120
7.000 -34.95160 -35.81801 -36.42225
7.250 -33.57640_-33. 96421_ -35._04_706_
7.506--33.30603 -33.62391 -34.77669
7.750 -34.00552 -34:46278 -35.47617
-	
_.,0-000-=-3S-2-01M- -= 64oAJ93„0 _37 07937,
a.250':;:-38.60989 -40.69537 -40.08054
8.300 -42.26882 -49.26136 -43.73947
8.730 -4T .:3873,-4+ajZj!!- _ -43.00939
9.000 --37.33392 -37'.37405 -38.80437
9.250 -34.01001 -33.76160 -33.48066
9.500 -31.63468• -31.21545 --33. 1 0533
9.710 L29 * 
'
9084il 4.-29.3RL96 -31.37913
S.a.000 '-28•.&4442. •-281.02158' -30.11537
10.290- -37.776341 27'►01327:. +Z91.2000t




11'.000 -26.6I'661 -23.54224 -28.68726
11.250 -26.68528 -25.46479 28.15393
11.500 -26.93828 -25.54850 -38.40843
11-730 -n, -14217 -2 .7368_-28.81282



























































- -- - MAX?MUIt FIELD VALUES+ ' -- 
-
ti-- ^^--- -	 -- - ------
20L00(MAX(FIELD-Z))-20L00(. 1.1417615E-01)- -18.8484921
20LO0tMAX(FIELD-Y))-20LO0( 13524089E-01)- -17.3778393
END OF FILE
110
